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Introduction
P
ower MOSFETs are massively used in most low and medium voltage
power applications thanks to their noteworthy advantages compared to
power bipolar transistors, such as their higher switching speed (shorter turn-on
and turn-off times) and their larger power capability [1, 2, 3]. They are also in-
creasingly employed in automotive applications (Smart Power switches [4]) to
enhance energy efficiency, safety and comfort in latest generation cars. In the
last decades they have been subjected to a rapid development in terms of their
performance due to more demanding requirements in traditional applications
and due to the fast development of new challenging ones. As a consequence,
designing higher performance devices leads often to more critical and limiting
robustness and reliability issues.
During operation in typical automotive applications a power switch is
subjected to critical stress conditions resulting in a high power dissipation
which may progressively degrade its electrical performance, shorten its life-
time and, eventually, cause its failure. The high power density often causes
very high temperature peaks and large thermal gradients across the power
MOSFET. Those thermally extreme conditions are the driving force to fatigue
phenomena resulting from mechanical stresses, which are a consequence of the
different thermal expansions experienced by materials composing the device
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Furthermore, main electrical parameters of a power semi-
conductor device show a substantial temperature dependence which may de-
termine thermally unstable operating conditions leading to unexpected early-
failures even during a single stress pulse [12, 13]. Therefore, main reliability
and robustness problems in power MOSFETs are caused by fast temperature
transients and can be only counteracted with the development of adequate tech-
nologies, geometries and circuit designs aimed at achieving an effective ther-
mal management.
A deep understanding of the heat propagation through the device struc-
ture during critical stress conditions is of utmost importance when design-
xiii
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ing new power MOSFET technologies or when improving already existing
ones. Several measurement approaches are available to accurately assess the
thermal behavior of a semiconductor device. They are usually based on con-
tact methods, like the employment of temperature sensors (often integrated)
[14, 15, 16], or on more efficient contactless methods, such as infrared ther-
mography [17, 18, 19] or laser interferometry [20, 21]. Unfortunately, exper-
imental methods can be used effectively only when power device chips, or as
an alternative purposely designed test structures, are available. Hence, dur-
ing the development phase of brand new power devices, employing simulation
tools represents the only method useful for predicting the device thermal be-
havior and the effectiveness of new design proposals. Thermal simulators are
commonly utilized for this purpose [22, 23]. Unfortunately, they are limited
to specific device operations in which the electro-thermal interaction does not
significantly influence the thermal response of the device. Specifically, those
tools are intended to solve the heat equation within the device structure and,
hence, they neglect the impact of temperature variations on device electrical
parameters and vice-versa.
The electro-thermal interaction takes place in a power device due to the
temperature dependence of its main parameters, such as the threshold voltage
and the carrier mobility. Such phenomena define thermally unstable operating
conditions for the device which limit its reliable operation and, possibly, its ro-
bustness characteristics. In the last two decades, reasons and consequences of
the electro-thermal instability in power MOSFETs have been widely studied,
experimentally verified and documented in literature [12, 13, 24, 25]. On this
basis, electro-thermal simulation tools were born to overcome the limitation of
purely thermal and purely electrical simulators.
Research activities have dealt with the modeling, the simulation and the ex-
perimental verification of the electro-thermal interaction in power MOSFETs.
Specifically, the attention has been focused on low-voltage power MOSFETs
integrated in modern Smart Power switches and on their electro-thermal behav-
ior in critical operations defined by the harsh automotive environment. In the
first chapter of this thesis a brief introduction will be given about most com-
mon power MOSFET structures. Subsequently, simple physics-based models
of the device elementary cell are proposed in order to describe its electro-
thermal behavior. This modeling is necessary to accordingly simulate the
electro-thermal interaction within a power MOSFET. Finally, some basic no-
tions will be reported about modern Smart Power switches.
An electro-thermal simulator is a software tool capable of predicting, by
Introduction xv
applying numerical computation methods, the device electrical response, its
resulting thermal behavior and finally to consistently couple their interaction.
Generally, two main approaches are utilized to implement such a coupling and
they both show advantages and drawbacks. For instance, simulators based on
the relaxation method exploit a coupling strategy which requires a laborious
implementation of data transfer synchronizations among the electrical and the
thermal simulator [26, 27, 28, 29]. On the other hand, simulators using just one
single software environment (direct method) avoid synchronization issues, but
have to be programmed from scratch implying a high implementation effort
[30, 31, 32, 33]. Furthermore, this approach requires an accurate electrical and
thermal modeling of the device which is generally not an easy task.
During the research activity, an FEM-based electro-thermal simulator has
been developed and implemented by customizing the ANSYS R© software by
means of its native design language. A novel physics-based concept has been
developed for consistently coupling the electrical and the thermal behavior in
a power MOSFET by exploiting ANSYS electrical and electro-thermal simu-
lation capabilities [34, 35]. Such an approach avoids the employment of two
distinct simulators (which represents the source of main limitations for the
relaxation method) and, at the same time, simplifies the device thermal and
electrical modeling (main limitation for the direct method). Lastly, the con-
ceived algorithm can be implemented with a reasonable effort also in other
commercially available FEM suites, like COMSOL Multiphysics R©.
Specifically, two distinct simulation concepts have been developed. The
first one is suitable for simulating transient operations in discrete power MOS-
FETs starting from assigned VGS and VDS biasing conditions. In the second
one, the same concept has been extended towards electro-thermal simulations
of power MOSFETs integrated in Smart Power devices. In those devices, the
gate pin is generally not directly accessible due to the integrated gate drivers.
Furthermore, device biasing conditions during critical operations are generally
defined by the external circuitry. Therefore, the latter algorithm for the predic-
tion of the thermal and electrical field is based on the assessment of the internal
VGS voltage which agrees with the externally load-imposed biasing conditions
(i.e. VDS and ID) [36].
The second chapter is devoted to accurately presenting both developed
simulation algorithms. Two test devices have been employed to validate simu-
lator accuracy. Specifically, experimental measurements have been performed
thanks to temperature sensing structures integrated in the test chips. Therefore,
main features of such temperature sensors will be explained in detail together
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with their thermal characterizations.
Simulations of power devices establish a typical multi-scale problem in
which the large device structure includes micro-structures which are often
highly anisotropic, such as the metal interconnection stack or the gate trenches
within a power trench MOSFET. The geometrical modeling of multi-scale
structures represents a challenging task since a detailed modeling of its ge-
ometry is required to achieve accurate results, but it often results in an un-
acceptable computational effort. In this work, the homogenization approach
([37, 38, 39, 40]) has been used in power devices with the goal to estimate
thermally equivalent material properties of micro-scale structures. In particu-
lar, this approach has been used for the first time to determine thermally equiv-
alent material properties of the epitaxial layer of a power trench MOSFET
[41]. In this case, an accurate equivalent description of the epitaxial layer may
be relevant since this represents the device region where most of the power is
dissipated due to the Joule effect. In this context, for such an epitaxial layer,
a physics-based electrical modeling has been developed as well. The ther-
mal homogenization approach, its utilization in a power trench MOSFET and
characterization results will be treated in the third chapter. Furthermore, the
impact of such innovative modeling on the description of the device electro-
thermal behavior has been evaluated and compared to a commonly adopted
isotropic model of the epitaxial layer.
In the fourth chapter, two applications of the developed simulator have
been reported in detail to demonstrate: 1) the importance of the electro-thermal
interaction in modern and future power MOSFET technologies; 2) the useful-
ness of the developed electro-thermal simulation approach.
Due to miniaturization reasons, the trend in modern Smart Power switches
aims to achieve MOSFETs featuring smaller active areas. The consequently
lower current capability of the device is generally counteracted by developing
new technologies with progressively diminished ON-state resistance. This can
be implemented by adopting technology improvements which often result in
a higher transconductance coefficient KMOS. Electro-thermal simulations of
two test devices have demonstrated that the higher the KMOS, the less ther-
mally stable becomes the device behavior and, consequently, the less robust
is the power MOSFET. Simulation results have been validated by means of
temperature measurements performed using an integrated temperature sensor
[36].
Finally, the electro-thermal simulator has been used to estimate the impact
of a crack within the copper metallization of a power MOSFET. This kind of
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failure mechanism has been observed in modern Smart Power devices sub-
jected to repetitive short circuit pulses [10]. The conducted study has demon-
strated that a crack in the power metallization drives the formation of a local-
ized temperature hot-spot which grows higher for increasing crack sizes.

Chapter 1
Power MOSFETs in Smart
Power switches
F irst power devices based on the Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor Field Ef-fect Transistor (MOSFET) structure were developed in the mid-70s to
replace the existing power Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) in power appli-
cations featuring high switching frequency. At that time, power BJTs could
not be operated at high frequencies due to their long recovery time required
to deplete their drift region from stored charges. Power MOSFETs instead,
showed improved switching performance compared to BJTs thanks to their
uni-polar nature. This peculiarity represented their most important advantage,
however their high input impedance was also a very appreciated feature al-
lowing the design of more simple device drivers. Last, but not least, power
MOSFET robustness performance was significantly better when compared to
BJTs, especially in the inductive hard-switching behavior [1, 2, 3, 42].
Originally, power MOSFET technologies were based on a double-diffusion
process in which the formation of the inversion layer was obtained by con-
trolling the depth of two junctions. Power devices realized in such a way,
called Vertical-Diffused MOSFET (VD-MOSFET), had the drawback of a
quite limited current capability due to their substantially large internal resis-
tance (also called ON-resistance or ON-state resistance), which in turn repre-
sented a prominent limiting factor for both the device power management and
the efficiency of the circuits in which they were utilized. Therefore, in the early
1990s an improved technology was introduced for realizing new generations
of power MOSFETs, i.e. the so called trench technology. In general, compared
to a VD-MOSFET, a power trench MOSFET shows a reduced ON-resistance
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and allows higher operating frequencies (up to several MHz).
In the last decades, along with the progressively improved power MOS-
FET technologies, automotive applications have impressively grown due to
more demanding user requirements for increasing car performance, safety and
comfort. Such a trend has led to a great development of automotive electronics
towards higher complexity, which has resulted in a growing integration and
miniaturization of power switches. Nowadays, most of the discrete switches
used in the automotive environment, such as power transistors or electro-
mechanical relays, have been replaced by complex semiconductor-based cir-
cuits, the so called Smart Power (SP) switches. Those devices integrate within
a single chip one or more power MOSFETs together with several analog cir-
cuits for driving and protecting the power devices and the loads, and the logic
circuitry for managing the data exchange with the car control unit. In auto-
motive applications, SP devices are mainly used for motor controllers, power
supplies and lamps ballasting. In general, a SP device must reliably with-
stand a wide variety of electrical and thermal stresses during his operation
in the harsh automotive environment. Some of the aforementioned stresses
result from critical biasing conditions which may drive the power transistor to-
wards a dangerous operating regime called thermal instability. Typically, main
MOSFET parameters show a substantial temperature dependence, as a result
of that a mutual interaction takes place between the electrical and the ther-
mal field within the semiconductor device. Consequently, by defining margins
of the thermally stable/unstable operating regime, the electro-thermal interac-
tion may seriously limit the device lifetime. Therefore, today’s semiconductor
manufacturers particularly focus their attention on the electro-thermal robust-
ness and reliability of power MOSFETs integrated in modern SP switches in
order to guarantee a long operating lifetime during their use in the car environ-
ment.
In this chapter basic concepts of modern power MOSFETs integrated in SP
switches will be described. Afterwards, their Safe Operating Area (SOA) in
forward-biasing operations will be briefly recalled and concepts of reliability
and robustness will be introduced accordingly. The second section deals with
the behavioral modeling of the power MOSFET, specifically focusing the at-
tention on the temperature dependencies of the main device parameters, which
are responsible for the thermal instability effect observed in such transistors.
Finally, some basic notions concerning modern SP switches will be given to-
gether with their typical critical working conditions commonly experienced
during their operation within the automotive environment.
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1.1 Power MOSFET basics
1.1.1 VD-MOSFET and Trench MOSFET
Contrary to common MOSFETs employed in analog and digital applications
(e.g. signal amplification, digital functions and logic gates, etc.), a power
MOSFET is a vertical device, namely the current flows from the top towards
the bottom of the silicon die by crossing the whole semiconductor substrate.
The reason of such a design lies in the higher blocking voltage capability re-
quired by standard power applications, which involves a substantially thick
epitaxial layer allowing larger maximum breakdown voltages.
Independent of the technology employed to realize the device, a power
MOSFET is physically made of a collection of elementary cells connected in
parallel, where every cell generally includes two or more elementary transis-
tors. Modern power MOSFETs can include up to several hundreds of thou-
sands cells depending on their active area size. The dimension of one elemen-
tary cell defines the pitch of the technology. In general, for a defined active
area, the smaller the pitch, the lower the RON of the device, hence allowing
higher current capability.
One of the first power MOSFETs developed was the VD-MOSFET de-
vice, the elementary cell of such a device is depicted in Figure 1.1. For the
n-channel configuration (N-MOS), the device structure can be obtained by
growing, using an epitaxial process, a low doped n− silicon layer upon a gen-
erally thicker (hundreds of micrometers) highly doped n+ silicon substrate.
Subsequently, the p-base and the n+-source region, are realized by opportune
implantation and diffusion processes. Both regions are self-aligned thanks to
the gate polysilicon electrode which has to be realized before the definition of
the source and body regions.
A sufficiently large positive bias applied at the gate electrode (VGS > Vth)
allows the formation of a lateral channel in the base region just below the gate
oxide between the source and the n− epitaxial region by attracting the mi-
nority carriers (electrons) of the base region. In such a way a current path is
created for electrons which can then flow from the source (typically biased at
a low potential) to the drain (biased at a high potential) terminal. When elec-
trons reach the end of the channel region, they enter into the so called Junction
Field Effect Transistor (JFET) region, then the current spreads towards the n−
epitaxial layer entering the accumulation region and finally the drift region.
In the OFF-state (0 ≤ VGS ≤ Vth), a high positive drain voltage VD de-
termine the reverse biasing of the base-drift junction. Since the donor con-
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Figure 1.1: VD-MOSFET structure highlighting the critical region for the elec-
tron current path.
centration in the drift region is generally substantially lower than the acceptor
concentration in the base region, most of the VDS voltage will drop across the
drift layer of the device because the space depletion region mainly develops
towards the lower doped semiconductor side. Therefore, the role of the drift
region is of paramount importance because, by means of opportunely designed
doping concentration and thickness, it allows the definition of the maximum
voltage VDS which the device can sustain without running into the avalanche
effect determined by the impact ionization phenomenon [43].
Unfortunately, a thick and poorly doped drift layer determines also a high
internal drift resistance, hence a higher electrical power dissipation which re-
duces the energy capability of the device. Consequently, when designing the
thickness and the doping concentration of the drift region in a VD-MOSFET,
the trade-off between its maximum allowed voltage and its RON must be al-
ways taken into account, keeping in mind that in general higher blocking volt-
age capability implies higher RON and vice-versa.
An alternative power MOSFET structure which allows to reduce the over-
all ON-state resistance by substantially shrinking the cell pitch is the Trench
power MOSFET, also called U-MOSFET. The elementary cell of a trench
MOSFET is depicted in Figure 1.2. From the technological viewpoint the
trench is realized by etching trench-stripes onto the upper surface of the silicon
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Figure 1.2: Trench MOSFET structure highlighting the critical region for the
electron current path. The reader should notice the absence of the JFET region.
die. Subsequently, following opportune deposition processes, those trenches
are filled with silicon oxide and polysilicon.
In an n-channel power trench MOSFET, by applying an adequate positive
gate potential, a vertical inversion channel can be created within the p-base
region along the vertical trench sidewalls nearby the thin trench oxide. When a
positive drain voltage is applied, such a channel provides a path for the electron
current to flow from the source towards the drain terminal.
Concerning its blocking voltage capability, in a power trench MOSFET
the considerations described above for the VD-MOSFET are valid as well,
determining the same trade-off between RON and breakdown voltage.
Compared with a VD-MOSFET, the real advantage of a trench MOSFET
is given by the completely absence of the JFET region which yields a sub-
stantial reduction of the overall device RON without decreasing its blocking
voltage capability. For this reason, the trench technology is nowadays widely
employed for producing modern discrete power MOSFETs, as well as MOS-
FETs integrated in current SP switches.
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Figure 1.3: SOA of a power MOSFET in DC and pulsed operation.
1.1.2 Safe operating area (SOA)
The SOA of a power device defines the maximum allowed VDS together with
the maximum allowed ID at which the device can be operated without destruc-
tive failure. In Figure 1.3, the typical SOA of a power MOSFET is depicted
using logarithmic scales for both VDS and ID. The limits visible in Figure 1.3
define the border of the biasing area where the device can reliably work with-
out experiencing a failure. In the following, a short description of those limits
is given:
• The region A is intrinsically defined by the power MOSFET operation.
In this region device operation is limited by the VDS drop, which is de-
fined by itsRON at low-current operations (namely theRON in the triode
region);
• The region B is a consequence of the maximum drain current ID allowed
for the device. This limit is typically related to the maximum current that
device source bond wires can sustain without fusing;
• The region C determines the maximum VDS blocking voltage that the
device can handle without experiencing avalanche failures;
• Finally, the region D is mainly determined by the maximum allowed
junction temperature Tjmax , which is defined by device biasing condi-
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tions and its junction to case thermal impedance Zthj-c by means of:
Tj − Tc = Zthj−cVDSID (1.1)
where Tc is the case (package) temperature which is commonly equal to
the ambient temperature. In this region, the range of maximum allowed
VDS and ID is eventually larger in pulse operation. In fact, in this case
a reduced duty cycle implies a smaller effective power dissipation com-
pared to the one obtained in the DC operation. Therefore, this SOA limit
enlarges as the pulse width is reduced.
The definition of the SOA limits depicted in Figure 1.3 is based on just
purely thermal considerations and neglects possible further limitations related
to electro-thermal interactions which commonly take place within a power
MOSFET. We will see in the following of this chapter (specifically in Para-
graph 1.2.3) that a further region in the MOSFET SOA emerges due to the
thermal instability regime which typically characterizes the device behavior in
high-voltage/low-current operations.
The reader can find a highly recommended extensive study about the
single-stress SOA of power MOSFETs integrated in SP switches in the PhD
thesis of Marie Denison [44].
1.1.3 Robustness and reliability
Power semiconductor products available on the market have intrinsic perfor-
mance limits and, during their lifetime, they are obviously subjected to wear.
Additionally, within a certain specific customer application their operating lim-
its may be very close to application specifications. Based on these consider-
ations, two basics concept have been defined for semiconductor products, i.e.
the robustness and the reliability. Their notions are often diverging, therefore
in this paragraph they will be briefly defined.
The robustness, also called ruggedness, of a power device refers to its capa-
bility to handle operation beyond normal conditions and device specifications.
Assessing the robustness of a power transistor means to verify that the de-
vice is capable to perform its intended functions with sufficient safety margins
(i.e. robustness margins) between specification limits and one or more failure
mechanisms in a defined application [45, 46]. In Figure 1.4, device speci-
fications of two generic parameters, i.e. A and B, have been schematically
represented with an ellipse which must completely contain the application re-
quirements (depicted by means of a rectangle). Beyond its robustness margin
the device may fail due to a certain failure mechanism.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of both reliability and robustness con-
cepts [46]. The usage of the device determines the shrinking of its robustness
margins and, consequently, a lower reliability during its lifetime.
Reliability, instead, is defined as "the probability of a device to perform a
required function under given conditions for the expected lifetime" [6].
The usage of the product in its lifetime within a specified application may
eventually affects both its robustness margins and, eventually, its specifica-
tions. Contrary to the definition of robustness, the reliability is not an inherent
property of the device, but it is rather related to the application requirements.
Hence, validating the reliability means verifying that the device is capable to
fulfill the application requirements within the specified lifetime.
Generally, both the robustness and the reliability of power devices are ex-
perimentally evaluated. In case of reliability estimations, repetitive tests help
to predict the lifetime of the device by means of opportune statistical anal-
yses [47, 48]. The reader can find examples of test systems purposely de-
signed for assessing the reliability of products for automotive applications in
[49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. Finally, analysis of those parameters returns important
information on both failure and degradation mechanisms which helps semi-
conductor manufacturers to improve their products and to provide accurate
product specifications, i.e. datasheets, useful for their customer applications.
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In this work an electro-thermal simulator will be presented in detail. This
tool is particularly effective for estimating the robustness of power MOSFETs
under critical operating conditions, such as Short Circuit (SC) or switching
of inductive loads. Nevertheless, in the second part of Chapter 4, a peculiar
reliability characteristic related to a specific failure mechanism observed in
modern SP devices will also be analysed by means of the developed simulator.
1.2 Power MOSFET modeling
1.2.1 Analytical modeling of power MOSFETs
In this paragraph a few elementary analytical models describing the power
MOSFET electrical behavior will be introduced. Contrary to standard small-
signal MOSFETs which are four-terminal devices, a power MOSFET features
only three terminals because in its structure the source and the body region
are always connected together (see the VD-MOSFET and the trench MOS-
FET structures reported in Figure 1.1 and in Figure 1.2, respectively). Models
proposed in the following of this section are valid for every kind of power
MOSFET, namely they are independent on the technology used to realize it.
It can be demonstrated that starting from the Poisson’s equation describing
the potential distribution within the device channel and the Gauss’s law for
defining the space charge in the semiconductor, the infinitesimal voltage drop
dV within the channel of an N-MOS elementary cell can always be written as
a function of the cell drain current ID as follows [43, 54]:
dV = IDdR = ID
dx
WcellµnCOX [VGS − Vth − V (x)] (1.2)
where dR represents the infinitesimal resistance in the device channel which
depends on:
• the channel width Wcell of an elementary cell of the device;
• the electron mobility in the channel µn;
• the gate oxide (specific) capacitance, which is a function of the permit-
tivity within the oxide OX and the oxide thickness tOX by means of:
COX =
OX
tOX
(1.3)
• the gate-source voltage drop VGS;
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• the threshold voltage Vth, which can be expressed as:
Vth =
√
4SkTNA ln
(
NA
ni
)
COX
+ 2
kT
q
ln
(
NA
ni
)
(1.4)
where s is the permittivity of silicon, k the Boltzmann constant, T the
absolute temperature, NA the acceptor doping level in the body region,
ni the intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon at the temperature T and
q is the elementary charge.
• the potential V (x) representing the local potential in the channel along
the direction of the current.
By integrating Equation 1.2 along the entire channel length Lch, namely:∫ Lch
0
IDdx = WcellµnCOX
∫ VDS
0
[VGS − Vth − V (x)] dV (1.5)
an expression for the drain current in the channel can be obtained:
ID =
1
2
µnCOX
Wcell
Lch
[
2 (VGS − Vth)VDS − VDS2
]
(1.6)
For a power MOSFET, generally three different regimes of operations can be
defined:
• interdiction (VGS < Vth) , i.e. for low biasing gate potentials the channel
cannot be created;
• triode, or linear, region (VGS ≥ Vth and VGS − Vth ≥ VDS), i.e. for
biasing gate potentials sufficiently high an inversion layer (channel) is
created in the body region;
• saturation, or pinch-off, region (VGS ≥ Vth and VGS − Vth < VDS),
i.e. for even higher biasing gate potentials an inversion layer (channel)
is created and the pinch-off effect takes place.
According to operating regimes defined above, the Equation 1.6 can be rewrit-
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ten as follows:
ID =

if VGS < Vth :
0
if VGS ≥ Vth and VGS − Vth ≥ VDS :
1
2µnCOX
Wcell
Lch
[
2 (VGS − Vth)VDS − V 2DS
]
if VGS ≥ Vth and VGS − Vth < VDS :
1
2µnCOX
Wcell
Lch
[VGS − Vth]2
(1.7)
This equation represents the easiest way to analytically describe the electrical
device behavior at its terminals. A slightly modified version of Equation 1.7
includes a multiplicative term which takes into account the channel modula-
tion effect. Such an equation is often referred as the SPICE level-1 model
of the MOSFET due to the fact that it is commonly implemented in circuit
simulators, like SPICE [55]. In the next paragraph we will see that the elec-
trical behavior described by Equation 1.7 is already sufficiently accurate when
simulating the electro-thermal interaction of a power MOSFET operating in a
limited VGS-range. Nevertheless, more accurate models can be used for defin-
ing the electrical behavior of the elementary cell, such as higher order SPICE
models (e.g. SPICE level-3), though they are usually quite complex because
they imply the definition of many parameters.
In this work, the attention has been focused on the usage of elementary
electrical (and thermal) representations which can describe with a satisfactory
level of accuracy the relatively simple cell behavior within a power MOSFET
when simulating its electro-thermal response. Specifically, two further analyt-
ical models have been used in this research context. In the first one, the SPICE
level-1 model has been slightly modified by expressing the source potential VS
in the VGS voltage as a function of the distributed source resistance Rs. This
modeling is particularly suitable for describing the cell behavior in devices
with a large active area or with a thick power metallization. In fact, in those
MOSFETs the de-biasing effect may be relevant, namely the finite value of the
electrical conductivity associated to the source metallization may determine a
substantially different VS potential at the top and at the bottom of the source
power metallization [56, 57, 58]. Consequently, the effective VGS seen by a
generic device cell becomes smaller than the one applied to the device elec-
trodes, due to the voltage drop VS across the power metal, which is in turn a
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function of the drain current:
VGS = VG − VS = VG −RSID (1.8)
Therefore, by substituting Equation 1.8 in Equation 1.7, the cell current in
saturation region becomes:
ID =
1
2
µnCOX
Wcell
Lch
[VG −RsID − Vth]2 (1.9)
where Rs becomes a parameter for the modified SPICE level-1 model.
Another model which achieves a quite accurate description of the cell ID
with a limited number of parameters has been proposed by Enz, Krummen-
acher and Vittoz [59] and it has been already used by Pfost et al. in [60] for
defining the drain current in a VD-MOSFET structure:
ID = I0(ABVT)
A ln
(
1 + e
VGS−Vth
ABVT
)A
(1.10)
where I0 is a constant, VT the thermal voltage, A and B are set to 2.0 and
1.0 respectively, but they can be both used as parameters for achieving higher
accuracy when modeling the typically large drift region of a power MOSFET.
Finally, an accurate, though more complex, model can be found in the
PhD thesis of d’Alessandro [61], where the electrical (and thermal) response
of the elementary cell of a VD-MOSFET has been described using an extended
version of the SPICE level-3 model. Such a modeling takes into account the
quasi-saturation effect which affects a power MOSFET operating in the triode
region at high current levels [62, 63]. Due to the velocity saturation phenomena
observed in carriers crossing the epitaxial layer at high electric fields, the drift
resistance Rdrift cannot be considered independent of the voltage drop across
the epitaxial layer, hence it is modeled as follow:
Rdrift(VDS) = R0 +R1
VDS
VC + VDS
(1.11)
where R0, R1 and VC represent three parameters. The contribution of Rdrift
can be simply added to the channel resistance within the equation of the drain
current because those two resistances are connected in series.
1.2.2 Main temperature dependencies
The analytical models presented in the previous paragraph are suitable for de-
scribing the electrical behavior of the elementary cell within a power MOS-
FET. The electro-thermal interaction taking place in such devices is a direct
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consequence of the temperature dependence of the drain current resulting from
the electron mobility and the threshold voltage.
The electron mobility within the channel is a decreasing function of the
temperature because at high temperature the lattice scattering prevails on the
impurity scattering. Its temperature dependence can be described by means of
a power law model [43]:
µn(T ) = µ0
(
T
T0
)−M
(1.12)
where T0 is a reference temperature, e.g. the ambient temperature, and µ0 is the
value of the mobility at the reference temperature. Both M and µ0 represent
two parameters for the model.
On the other hand, due to the dependencies of the threshold voltage on the
Fermi potential and on the work-function, also Vth is a decreasing function of
the temperature. A commonly adopted model prescribes a linear decrease of
Vth for increasing temperature [64]:
Vth(T ) = Vth0 − Φ (T − T0) (1.13)
where Vth0 is the value of the threshold voltage at the reference temperature T0
and Φ is its temperature coefficient (defined positive in Equation 1.13 due to
the minus sign).
In the case of the simple SPICE level-1 model, the temperature depen-
dence of the cell current can be obtained by substituting both Equation 1.12
and Equation 1.13 in Equation 1.7. For example, the drain current in the satu-
ration region can be rewritten in the following way:
ID(T ) =
1
2
[
µ0
(
T
T0
)−M]
COX
Wcell
Lch
{VGS − [Vth0 − Φ (T − T0)]}2
(1.14)
The consequences of such temperature dependencies on the device thermal
behavior will be described in the next paragraph.
Tabulated values of ID for different temperatures and different biasing con-
ditions have been obtained by means of so called TCAD simulations (or device
simulations). With this kind of simulations, equations describing the drift-
diffusion of carriers in doped semiconductors are solved and computed using a
numerical method (typically Finite Element Method (FEM)). The commercial
tool Taurus MEDICI together with the associated process simulator Taurus
T-SUPREM4 allowed to estimate current values in the elementary cell of the
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Figure 1.5: Example of threshold voltage extrapolation at different ambient
temperatures using the quadratic extrapolation method. The intersection of
the obtained line with the VGS-axis returns the value of Vth for the considered
ambient temperature.
considered technology for a wide range of temperatures, VGS and VDS volt-
ages. Those tabulated values will be referenced in the course of this thesis
as table model of the device elementary cell. Subsequently, analytical models
presented in the previous paragraph have been calibrated by fitting the table
model obtained from TCAD simulations.
For the SPICE level-1 model (Equation 1.7) and its modified version
(Equation 1.9), the temperature dependence of the threshold voltage has been
included using the linear function defined by Equation 1.13. For this pur-
pose, the quadratic extrapolation method [65] has been used in order to ex-
tract, from the table model, values of Vth at different temperatures (see Fig-
ure 1.5). Subsequently, the extracted threshold voltages have been fitted using
the model of Equation 1.13 and values for Vth0 and Φ have been deduced from
the intercept and slope of the linear function . Extracted values of the thresh-
old voltage at different temperatures and their resulting linear fitting have been
both plotted in Figure 1.6.
The second step consisted in the fitting of tabled temperature dependent
transfer characteristics by means of the equation of the drain current in which
the temperature dependence for Vth has been included, i.e.:
ID(T ) =
1
2
µn(T )COX
Wcell
Lch
{
VGS −
[
˜Vth0 − Φ˜ (T − T0)
]}2
(1.15)
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Figure 1.6: Interpolation by linear model (Equation 1.13) of extrapolated
threshold voltages at different temperatures.
where Φ˜ and ˜Vth0 have been previously extracted. Here µn has been considered
as a fitting parameter for every temperature value. For both the SPICE level-1
models presented, µn values have been extracted from temperature dependent
transfer characteristics in a limited VGS-range. In particular, in the case of
its modified version (i.e. Equation 1.9), also RS has been used as a fitting
parameter. Finally, mobilities obtained at different temperatures have been
fitted using the model described in Equation 1.12, determining values for µ
and M .
For instance, in Figure 1.7 table model transfer characteristics for VDS val-
ues of 10 V, 20 V, 30 V and 40 V at 100◦C are compared with the three
mentioned analytical models: i.e. SPICE level-1, SPICE level-1 with RS and
EKV model. For all of them, the respective parameters have been obtained by
fitting the table model data within a VGS range from Vth to 3.5 V.
In Chapter 2 a FEM-based electro-thermal simulator will be introduced.
With such a simulator, the device transient electrical and thermal responses
can be simulated under arbitrary biasing conditions. Several simulations have
verified that simple electro-thermal analytical models presented above allow
a quite accurate description of the cell current in a limited range of VGS (few
volts above the Vth). For example, in Figure 1.8 the plotted simulation results
refer to the same power MOSFET and operating conditions and have been
obtained using for the cell current both the table model description and the
simple SPICE level-1 model. Both the simulated current and temperature hot-
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Figure 1.7: Table model transfer characteristics at 100◦C for VDS values of
10 V, 20 V, 30 V and 40 V (dots) compared with three different analytical
models: SPICE level-1 (blue curve), SPICE level-1 with RS (red curve) and
EKV model (yellow curve) resulting from fitting in a VGS range from Vth to
3.5 V.
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dashed curves) obtained from electro-thermal simulations of a power MOS-
FET. The same operating condition have been simulated using two different
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spot evolution obtained with the two cell current descriptions show relatively
small deviations. In particular, the maximum ID deviation is 0.5 A and appears
at the beginning of the SC, while the maximum THS deviation of 5.7 K is
observed at the end of the pulse.
1.2.3 Thermal instability
The reason for the thermal instability phenomenon in power MOSFETs can
be discovered by having a careful look at the SPICE level-1 equation for the
saturation regime, which has been reported below by highlighting temperature
dependencies of both the µn and the Vth:
ID(T ) =
1
2
µn(T )COX
Wcell
Lch
[VGS − Vth(T )]2 (1.16)
For a defined operating condition, i.e. for a fixed VGS, due to Equation 1.12
and Equation 1.13 both the channel mobility and the threshold voltage decrease
for increasing temperatures determining two counteracting effects on the drain
current. If the effect on ID of the mobility decreasing at increasing tempera-
tures dominates the decrease of the threshold voltage, the overall drain current
in Equation 1.16 diminishes. As a consequence, the so called temperature
coefficient of the current α is negative, where α is given by:
α =
dID
dT
(1.17)
On the contrary, if for increasing T the decrease of the threshold voltage dom-
inates the decrease of the mobility, then ID increases determining in this case
a positive α. Those two counteracting mechanisms define two different VGS-
ranges which can be noticed in temperature dependent transfer characteristics
reported in Figure 1.9.
In general, for low VGS voltages, i.e. at low current levels, the latter mech-
anism is dominant, while at high VGS voltages, i.e. at higher current levels,
the former mechanism prevails on the latter one. The border between those
two ranges is given by the VGS voltage value for which the decrease of the
mobility with the temperature is completely counteracted by the decrease of
the threshold voltage, determining a value of the drain current which is sub-
stantially independent of temperature. For this reason, the pair given by VTCP
and ITCP in Figure 1.9 defines the so called TCP. Due to the fact that for this
point α is equal to zero, the TCP is often referred also with the name of Zero
Temperature Coefficient (ZTC) point.
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Figure 1.9: Cell current at different ambient temperatures and definition of the
TCP. Two distinct operating regimes can be highlighted: a thermally unstable
one for VGS<VTCP (or ID<ITCP) and a thermally stable one for VGS>VTCP (or
ID>ITCP).
As aforementioned, for VGS lower than VTCP (and larger than Vth), α is
positive. This means that a local increase of temperature determines also a
local increase of current. Consequently, the increase of current leads to a local
increase of power within the cell which induces a further temperature rise re-
sulting, in turn, in a positive feedback between the current and the temperature
increase. If such a mechanism takes place within the device for a sufficient
time, extremely high temperatures may be reached within the silicon and they
may lead the device to thermal runaway. Therefore, this kind of operation
is typically referred as the thermally unstable regime and the related effect is
commonly called thermal instability. In this regime, an opportune control on
device biasing conditions is extremely important in order to avoid possible fail-
ures. On the other hand, for VGS larger than VTCP, the drain current decreases
at increasing temperature due to its negative temperature coefficient. As a con-
sequence, an eventual increase of temperature within the elementary cell is
balanced by a decrease of current and power which, in turn, tend to decrease
the temperature. Therefore, this kind of operation is defined as the thermally
stable regime. In standard applications, power MOSFET biasing conditions
are typically chosen within their thermally stable operating range. Neverthe-
less, even for such conditions a power MOSFET may experience the thermal
runaway effect. In fact, for too high current levels (imposed by the electric
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load) the power dissipation within silicon may be large enough to determine a
severe temperature increase within the device. Consequent temperature peaks
can be high enough so that even the counteracting effect of the thermal stability
would not be capable to limit them. Anyhow, in those biasing situations, the
thermal runaway phenomenon is defined by only thermal considerations and
may determine device failures which are commonly taken into account within
the SOA.
A more general criterion for defining the thermal stability in a power MOS-
FET takes into account also the VDS voltage and it has been proposed [12, 66]
and experimentally validated [67] by Spirito et al.. Based on [68], the thermal
instability condition for a power device is usually defined by:
∂Pgen
∂T
≥ ∂Pdiss
∂T
(1.18)
where Pgen and Pdiss represent the electrically generated and thermally dis-
sipated power, respectively. The first term of Equation 1.18 can be rewritten
by recalling the definition of the power generated in a device due to the Joule
effect and using the definition of α:
∂Pgen
∂T
= VDS
∂ID
∂T
= VDS α (1.19)
Furthermore, the thermally dissipated power term Pdiss is defined by the ther-
mal impedance Zthj-c and the temperature difference between the junction tem-
perature Tj and the case temperature Tc:
Pdiss = Zthj−c∆Tj−c (1.20)
Therefore, Equation 1.18 can be rewritten by substituting Equation 1.19 and
Equation 1.20, i.e.:
α ≥ 1
VDSRthj−c
(1.21)
The equation above represents a very general criterion describing the onset of
the thermal instability in a power MOSFET based on its biasing conditions and
on its thermal impedance.
It has been experimentally observed that in power MOSFETs biased un-
der thermally unstable conditions two effects take place at the same time,
namely the progressive formation of a temperature hot-spot and the tendency
of the current density to focus towards the hot-spot location (usually called
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Figure 1.10: Burn mark caused by a thermally unstable biasing condition in a
discrete power MOSFET (A) and in a SP switch (B).
current focusing, or current crowding, effect) [12, 31, 69, 20]. Those two ef-
fects "feed" each other due to the electro-thermal interaction which takes place
within device elementary cells. If the unstable biasing condition is applied to
the device for a sufficient time, a failure described by a localized burn mark
is typically observed as in Figure 1.10. The physics-based mechanism lead-
ing to such a failure, which will be described in detail in the next chapter (in
Paragraph 2.1.1), determines a further reduction of the power MOSFET SOA
[12, 13], as depicted in Figure 1.11. It can be noticed that the SOA limita-
tion takes place at high voltages and low current levels resembling the second
breakdown phenomenon observed in power BJTs, although here the reasons
causing such effect are different.
In conclusion, we have seen that this failure mechanism is determined by
the electro-thermal interaction which takes place within the elementary cells of
a power MOSFET. Consequently, its correct modeling and simulation becomes
crucial in order to accurately predict the robustness characteristics of power
MOSFETs.
1.2.4 Modeling the parasitic bipolar transistor
By having a close look on the structure of the elementary cell of both a power
VD-MOSFET or a trench MOSFET, a bipolar n-p-n transistor defined by the
drain-body-source structure can be discovered. For example, the parasitic
BJT has been highlighted in the elementary cell of a trench MOSFET in Fig-
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Figure 1.11: Effect of the thermal instability on the SOA of a power MOS-
FET. At high-voltage/low-current levels, the region limited by the maximum
allowed junction temperature is further shrunk due to the thermal instability
phenomenon.
ure 1.12-A. From a circuit point of view, such a bipolar transistor is connected
to the main Diffused MOSFET (DMOS) in a parallel manner as depicted in
Figure 1.12-B, i.e.:
ID = IMOS + IBJT (1.22)
where IMOS is the drain current of the elementary cell already described in
Paragraph 1.2.1, while IBJT is the current associated to the parasitic bipolar
transistor.
The role of the BJT is particularly relevant in a power MOSFET because its
eventual activation may lead the whole power device to failure due to the latch-
up effect. In fact, if the current flowing within the parasitic base resistance RB
determines a large enough VBE voltage drop across the base-emitter junction
of the BJT, a substantially higher and uncontrolled current would flow across
the device cell increasing its local junction temperature Tj. Furthermore, the
temperature increase determines an increasing current gain of the BJT (the β
parameter has a positive temperature coefficient) which would further increase
the parasitic component of the MOSFET current (IBJT), resulting in turn in a
positive, and destructive, feedback between IBJT and Tj.
In this work, both simulations and experimental measurements have been
performed using a trench technology developed by Infineon Technologies [70]
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Figure 1.12: Parasitic bipolar transistor (n-p-n) within the elementary cell of a
power trench MOSFET (A) and equivalent circuit including the base resistance
RB (B).
in which, due to a very low internal base resistance and low impact ioniza-
tion, the parasitic BJT never enters the active operation regime during relevant
pulses. Nevertheless, even in such a robust design, the parasitic structure may
accelerate the device failure mechanism at high temperature, due to its leakage
current contribution which: 1) is dependent on the junction temperature with a
positive temperature coefficient; 2) becomes relevant at very high temperature
(i.e. for Tj > 350◦C ∼ 400◦C).
The current density J associated to the parasitic bipolar structure is given
by the sum of several contributions:
JBJT = Jav + JnE + JCB ' JnE + JCB (1.23)
In Equation 1.23 the Jav term describes the current contribution related to the
electron-hole pairs generated in the body-drain depletion region by impact ion-
ization. In this technology, it has been demonstrated by means of TCAD sim-
ulations that, when operating the device at VDS not larger than 40 V, namely
when VDS is sufficiently far from the maximum breakdown voltage, this con-
tribution is small enough even at a VGS value of 4 V [25]. Furthermore Jav
exhibits a negative temperature coefficient, hence its contribution in the Equa-
tion 1.23 has been neglected.
The JnE term describes the current contribution due to the injection of
electrons from the emitter into the base-collector junction. According to the
Gummel-Poon model, JnE represents a diffusion component and can be ex-
pressed as [43]:
JnE(T ) =
qDnn
2
i∫ LB
0 ppdx
e
VBE
VT ' qDnn
2
i∫ LB
0 ppdx
(1.24)
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where Dn represents the electron diffusivity, while the integral term at the
denominator is the Gummel number which gives the total impurity dose per
area in the base region. In Equation 1.24, the exponential term has been ap-
proximated to 1 because, as already aforementioned, in the treated technol-
ogy design VBE can be neglected due to the very low parasitic base resistance
achieved. However, in cases where VBE is not negligible (i.e. the parasitic BJT
may become active), a valid model has been reported in [44].
The JCB term models the current contribution associated to the collector-
base junction which is reverse biased. In the space charge region of this junc-
tion the generation of electron-hole pairs takes place resulting in a majority
carrier current component. At the same time, in the neutral region of the
collector-base junction, both holes and electrons diffuse resulting in a second
current contribution for JCB. Therefore, for JCB term can be expressed in the
following way:
JCB =
qWDni
τg
+ qn2i f(ND, NA) (1.25)
whereWD and τg in the first term of Equation 1.25 (drift term) are the depletion
layer width and the carrier generation lifetime in the depletion region of the
collector-base junction, respectively. The f function in the second term (diffu-
sion term) describes a complex function defining the diffusion component of
the electrons and holes based on, acceptor NA and donor ND concentrations,
on the carrier lifetime of holes τp and electrons τn and on the diffusivity of
holes Dp and electrons Dn.
Both Equation 1.24 and Equation 1.25 exhibit a significant temperature
dependence because, ni, Dp, Dn, τg, τp and τp depend on the temperature. In
particular the intrinsic carrier concentration is a well-known function of the
temperature:
ni(T ) =
√
NCNV e
−Eg(T )
2kT (1.26)
where NC and NV are the effective density of states in the conduction and
valence band, respectively, while Eg is the band-gap energy in silicon, which
also depends on the temperature by means of:
Eg(T ) = 1.169− 4.9 · 10
−4 T 2
T + 655
(1.27)
It can be demonstrated that the temperature dependence of JBJT is mainly
given by temperature dependencies established by: 1) n2i (T ) for both JnE(T )
and the second component of JCB; 2) ni(T ) for the first component of JCB. By
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Figure 1.13: Measurements of the leakage current of a technology wafer-level
specimen at different ambient temperatures (dots) and fitting with the analyti-
cal model of Equation 1.28 (dashed green curve).
explicitating in Equation 1.24 and Equation 1.25 the T variable using Equa-
tion 1.26 and Equation 1.27, the temperature dependence of the overall JBJT
current density can be expressed as follows:
JBJT(T ) = Jˆ1(T ) T
3e−
Eg
kT + Jˆ2(T ) T
3
2 e−
Eg
2kT (1.28)
The equation above describes the current density associated to the parasitic
bipolar structure, also called leakage current, as a function of the absolute
temperature.
Experimental measurements have been carried out in order to fit the JBJT
model. The leakage current density of a technology wafer-level specimen
have been measured at different ambient temperatures from 25◦C to 300◦C
using a probe station. Experimental values and the fitting curve have been
reported in Figure 1.13, where the extrapolation range has been extended up
to 500◦C because the leakage current associated to a power MOSFET may
become significant only at very high temperature. With the available equip-
ment, measurements were possible only up to 300◦C, therefore the accuracy
of the extrapolated current values has been verified with device simulations.
First, the DMOS elementary cell behavior at high temperature has been as-
sessed by means of one-dimensional device simulations (performed using the
freeware tool PC1D [71, 72]) and afterwards by means of more accurate two-
dimensional process and device simulations using Taurus T-SUPREM4 and
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Figure 1.14: Leakage current comparison: measurements (dots), calibrated an-
alytical model (green dashed curve), 1-D device simulation (yellow curve) and
2-D device simulation (orange curve). High temperature current values extrap-
olated by Equation 1.28 show a good agreement with current values estimated
by both device simulations.
Taurus MEDICI. In the Figure 1.14, the obtained simulation results have been
plotted together with the experimental data and the fitting curve demonstrating
that Equation 1.28 well describes the temperature dependence of JBJT up to
500◦C.
The effect of the leakage current in a power MOSFET is of paramount im-
portance for a correct understanding of the device electro-thermal behavior in
extreme operations. Due to its exponential temperature dependence, the leak-
age current contribution becomes relevant only at very high temperature and
may lead the device to the thermal runaway failure in its hottest region because
of the positive feedback established between current and temperature increase.
Therefore, the JBJT contribution is completely uncorrelated with the thermal
instability of the drain current described in the previous paragraph, namely a
device operating at high Tj may fail even for thermally stable biasing condi-
tions. Instead, when operating in the thermally unstable regime, the net effect
of the leakage current is to lead the device to an early failure, as it has been
demonstrated in Figure 1.15. In this picture, results of an electro-thermal sim-
ulation of a 1 mm2 power MOSFET have been depicted. An unstable biasing
operation for the device has been simulated by setting a constant VGS value
smaller than VTCP and a high VDS. Two different analytical models have been
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Figure 1.15: Electro-thermal simulations of a power MOSFET performed with
two different analytical models of the cell current: SPICE level-1 with and
without the leakage current contribution IBJT. The simulated thermal run-
away can not be correctly estimated if the cell description would not take into
account the effect of the leakage current associated to the parasitic BJT. During
the pulse, a hot-spot emerges and, at the same time, the current crowds towards
the hot-spot location.
used to define the temperature dependent cell current. The first one features
only the SPICE level-1 model including the temperature dependencies of both
the Vth and the mobility µn (i.e. Equation 1.7). The second model instead has
been obtained by including into the first model the temperature dependent con-
tribution of the leakage current, according to Equation 1.22. The faster rise of
both the drain current and the temperature hot-spot obtained by means of the
model including the leakage current demonstrates that an accurate and reliable
prediction of the device behavior at high temperature must absolutely take into
account the effect of the parasitic bipolar even in cases where the BJT does not
activate.
In conclusion, the leakage current in a power trench MOSFET can be very
relevant especially in large area power devices because its contribution scales
with the size of the active area. Moreover, IBJT may represent a crucial failure
mechanism for devices operating at high temperature. Therefore, during the
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development of a new technology, a careful design of crucial parameters, such
as the hole concentration in the base (which defines the Gummel number),
becomes fundamental to achieving robust devices.
1.3 Smart Power switches
1.3.1 Smart Power basics
Nowadays, SP devices are the most employed power switches in the car elec-
tronic environment. In the last decades they have progressively replaced re-
lays, fuses and discrete circuits used in automotive electronics thanks to their
smaller dimensions and reduced costs. Their success is mainly due to: 1) the
evolution of more demanding and specific application requirements from cars
manufacturers; 2) the fast development of additional car features offering im-
proved comfort and safety functions. Those devices are typically used in sim-
ple load switching applications for the activation of resistive (e.g. windows and
seat heating), capacitive (e.g. lighting) or inductive (e.g. ABS valves, engine
cooling fan) loads or in bridge/half-bridge circuit configurations (e.g. windows
lifting systems), further typical automotive applications have been reported in
Figure 1.16. A SP device is a power Integrated Circuit (IC) in which one or
more power MOSFETs are integrated on the same silicon substrate together
with analog and digital circuits suitable for driving and protecting the power
devices. The schematic in Figure 1.17 shows a very simplified implementation
of the most common protection functions for a high side power switch. Those
protection concepts will be briefly described here.
• Over-current protection
Part of the logic circuit of a SP device is devoted to conveniently driv-
ing the device when the drain current reaches dangerous levels. Such
feature exploits a current sensor integrated within the power MOSFET
active area. From a circuit point of view, the current sensor can be con-
sidered as a smaller MOSFET connected in parallel to the substantially
larger power DMOS and it is realized by using few elementary cells
of the whole MOSFET structure. A sense current can be continuously
monitored by measuring the voltage drop across a shunt resistor. In this
way, the current flowing through the whole power MOSFET can be es-
timated by means of:
ID = ksens
Vshunt
Rshunt
(1.29)
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Figure 1.16: Common automotive applications for a SP switch.
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Figure 1.17: Simplified circuit implementation of most common protec-
tion functions implemented in a high side SP switch: over-current, over-
temperature and over-voltage protection.
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where ksens is the ratio between the total number of cells in the power
MOSFET and in the sensor MOSFET.
For current levels larger than the maximum allowed current, the gate
drive circuitry reduces the VGS of the device, limiting its ID to a safety
predefined level. This kind of operation is called current limitation.
• Over-temperature protection
In the current limitation operation, the temperature within the device
increases even if the power dissipation is limited by the over-current
protection mechanism. Consequently, increasing the device temperature
may lead the power MOSFET to the failure if not properly controlled.
An over-temperature shut-down protection mechanism integrated in the
SP device provides to switch-off the MOSFET when a predefined tem-
perature limit is reached. To do so, such strategy needs to continuously
measure the DMOS temperature by means of an integrated temperature
sensor. Eventually, two temperature sensors may be conveniently used
to sense the temperature difference between the ambient and the DMOS
temperature, providing a more flexible switch-off strategy which can be
effectively used also at different ambient temperatures, e.g. from -40◦C
to 150◦C [73].
The temperature sensor integrated in the DMOS can be realized follow-
ing several approaches. In particular, two concepts based on a bipolar
structure will be presented in Paragraph 2.4.3, while a very robust bipo-
lar approach and a resistive-based sensor have been reported in [14].
After switch-off, the device cools down and it is restarted following a
hysteresis strategy, namely the DMOS is switched-on again once its
sensed temperature reaches an inferior threshold temperature level. Dur-
ing a SC event, after switch-on the temperature will start to increase
again and eventually will reach the superior threshold temperature limit
which determines its switch-off through the over-temperature protection
mechanism. Therefore, during the whole SC pulse the temperature of
the device toggles between the two temperature limits as described in
Figure 1.18.
• Over-voltage protection
This kind of protection concept is particularly useful for safely switch-
ing inductive loads which are responsible of over-voltage spikes during
the discharge of their stored magnetic energy. This operation represents
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Figure 1.18: Over-temperature protection concept based on the hysteresis strat-
egy: thermal toggling [74].
a critical condition for voltage-unprotected MOSFETs and will be de-
scribed in detail in the next paragraph. Over-voltage protection con-
cepts are commonly implemented by means of circuitry which avoids
avalanche on-set by limiting the source (in high side configuration) or
the drain (in low side configuration) potentials. Typical adopted strate-
gies are based on the usage of a clamping network or a freewheeling
diode.
• ESD protection
In the harsh electronic automotive environment electrostatic discharges
are very frequent, furthermore a SP device may be subjected to Elec-
trostatic Discharge (ESD) pulses even during handling and assembling.
These stress conditions may be described by different kind of pulses de-
pending on the source of discharge, such as manufacturing and/or han-
dling machines or human bodies.
Generally, an ESD event consists of a short high-power pulse which
may irreparably damage the DMOS or the logic ICs of the power switch
through its pins, hence their limitation is crucial for guaranteeing a rea-
sonable lifetime. This kind of stress pulse can be typically limited by an
opportune Z-diode connected between the device pin and the ground. As
a consequence, this component must be dimensioned depending on the
maximum allowed over-voltage spike that can be sustained on a certain
device pin without causing any failure in the SP switch. Other circuit
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Figure 1.19: Block diagram of the SP device BTS5020-2EKA [75].
concepts based on the usage of Z-diodes in combination with smaller
power DMOS are also effectively used in modern SP switches.
In addition to the listed protection concepts, SP switches are also equipped
with diagnostic functions, such as open-circuit detection, and logic circuits
for digital data exchange (through TTL or SPI interfaces) with the car control
unit. An example of a commercial SP device currently available on the mar-
ket is the PROFET BTS5020-2EKA. This product features two distinct power
MOSFETs (channels), whereas for every device the functions illustrated in the
block diagram of Figure 1.19 are provided [75].
Protection functions are necessary to drive (control) the device in a safe
manner during critical operating conditions in the harsh automotive environ-
ment. Their implementation is crucial for achieving high reliability and robust-
ness characteristics in the power MOSFET and guarantee the lifetime required
by the specific application.
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Figure 1.20: Example of a short circuit occurrence across a generic load in the
high-side configuration. The full battery voltage drops across the power switch
causing a substantially high power dissipation in the semiconductor device.
1.3.2 Critical operating conditions
In this section a brief overview will be given about most common critical op-
erating conditions for the DMOS integrated in the SP device in the automotive
environment:
• Short circuit
Within the car electronics, a SP device can be connected to a load by
means of two different configurations: i.e. low-side and low-side. In the
former, the power switch is connected between the load and the ground
(given by the chassis of the car), while in the latter the power switch is
connected between the car battery and the load. Electrical connections
to both the ground and the battery are implemented via cable harness. In
such electrical configurations, a load can be accidentally short-circuited
to the battery voltage or to the ground voltage in the low-side or in the
high-side arrangements, respectively. In both cases, the full battery volt-
age will drop across the power MOSFET. An example of SC occurrence
for a high-side configuration has been reported in Figure 1.20. For a
conducing device, i.e. in its ON-state, a substantially high current may
flow through its substrate causing a high power density transient which
may lead the switch to failure when not conveniently limited. Therefore,
the logic circuitry of the SP device must be capable of recognizing possi-
ble SC events and handling them accordingly. The short circuit duration
typically depends on the diagnosis and protection circuits.
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Figure 1.21: Inductive load switching: schematic (left side) and waveforms
(right side).
• Switching-off of an inductive load
In Figure 1.21, a typical schematic of a power MOSFET switching-off
an inductive load is depicted. In such a configuration, during the turn-off
phase, the natural electrical behavior of the inductance tends to oppose
the current change by a corresponding increase of its terminal voltage.
This electrical behavior results in a transient operation (that may vary
in length) in which the power MOSFET must conduct a linear current
decrease from Ipeak to 0 A at high VDS voltage, which in turn determines
a substantially high power dissipation. Starting from the characteristic
equation of an inductor describing the relation between its voltage and
current, the value of the current peak can be determined:
Ipeak = tON
Vbatt
L
(1.30)
where Vbatt is the battery voltage, tON is the switching-on time and L
the inductance value.
Concerning the definition of the VD value during the turn-off phase, in
voltage-unprotected power MOSFETs, VDS is directly defined by the
blocking voltage of the device, namely the breakdown voltage of the
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Figure 1.22: In-rush current resulting from the low equivalent resistance asso-
ciated to the cold filament of a lamp.
body-drain diode. On the other hand, SP devices may feature an over-
voltage protection circuit, like the clamping network depicted in Fig-
ure 1.21, which "clamps" the potential of the MOSFET drain to a fixed
value thanks to one or a series of Z-diodes placed between the gate and
the drain terminals. Clamping components are dimensioned in a way
that the high current resulting from the magnetic energy discharge flows
through the device channel by biasing the gate potential above the Vth
voltage.
• In-rush current
SP switches are very often used for driving incandescent bulbs of cars’
front and back lights. Lamps are not always driven in DC-mode, but of-
ten with a sequence of pulses in Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) mode
in order to achieve a longer lifetime of the lamp.
When turning-on the filament of a cold lamp, a high current crosses
the power switch for a short transient (few milliseconds) as depicted in
Figure 1.22. This phenomenon takes place because the equivalent resis-
tance associated to the cold filament is about 10% of the its equivalent
hot-filament resistance and increases for increasing temperature. For
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this reason, rather than inductive, at the turn-on lamps typically behave
like capacitive loads.
The in-rush current represents a tough operation for the SP switch result-
ing in a high power density which the power MOSFET has to reliably
withstand during the heating phase of the filament.
Other critical operations which are not treated in this work are given by:
battery disconnection with inductive load, reverse battery or ESD-discharge
[44]. Particularly, in next chapters the attention will be focused on electro-
thermal simulations and measurements of short-circuit operation in thermally
stable and unstable regimes and switching-off of inductive loads.

Chapter 2
Electro-Thermal Simulation in
ANSYS
D
uring the development phase of new device technologies as well as dur-
ing the verification and/or re-designing phase of already existing ones,
the device robustness, and thus the device’s SOA margins, must be determined.
The usage of dedicated test-chips helps to verify the technology accomplish-
ments in terms of its robustness. This approach generally demands substantial
resources and time because it implies the design and the production of dedi-
cated device geometries. Consequently, test chips are normally employed only
when a sufficient level of confidence has been achieved in the assessment of
proposed design improvements.
A simulation tool can help device designers to estimate with a good level
of accuracy the usefulness and effectiveness of the introduced design improve-
ments. This software is of paramount importance because it represents the
fastest, cheapest and most easily available method to determine the impact and
the goodness of the introduced improvements during the technology/design
developments. An electro-thermal simulator is a tool useful for evaluating the
device robustness margins by taking into account the electro-thermal interac-
tions normally exhibited by power semiconductor devices, such as the Power
MOSFET, the Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT), the Power BJT, etc..
In this chapter electro-thermal simulations will be introduced. Subse-
quently, the common methods used to implement the simulation algorithm and
the state of the art will be described. The simulation method proposed in this
thesis and its implementation in the FEM software ANSYS will be presented
and discussed in detail. Finally, the chapter ends with a comparison of simula-
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Figure 2.1: Thermal impedance diagram for different board types and cooling
area dimensions of a commercial SP device [75].
tions results with experimental measurements performed with a test structure
with the aim of validating the electro-thermal simulator.
2.1 Introduction to electro-thermal simulators
2.1.1 Usefulness of electro-thermal simulations
Power MOSFETs for industrial and automotive applications generally have to
withstand substantial power dissipation during operation. They have to work
reliably even under extreme temperature and electrical stress, such as transient
startup or overload conditions Paragraph 1.3.2.
The standard approach used to assess the robustness of a power device
is based on the evaluation of maximum allowed voltage, current and junc-
tion temperature. For an electrical load pulse of given amplitude and dura-
tion, the corresponding temperature rise can be computed based on the ther-
mal impedance diagram reported in the datasheet of the device. As an ex-
ample Figure 2.1 shows such a diagram for a commercial Smart Power, i.e.
PROFETTMBTS5020-2EKA [75]. Unfortunately, such a thermal impedance
diagram is useful to estimate only the mean temperature difference between
the junction and the ambient temperature and does not consider the possible
power and temperature spatial non-uniformity generally shown by the power
device. In fact, under typical overload conditions, a spatially inhomogeneous
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power dissipation has been observed to drive these devices into an unstable
self-heating effect which may lead the device to failure even when traditional
robustness limits are not exceeded, whereas the traditional robustness limits
are determined by purely thermal considerations.
Another extremely important aspect is related to the dependence of the
drain current of every cell upon the temperature. As discussed already in Para-
graph 1.2.3, depending on the local biasing conditions of every device cell, a
power MOSFET might show either a positive or a negative α (Drain Current
Temperature Coefficient), which in turn has a relevant influence on the overall
switching behavior.
In Paragraph 1.2.2 the drain current has been defined as temperature de-
pendent because of the temperature dependencies of the electron mobility in
the channel µn and of the threshold voltage Vth. Extending those temperature
dependencies to the drain current of a single device cell, one can write for the
generic cell j:
IDj =

if VGSj < Vth :
0
if VGSj ≥ Vth and VGSj − Vth ≥ VDSj :
1
2µn(Tj)COX
Wcell
Lch
[
2
(
VGSj − Vth(Tj)
)
VDSj − V 2DSj
]
if VGSj ≥ Vth and VGSj − Vth < VDSj :
1
2µn(Tj)COX
Wcell
Lch
[
VGSj − Vth(Tj)
]2
(2.1)
µn(Tj) = µ0
(
Tj
T0
)−m
(2.2)
Vth(Tj) = Vth0 − φ (Tj − T0) (2.3)
The Equation 2.1 defines two VGS ranges where the thermal stability con-
dition can be either satisfied or not, based on the sign of the temperature coef-
ficient α. The stability condition can be achieved whenever the local biasing
voltage VGSj of the elementary cell is greater than voltage value of the tem-
perature compensation point VTCP, as depicted in the temperature dependent
transfer characteristics in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature effects on the transfer characteristic of the generic
cell of a power MOSFET and definition of the TCP.
Being a power device made of several hundreds of thousands elementary
cells connected in a parallel manner, the total drain current in a power MOS-
FET is the result of all cell current contributions:
ID(T ) =
∑
j
Ij(Tj) (2.4)
If a non-uniform temperature distribution exists across the device active area,
then every single device cell will be characterized by its own temperature ac-
cording to the temperature distribution. Therefore, every cell will work on a
precise point of its transfer characteristic depending on its temperature and lo-
cal biasing conditions. The temperature imbalance among cells hence implies
a current imbalance (due to Equation 2.1) and consequently a power dissipa-
tion imbalance. Finally, the local thermally dissipated power associated to a
cell will affect the cell temperature itself. The larger the cell power dissipation,
the higher its temperature due to obvious thermal considerations. Depending
on the thermal stability condition defined by the device operating point, hot-
ter cells can either increase (thermal instability) or decrease (thermal stability)
their currents. The consequent current changes within an elementary cell will
affect again the power dissipation and the temperature associated to the cell.
Therefore, the described cell behavior consists of a double-verse interaction
between the electrical and thermal quantities of the elementary cell.
When considering the RON parameter in power devices, BJTs typically
show a lower value than power MOSFETs allowing better performance in
terms of dissipated power. Despite that, they are intrinsically unstable devices
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versus temperature, in fact a small temperature imbalance within the device
active region leads to a current imbalance among device cells, namely the hot-
ter cells conduct higher current than the colder ones. This phenomenon, called
second breakdown [43], is due to the positive temperature coefficient of the
BJT current gain parameter β and might lead the device to a thermal runaway
failure.
The main advantage of power MOSFETs in switching applications is
given by their higher switching speed capability when compared with bipolar
switches [1, 2, 3]. When the MOSFET was introduced in power electronics, it
was supposed to be an intrinsically stable device. Soon it was discovered that
its intrinsic stability can be ensured only in certain operating conditions due
to a totally unexpected failure mechanism of the device which typically ap-
pears in operating conditions characterized by a high voltage and low current.
With such biases the device is driven into an unstable region of its transfer
characteristic causing its failure when not properly controlled.
We now assume that all the device cells share the same defined biasing
condition:
VGSj = VGS ∀j = 1 . . .N (2.5a)
VDSj = VDS ∀j = 1 . . .N (2.5b)
where N is the total number of elementary cells. We will see in the following
paragraphs that this is only a simplification and that in general the device cells
do not share the same source potential because of the de-biasing effect. Under
the conditions of Equation 2.5a and Equation 2.5b, three different cases are
possible:
1. All cells have the same temperature (note that this assumption is true
at least at the beginning of a transient in stationary conditions). In this
case, sharing the same temperature and the same biasing conditions, all
the cells carry the same current amount because they all work with the
same operating point on the transfer characteristic in Figure 2.2;
2. Temperature differences are present among the cells and the biasing con-
ditions define a negative α. In this case because of the negative feedback
between the temperature and the current, a possible temperature inho-
mogeneity in the device is compensated by a current balancing, which
in turn results in a power dissipation balancing and thus a temperature
homogenization. This happens because "hotter cells tend to dissipate
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lower power" because of the negative feedback between temperature and
current.
3. Temperature differences are present among the cells and the biasing con-
ditions define a positive α. In this case because of the positive feedback
between the temperature and the current, a possible temperature inho-
mogeneity in the device is emphasized by a higher current mismatch
among the cells, which in turn results in a more inhomogeneous power
dissipation and thus a more inhomogeneous temperature distribution.
This happens because "hotter cells tend to dissipate an increasing power"
because of the positive feedback between temperature and current. This
mechanism lead to the emerging of a hot-spot within the device active
area localized in the place where the current density is highest (current
focusing or current crowding).
The normal device operation in standard applications requires thermally
stable biasing conditions. In these cases, the possible emerging of a hot-spot is
mainly due to thermal reasons which are directly related to the device geom-
etry and to thermal boundary conditions. However, during critical operations
(e.g. short circuit event, turn-on, turn-off, etc.), the device may operate with
biasing conditions within the thermally unstable regime. In this case, the for-
mation of the hot-spot associated with the current crowding phenomenon may
lead the device to failure because of the thermal runaway effect, similar to the
second breakdown effect observed in power BJTs [43]. Therefore, in order to
evaluate power MOSFET robustness in a given application, the mutual inter-
action between thermal and electrical behavior which takes place within the
power device must be absolutely taken into account. An electro-thermal sim-
ulator is a software tool capable to predict the device functioning by correctly
simulating such mutual interaction. Consequently, this tool is of paramount
importance for the prediction of possible device failures due to the thermal
runaway phenomenon in both thermally stable and unstable device behavior.
2.1.2 Mathematical formulation
An electro-thermal simulator must be capable of predicting the temperature
distribution within the device in transient operation, given the device geome-
try and the electrical and thermal material properties of the device structure.
Generally, the simulation inputs are the device biasing conditions (which can
eventually vary in time) and the ambient temperature at the beginning of the
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transient. The outputs are the temperature, the current and the potential distri-
butions within the whole device structure. Therefore, such a software must be
capable of evaluating the heat propagation and the electric field distribution in
the device geometry and, finally, of coupling accordingly the two fields in or-
der to take into account their mutual interaction. The device geometry defines
the domain where both the electrical and thermal field have to be computed.
The way the heat propagates within matter is described by the heat
equation. This equation can be derived from Fourier’s law and from the
law of conservation of energy. Given a three-dimensional temperature field
T (x, t) = T (x, y, z, t) within a domain Ω, the heat equation in a Cartesian
coordinate system can be written by means of a Partial Differential Equation
(PDE) [76]:
ρ(T )c(T )
∂T (x, t)
∂t
−∇λ˜(T )∇T (x, t) = QV (2.6)
In Equation 2.6 ρ is the density, c is the specific heat and λ˜ is the thermal
conductivity tensor matrix. The thermal conductivity may be an anisotropic (or
orthotropic) physical quantity, hence it is generally represented with a tensor
matrix:
λ˜ =
λxx λxy λxzλyx λyy λyz
λzx λzy λzz
 (2.7)
The reader should notice that in Equation 2.6 ρ, c and λ˜ depend on the tempera-
ture T , which means that those quantities define nonlinear material properties.
Finally, the right-hand side of the equation, namely QV, describes a thermal
volumetric heat source included in the domain Ω and is usually called genera-
tion term of the heat equation.
The heat equation describes the way how the temperature field T (x, t)
varies in space and in time. Being a PDE, the definition of an initial condition
and a Boundary Condition (BC) are required for determining its solution. The
initial condition defines T (x, t) at the time t = 0:
T (x, 0) = T0(x) (2.8)
Before describing the possible boundary conditions for the heat equation, it
is convenient to introduce the heat flux vector q which is directly defined by
Fourier’s law:
q = −λ˜∇T (2.9)
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Figure 2.3: Mathematical domain with its boundary curve and the versor nor-
mal to the boundary.
For the definitions of boundary conditions, the component of q orthogonal to
the domain boundary Γ (also called outward normal heat flux qn) is particularly
useful:
qn = q · nˆ = −λ˜∇T · nˆ = −λ˜∂T
∂nˆ
(2.10)
where nˆ is the outward versor normal to Γ (see Figure 2.3). The domain Ω may
exchange heat with the external environment by means of three different heat
transfer mechanisms, i.e. conduction, convection and radiation. Consequently,
three kind of formulations can be defined for the boundary condition based on
the considered heat exchange mechanism:
1. For a conductive heat exchange, there are two kinds of possible BC def-
initions. A first one, called Dirichlet boundary condition, defines the
temperature values along the domain boundary Γ:
T (x) = T ∀x ∈ Γ (2.11)
A second condition, called Neumann BC, can be used instead of the
Dirichlet BC, by defining the value of the outward normal heat flux in
Equation 2.10 :
qn(x) = −λ˜∂T
∂nˆ
= q ∀x ∈ Γ (2.12)
This condition defines the orthogonal heat flux along the boundary. The
condition in Equation 2.12 is also called inhomogeneous Neumann BC
as opposed to homogeneous Neumann BC, defined by:
qn(x) = −λ˜∂T
∂nˆ
= 0 ∀x ∈ Γ (2.13)
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The BC in Equation 2.13 describes the situation where no heat exchange
takes place between Ω and the external environment so that the domain
is thermally isolated (adiabatic).
2. For a convective heat exchange between the domain and the external en-
vironment, the BC defines the orthogonal heat flux along the boundary
as proportional to the temperature difference between the surface tem-
perature and the ambient temperature of the surrounding medium, i.e.
∆T = TΓ − Tmedium, by means of a coefficient h called heat transfer
coefficient or film coefficient:
qn(x) = −λ˜∂T
∂nˆ
= h∆T ∀x ∈ Γ (2.14)
3. The last boundary condition refers to a radiative heat exchange and de-
fines qn based on the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
qn(x) = −λ˜∂T
∂nˆ
= σ
(
T 4Γ − T 4medium
) ∀x ∈ Γ (2.15)
In Equation 2.15  is the emissivity of the boundary surface (defined as
the ratio of the heat emitted by the surface to the heat emitted by a black
body at the same temperature) and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
Concerning the electrical problem, some considerations are needed for the
description of the electric potential within the semiconductor device structure.
The differential form of Faraday’s law is generally written as [77]:
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
(2.16)
which states that the curl of the electric field E is given by the rate of change
of the magnetic field B over time. In the following Paragraph 2.3.1 we will
see that for the solution of the electro-thermal problem it is sufficient to con-
sider only the stationary case, therefore the time dependencies of the involved
electromagnetic quantities can be neglected and Equation 2.16 can be rewritten
as:
∇×E = 0 (2.17)
An important consequence of the Equation 2.17 is thatE is irrotational, there-
fore an electric scalar potential φ can be introduced in order to express E as
the gradient of φ:
E , −∇φ (2.18)
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In addition to the Equation 2.18, the law of the continuity of the electric
charge is needed:
∇ · J + ∂ρe
∂t
= 0 (2.19)
Where ρe is the density of charge per unit volume per unit time. In the station-
ary case the current density vector field J is solenoidal, therefore the Equa-
tion 2.19 reduces to:
∇ · J = 0 (2.20)
The vector J can be related to the electric scalar potential by means of the well
known differential form of Ohm’s law:
J = σ˜E (2.21)
Where σ˜ is the tensor of the electrical conductivity which takes into account
possible anisotropies in the considered material:
σ˜ =
σxx σxy σxzσyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz
 (2.22)
Substituting Equation 2.21 in Equation 2.20 and subsequently in Equa-
tion 2.18, we obtain:
∇σ˜ · ∇φ = 0 (2.23)
Thus defines the potential distribution within the domain Ω in stationary con-
ditions. The Equation 2.23, as in the case of the heat equation, is a PDE and
determining its solution requires the definition of a boundary condition. In this
case either a Dirichlet BC or a homogeneous Neumann BC can be defined:
φ = φ ∀x ∈ Γ (2.24)
∂φ
∂nˆ
= 0 ∀x ∈ Γ (2.25)
Obviously, no initial condition is required for the solution of Equation 2.23
since the time variable is not involved.
2.1.3 State of the art: simulation approaches and types of coupling
The Equation 2.6 and the Equation 2.23, together with their respective bound-
ary and initial conditions, represent the set of equations that an electro-thermal
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Figure 2.4: Interaction scheme between the device, the thermal and the elec-
trical model implemented in a common electro-thermal simulator [78].
simulator must solve iteratively in order to take into account the mutual inter-
action between the electrical and the thermal fields. Along with the solution of
the two PDEs, the simulator must also solve the Equation 2.1 which describes
the electrical behaviour of the elementary cell of the MOSFET. The coupling
between the electrical and the thermal field is necessary due to the temperature
dependencies of the MOSFET parameters, specifically µn and Vth defined in
Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3, respectively.
In Figure 2.4 the interaction mechanism between the device, the thermal
and the electrical models is schematically depicted. The power dissipated
within the device defines the temperature distribution in the device geome-
try by means of an adequate thermal model. The instantaneous temperature
distribution feeds the device model which includes the interaction between the
thermal and the electrical behavior. Therefore, the temperature dependent pa-
rameters will describe a new electrical representation of the device according
to the temperature variation. Consequently, the new electrical model defines
a new device operating point accordingly. Finally, the newly computed oper-
ating condition defines a new power dissipation value which will be delivered
again to the thermal model in order to calculate the new temperature distribu-
tion. This loop normally is executed until a convergence condition is satisfied.
The Equation 2.6 and the Equation 2.23 are partial differential equations
that must be solved in a generally complex three dimensional geometry and
for which no closed form solution exists. For this reason, the solution of the
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electro-thermal problem can only be derived using a computational method
which considers a numerical approximation of the involved PDEs. Obviously,
the adopted numerical method returns only an approximated solution and that
solution should be as accurate as possible, i.e. the computed solution must be
as close as possible to the real one.
For solving the electro-thermal problem in a power semiconductor device
two coupling approaches have been proposed in literature:
• The relaxation method (also called two-step method) is based on the
coupling of two distinct simulators which are dedicated to solving sep-
arately the electrical and the thermal problem [26, 27, 28, 29]. The sets
of thermal and electrical equations are solved within the two simula-
tion environments in several iteration loops. For example, the electrical
problem is commonly solved by means of a SPICE-like simulator while
the thermal problem is solved using a finite difference or a finite element
software. Typically, the modeling effort required with this approach is
not as high as in the case of the direct approach because both simula-
tors are designed to properly solve their respective problems. The main
efforts required by the implementation of such a coupling method con-
cern the fulfillment of an adequate data transfer strategy between the
two simulators, the synchronization and the strategy adopted for a reli-
able convergence control. Main advantages are represented by the high
accuracy of the simulation results and the simplicity of the modeling
process. The main drawback is related to the typically high computa-
tional effort required by simulations which implies a substantially long
simulation time and the (almost mandatory) usage of high performance
hardware, such as a workstation with parallel computing capabilities.
• In the direct method the electrical and thermal device behavior are sim-
ulated within the same simulation environment since the software tool
is capable of directly simulating both coupled fields. Such a tool can be
either a SPICE-like circuit simulator, a system simulator (e.g. SABER
or Spectre) or a software developed on purpose. This approach requires
a prior thermal and electrical modeling of the device. For example the
thermal modeling can be done using an analog behavioral language and
the electric problem could be described by means of a SPICE net-list.
The main advantage of this coupling method is given by the relatively
lower computational effort which makes this approach particularly suit-
able for simulators used within company or industrial environments. The
main drawback is represented by the effort required to model accurate
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thermal and electrical device behaviour which is a quite complex and
time consuming task. In such a simulation approach the main challenge
is represented by the thermal modeling of the device. Typically the ther-
mal device behavior can be described using several methods, such as:
finite differences, finite element, Fourier series and, most common, ther-
mal ladder networks. The thermal network includes RC lumped param-
eters which can be determined with either a Foster or a Cauer represen-
tation. Such a representation requires the provision of a set of thermal
resistances and capacitances, hence besides the method used to solve
the thermal problem, further methods are needed to extract model pa-
rameters from experimental results. Parameter extraction is generally
performed using finite difference, finite element or analytical methods
[79, 80].
Most electro-thermal simulators proposed in literature exploit the direct
method: Irace et al. developed their simulator entirely in MATLAB solving
the electrical and the thermal problem using a forward iterative finite difference
time domain scheme [30]. Most simulators based on the direct method exploit
a RC network for describing the thermal behaviour of the device [31, 32]. A
quite novel approach uses the reduction of the thermal FEM model order by
means of a dedicated tool which leads to a lower order equivalent thermal net-
work [81]. With this method the simulation time can be significantly reduced,
but the obtained thermal network is often difficult to interpret [33].
In this work is presented a completely new approach to simulate the
electro-thermal interaction in a power device by fully exploiting the finite ele-
ment method. Such an approach could be considered as a sort of hybrid method
because it uses one single simulator (like in the direct approach) to implement
the electro-thermal coupling following a typical relaxation scheme by using
two distinct solvers. This feature allows to exploit benefits of both discussed
methods and, at the same time, it avoids their respective drawbacks. Specif-
ically, the proposed simulation technique implies two substantial advantages
compared to aforementioned coupling methods. First, the possibility to per-
form simulations by means of just one single software environment avoiding,
at the same time, all the programming effort required to implement the nu-
merical method from scratch. Indeed, nowadays commercial software suites,
such as ANSYS R© or COMSOL Multiphysics R©, offer many facilities for solv-
ing electrical and thermal problems by FEM analysis. In this sense, the main
implementation effort lies in the geometrical modeling of the device, which
is anyhow required also by both the relaxation and the direct approach. Sec-
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ond, the prior electrical and thermal modeling of the device required by the
direct method becomes considerably simplified because it comes down to the
definition of device material properties.
2.2 FEM analysis of the electro-thermal problem in
Power MOSFETs
2.2.1 The finite element method
A numerical method for the simulation of a physical system is a procedure
made of several steps which approximates with "easier" equations one or more
PDEs for which no closed form exists. The derived set of equations allows the
computation of the solution of the considered physical problem. The proce-
dure typically leads to the definition of a system of (linear and/or nonlinear)
algebraic equations. Since the method is based on a mathematical approxi-
mation of differential equations, the computed solution is affected by an un-
avoidable accuracy error: the higher order the introduced approximation, the
higher the accuracy of the solution. Nowadays many numerical methods are
available for the solution of PDEs, the most common are the boundary ele-
ment method (BEM), the finite difference method (FDM) and the finite el-
ement method (FEM). Among them the FEM method has become the most
popular one due to its particularly attractive features, which are: a very high
numerical efficiency; the well established theory for the modeling of non lin-
ear material properties; the possibility to treat very complex geometries with a
reasonably simple modeling effort [82].
The main feature of the FEM approach is the discretization of the mathe-
matical domain by means of Finite Element (FE). The discretization process
consists of a graphical subdivision of the computational domain into smaller
sections (areas or volumes) called elements. For a two dimensional domain
either triangles or quadrilaterals or both can be used, while for a three dimen-
sional domain typically tetrahedron, hexahedron and prism are employed. The
collection of the finite elements used to represent the computational domain
defines the mesh of the model and the discretization process is usually called
meshing. The usage of an effective meshing strategy is a key point for the
accuracy of the results obtainable by finite element analysis. Therefore this
topic is currently widely studied in literature and most of the commercial FEM
software suites provide to users facilities and tools for realizing efficient mesh
paths in a totally automatic, semi-automatic or manual manner. Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.5: Example of a 3-D model of a chip (A) with its respective mesh (B)
[83].
shows by way of example the geometrical 3-D model and its respective mesh
of a chip with its package.
Due to the wide diffusion that FE method has known in the last decades,
many software suites are nowadays available on the market for finite element
analysis and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) of various kinds of physic
problems such as mechanical, acoustic, thermal, fluid dynamics and electro-
magnetic problems. Currently, the most popular software suites are ANSYS R©,
COMSOL Multiphysics R© and Abaqus FEA. Independently from the used soft-
ware platform, the solution of a general engineering problem by means of a
FEM software suite always requires the definition of following steps:
1. The creation of the 2-D or 3-D geometrical model of the computational
domain by means of computer-aided design (CAD) tool;
2. The generation of the model mesh (meshing);
3. The assignation of the material properties to the elements of the mesh;
4. The definition of the boundary conditions and loads;
5. The definition of the initial condition (only in cases where a transient
analysis has to be performed);
6. The definition of the simulation analysis, i.e. static, transient, harmonic,
eigenfrequency analysis, etc.;
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7. The definition of the simulation algorithms;
8. The simulation computation;
9. If required, the definition of special operations, such as optimization of
design parameters or of objective functions;
10. The retrieval of simulation results, their plotting and analysis.
In the list above the steps 1-5 define the pre-processing steps while the step 10
is usually called post-processing of the FEM simulation.
2.2.2 Finite element formulation of the electro-thermal problem
In the previous paragraph the FEM simulation approach has been qualitatively
described. In this section the finite element mathematical formulation of the
electro-thermal problem will be shortly presented starting from the PDEs al-
ready derived in the Paragraph 2.1.2. In order to simplify the following analy-
sis, the heat equation (Equation 2.6) in the case of linear and isotropic material
properties has been considered:
ρc
∂T (x, t)
∂t
− λ∇2T (x, t) = QV (2.26)
The Equation 2.26 together with the appropriate initial and boundary condi-
tions presented in Paragraph 2.1.2 represents the strong formulation of the ther-
mal problem. The goal of this analysis is to solve this equation, which means
finding the temperature field values in space and time T (x, t). For simplic-
ity, associated with the Equation 2.26, we consider a homogeneous Neumann
boundary condition:
qn = −λ∂T
∂nˆ
= −λ∇T · nˆ = 0 ∀x ∈ Γ (2.27)
The next step is the introduction of a test function ω: a special function which
is zero only on the domain boundary Γ:
ω = 0 ∀x ∈ Γ (2.28)
The test function ω and the Equation 2.26 must be multiplied and integrated
over the computational domain Ω:∫
Ω
ω
(
ρc
∂T
∂t
)
dΩ−
∫
Ω
ω
(
λ∇2T
)
dΩ =
∫
Ω
ω
(
QV
)
dΩ (2.29)
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By applying the integration by parts, the second term of Equation 2.29 can be
rewritten as follows:∫
Ω
ωλ∇2T dΩ =
∫
Γ
ωλ∇T · nˆdΓ−
∫
Ω
λ∇ω · ∇T dΩ (2.30)
The reader should notice that the first term on the right-hand side of the equa-
tion above is zero due to the BC defined in Equation 2.27. Therefore, by substi-
tuting Equation 2.30 into Equation 2.29 we finally obtain the weak formulation
of the heat equation:∫
Ω
ω
(
ρc
∂T
∂t
)
dΩ +
∫
Ω
λ∇ω · ∇T dΩ =
∫
Ω
ωQV dΩ (2.31)
The weak formulation, also called variational formulation [84], is an equiva-
lent formulation of the strong formulation and it can be proven that this formu-
lation is mathematically equivalent to the strong one [85]. The next step of the
finite element formulation is the discretization of the computational domain Ω
into an integer number ne of small cells, so called finite elements, by means
of an appropriate meshing strategy as already discussed in the previous para-
graph. While meshing the computational domain, the elements have to satisfy
two main conditions: the domain should be covered by elements as much as
possible:
ne⋃
m=1
em ⊆ Ω (2.32)
and no intersections must exist between them:
ne⋂
m=1
em = ∅ (2.33)
An example which satisfies both above conditions is displayed in Figure 2.6,
where a two dimensional domain has been meshed with triangular elements
only. The intersections of the grid lines define the nodes of the mesh. The
nodes are the sites where approximate solutions for the unknowns, i.e. the
temperature field values, are computed by means of the FE method.
The core of FEM is the introduction of piecewise polynomial functions
(so called basis or shape functions N ) used for determining the approximated
solutions at the nodes. The shape function is a special kind of function defined
with a local support, namely the function is zero everywhere except within
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finite element e
node n
Figure 2.6: Example of a 2-D domain meshed with triangular elements (cour-
tesy of Helmut Köck).
ni
Nj
Figure 2.7: Example of linear basis functions in the 2-D mesh of Figure 2.6
(courtesy of Helmut Köck).
its "local domain". Therefore, the generic basis function Nj associated to the
generic element e with nodes ni must fulfill the following condition:
Nj(ni) = δij =
{
1 for i = j
0 for i 6= j (2.34)
By way of example in Figure 2.7 linear (first order) basis functions have been
applied to the elements set depicted in Figure 2.6. Higher order (second, third,
etc.), such as quadratic or cubic, basis functions generally allow higher solution
accuracy at the nodes sites, but at the same time require a higher computational
effort, hence a trade off between accuracy and computational time must always
be considered when using FEM [84]. The introduction of the basis function
leads to the following approximation for both the unknown T and the test
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function ω:
T (t) ≈ T h(t) =
neq∑
a=1
Na(x)Ta(t) +Ne(x)Te (2.35a)
ω ≈ ωh =
neq∑
b=1
Nb(x)ωb (2.35b)
where Na, Ne and Nb are the basis function of T and ω respectively, and
neq represents the number of equations which is defined by the number of
nodes where the unknowns have to be computed. The Equation 2.35a and
Equation 2.35b represent the so called ansatz of the finite element formulation.
That ansatz must be now substituted in the Equation 2.31:
∫
Ω
ρc
(neq∑
b=1
Nb(x)ωb
)
∂
∂t
(neq∑
a=1
Na(x)Ta(t) +Ne(x)Te
)
dΩ
+
∫
Ω
λ∇
(neq∑
b=1
Nb(x)ωb
)
· ∇
(neq∑
a=1
Na(x)Ta(t) +Ne(x)Te
)
dΩ
−
∫
Ω
QV
(neq∑
b=1
Nb(x)ωb
)
dΩ = 0 (2.36)
The above expression can be rewritten considering that the spatial derivatives
act only on the basis functions (T and ω have already been discretized in space)
and that integrals and summations are interchangeable, hence obtaining the
semidiscrete Garlerkin formulation:
neq∑
b=1
ωb
(neq∑
a=1
∫
Ω
ρc
(
Na(x) +Ne(x)Te
)
Nb(x) dΩ
∂
∂t
Ta(t)∫
Ω
−λ∇(Na(x) +Ne(x)Te) · ∇Nb(x) dΩTa(t)
−
∫
Ω
QVNb(x) dΩ
)
= 0 (2.37)
which can be rewritten in the following matrix form:
CT T˙ (t) +KTT (t) = fT (t) (2.38)
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where T (t) is the vector of unknown temperatures and T˙ (t) is its time deriva-
tive, CT (with elements Cab) and KT (with elements Kab) are the capacity
and the conductivity matrices respectively:
Kab =
∫
Ω
λ∇Na(x) · ∇Nb(x) dΩ, 1 ≤ a, b ≤ neq (2.39a)
Cab =
∫
Ω
ρcNa(x)Nb(x) dΩ 1 ≤ a, b ≤ neq (2.39b)
finally fT (t), with elements fbe, is the corresponding right-hand side (usually
called load vector):
fbe =
∫
Ω
QVNb(x) dΩ +
∫
Ω
Ne(x)Te dΩ 1 ≤ b ≤ neq, 1 ≤ e ≤ nbc
(2.40)
The Garlerkin formulation is defined as semidiscrete due to the fact that the
discretization process has been accomplished in space but not yet in time. The
time discretization process is based on the subdivision of the time interval into
M time steps:
[0, tlast] =
M⋃
n=1
[tn−1, tn] (2.41)
Here a constant time step size has been assumed for simplicity:
∆t = tn − tn−1 = tlast
M
(2.42)
In many practical cases an adaptative time step is also used. With this ap-
proach a variable ∆t is defined during the solution computation at every itera-
tion based on the level of accuracy desired for the unknowns. This algorithm
generally results in a lower computational effort when determining the value of
the unknowns especially in cases where the time derivative of the considered
field is small, namely when field changes are slow.
Using a forward time difference scheme, the time derivative of the temper-
ature can be approximated as follow:
T˙ (t) ≈ T (tn+1)− T (tn)
∆t
=
Tn+1 − Tn
∆t
(2.43)
Using the approximation scheme above, we can finally approximate T˙ (t) in
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the Equation 2.38 with the help of a time integration parameter γP :
CT
T (tn+1)− T (tn)
∆t
+
γPKTT (tn+1) + (1− γP )KTT (tn) =
γPfT (tn+1) + (1− γP )fT (tn) (2.44)
The value of γP allows the usage of different time discretization schemes:
γP = 0 defines a forward difference discretization (also called forward Euler);
γP = 0.5 defines the trapezoidal rule (also known as Crank-Nicolson rule)
generally achieving a higher accuracy; finally γP = 1 defines a backward
difference discretization (or backward Euler) [82, 86].
Having seen the finite element formulation for the thermal problem, the
formulation for the electrical problem will be shortly presented below under
simplified conditions, just by using analogous steps. The starting point is the
Equation 2.23 in the case of linear and isotropic material properties:
∇σ · ∇φ = 0 (2.45)
With the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition:
∂φ
∂nˆ
= 0 ∀x ∈ Γ (2.46)
The Equation 2.45 represents the strong formulation which must be multiplied
with a test function ω: ∫
Ω
ω (∇σ · ∇φ) dΩ = 0 (2.47)
Integrating by parts, Equation 2.47 becomes:∫
Ω
σ∇ω · ∇φ dΩ−
∫
Γ
σω
∂φ
∂n
dΓ = 0 (2.48)
Due to the BC defined in the Equation 2.46, we finally obtain the following
weak formulation: ∫
Ω
σ∇ω · ∇φ dΩ = 0 (2.49)
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Using the ansatz:
φ ≈ φh =
neq∑
a=1
Na(x)φa +Ne(x)φe (2.50a)
ω ≈ ωh =
neq∑
b=1
Nb(x)ωb (2.50b)
into Equation 2.49:∫
Ω
σ∇
(neq∑
b=1
Nb(x)ωb
)
· ∇
(neq∑
a=1
Na(x)φa +Ne(x)φe
)
dΩ = 0 (2.51)
and rearranging the terms:
neq∑
b=1
ωb
(neq∑
a=1
φa
∫
Ω
σ∇ (Na(x) +Ne(x)φe) · ∇ (Nb(x)) dΩ
)
= 0 (2.52)
we finally obtain the matrix notation for the electrostatic equation:
Kφφ = fφ (2.53)
Where the elements of the stiffness matrix Kφ and of the load vector fφ are
defined as follow:
Kab =
∫
Ω
σ∇Na(x) · ∇Nb(x) dΩ 1 ≤ a, b ≤ neq (2.54a)
fe =
∫
Ω
Ne(x)φe dΩ 1 ≤ e ≤ nbc (2.54b)
The finite element formulation seen here allows the numerical computa-
tion of the electric scalar potential φ in the whole domain at the nodes sites.
Based on the knowledge of φ, the electrical field can also be determined in the
following way:
E = −∇φ
Consequently, the current density distribution in the computational domain can
be derived by means of the differential Ohm’s law:
J = σE
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where σ is the electrical conductivity.
Up to now the finite element formulations have been discussed separately
for both the thermal and the electrical problems. The approach to consistently
couple the two fields together within the same finite element formulation is
based on the observation that the electrical power dissipated in the domain Ω
is the result of the energy dissipated due to the Joule effect, i.e. the electric field
together with the associated electrical conductivity defines a current which
generates heat:
Qel = E · J (2.55)
Therefore it is consistent to include the electrically generated heat in the right-
hand side term of the Equation 2.38 (i.e. the load vector), namely as a heat gen-
eration term. Finally, the Equation 2.38 and the Equation 2.53 can be solved
together within the same system of algebraic equations:[
CT 0
0 0
] [
T˙
φ˙
]
+
[
KT 0
0 Kφ
] [
T
φ
]
=
[
fth
fel
]
(2.56)
Where the therm fth takes into account not only an eventual heat generation
term QV as in the Equation 2.40 but also the Joule heat term Qel in Equa-
tion 2.55 [87].
The Equation 2.56 is actually the algebraic system that ANSYS software
solves whenever electro-thermal simulations with Joule coupling have to be
performed [88]. This kind of approach is very useful every time the power
dissipated by resistive materials has to be taken into account in the thermal
problem [89, 83, 22, 90, 91]. Unfortunately, such a formulation is still insuf-
ficient for simulating the power MOSFET operation due to the nonlinearities
introduced by the device, specifically the dependence of the drain current upon
the temperature and the local biasing voltage.
2.3 Implementation in ANSYS
2.3.1 Algorithm fundamentals
Due to the electro-thermal coupling exhibited by a semiconductor power de-
vice, the finite element formulation shown in Paragraph 2.2.2 cannot be used as
it is for performing transient simulations. In more detail the main issue is given
by the fact that every single generic cell j of the device act as an elementary
transistor where the current level is determined by both the biasing voltages
and the temperature of the cell itself as reported in Equation 2.1, Equation 2.2
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and Equation 2.3. Therefore, a method to let ANSYS take into account the
drain current temperature dependence of every cell has been implemented by
customizing the software by means of its ANSYS R© Parametric Design Lan-
guage (APDL) language, namely a powerful programming language for opti-
mizing and customizing the FEM workflow in ANSYS [92]. From the mod-
eling point of view a power MOSFET can be seen as a generally thick silicon
substrate "covered" on the top with a substantially thinner and more complex
layer with different silicon properties, i.e. the epitaxial layer of the device.
A power MOSFET is usually a vertical device, which means that the current
flows from the bottom (drain) to the top (source) of the silicon block, contrary
to the standard small-signal MOSFET, which is a planar device. In this very
simplified geometric model of the device, the electrical resistances as well as
the thermal impedance of the silicon substrate depend upon the temperature.
This means that in the FE formulation, both the thermal (thermal conductivity
λ and specific heat c) and electrical material properties (electrical resistivity ρ)
of the silicon substrate are nonlinear:
λsub = λ(T )
csub = c(T )
ρsub = ρ(T )
In the above expressions the eventual temperature dependence of the electrical
capacity associated to the substrate has been intentionally neglected because
the simulation approach proposed in this thesis neglects capacitive effects. The
reason of this choice will be clarified in the following of this paragraph. There-
fore, the substrate layer is described by a pure ohmic model where the current
flow generates heat due to the Joule effect, hence this behavior can be easily
simulated by means of the standard electro-thermal simulation concept already
implemented in ANSYS.
Concerning the device epitaxial layer, the modeling becomes more com-
plicated because it generally includes three main resistive contributions: the
channel resistance, the accumulation resistance (which assumes relevant val-
ues only for the VD-MOSFET and can be reasonably neglected for a Trench
MOSFET) and the drift resistance [54]. The accumulation resistance and the
drift resistance can be modeled in the same manner seen for the substrate re-
sistance, i.e. by taking into account the eventual temperature dependencies of
the electrical and thermal material properties associated to the corresponding
elements in the FE formulation. In particular, the dependence of the electrical
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resistivity upon the carrier mobility in a semiconductor is given as [43]:
ρ =
1
qNµ(T )
(2.57)
where q is the elementary charge, N is the doping level and µn is the carrier
mobility, which is a temperature dependent parameter. Therefore the values of
ρ as a function of the temperature should be assessed using an accurate tem-
perature dependent mobility model. In this work, the mobility model proposed
by Reggiani et al. [93] has been used for the assessment of the electrical re-
sistivities of both the substrate and the drift zone of the device, while average
doping levels of the substrate silicon and of the drift silicon respectively, have
been used when evaluating both the mobility and the Equation 2.57. Reggiani
et al. experimentally demonstrated that their model returns accurate results up
to 700 K.
Being the channel a voltage and temperature controlled resistance, its
equivalent resistivity cannot be modeled just by using a purely ohmic ap-
proach. In order to correctly take into account the thermal and electrical be-
havior, the local electrical material properties of every channel element must
be tuned at every iteration according to the local biasing condition of the ele-
ment and to the element temperature. The equivalent electrical resistivity of a
generic element j within the channel layer can be expressed using the second
Ohm’s law as follows:
ρchj =
Aj
dj
∆Vchj
Ichj (Tj , VGj )
(2.58)
Where ρchj is the electrical resistivity in Ω m in the vertical direction (accord-
ing to the current flow direction), Aj is the area of the element j in m2 and
dj its thickness in m (see Figure 2.8). ∆Vchj is the vertical voltage drop in V
across the element and Ichj is the drain current in A which is determined by the
element temperature Tj (in K) and its gate potential (in V). In Equation 2.58
the value of the current associated to the element j can be determined by using:
1. an analytical model, for instance the one described by Equation 2.1 with
the temperature dependencies of the channel mobility µn (Equation 2.2)
and of the threshold voltage Vth (Equation 2.3) according to the temper-
ature value of the element Tj ;
2. a table model, i.e. a table where every combination of the triad
(Tcell, VGScell , VDScell) determines a cell current value. Being a discrete
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Figure 2.8: A generic channel element j: detail of its current Ichj , voltage drop
∆Vchj , element thickness dj and element area Aj .
model, the usage of the table typically implies the needing of an interpo-
lation algorithm for the assessment of the cell current. Generally, a table
model can be obtained either by transfer characteristics measurements
or by TCAD device simulations.
The way to deal with such a preemptive material property definition, i.e. ρchj ,
is to perform a purely electrical finite element steady state simulation just be-
fore the electro-thermal simulation, so that the potential distribution can be
determined within the device allowing the computation of ∆Vchj terms for
every element j in the channel layer. Once the electrical simulation is fin-
ished, the new resistivity values can be defined for the channel elements and
the electro-thermal simulation can be started. The electrical steady state sim-
ulation is implemented in ANSYS by means of the FE formulation defined
with the Equation 2.53. Contrary to the electro-thermal simulation, the prior
electrical simulation is not a transient analysis. This choice comes from the
observation that time constants associated to the thermal evolution in a power
device are generally sufficiently larger than time constants associated to the
electrical one, hence the capacitive contributions can be neglected and only the
resistive contributions to the electrical impedances must be taken into account.
Therefore, a purely steady state simulation is sufficient for the determination
of the electrical quantities within the electro-thermal simulation scheme, be-
cause the whole dynamic behavior of the power device in a simulated transient
event, e.g. a SC event, is dominated by the relatively slow thermal regime.
According to what has been explained above, in order to simulate a generic
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Figure 2.9: Electro-thermal transient simulation algorithm implemented in
ANSYS R© using APDL.
transient event, the algorithm depicted in Figure 2.9 has been implemented in
ANSYS classic using the APDL programming language. Given the FE model
of the power MOSFET, the thermal and electrical boundary conditions and the
thermal initial condition (details about these conditions will be presented in the
next paragraph), the procedure is based on the iterations of two nested cycles
[34, 35]:
• The first cycle determines the potential distribution in the device model
by means of steady state simulations only. A single electrical simula-
tion would not be enough for determining the potential distribution due
to the dependencies of the resistivity values associated to channel ele-
ments upon the local biasing conditions of the elements. Indeed, after
the first iteration, the Equation 2.58 must be re-computed for every ele-
ment of the channel zone, subsequently a new electrical simulation can
be run again. The iterations last until a convergence criterion for the to-
tal computed current of the device is satisfied. Furthermore, such kind
of implementation allows also to take into account a possible de-biasing
effect due to the finite thermal conductivity of the source metallization
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[56, 57, 58]. This phenomenon has generally a strong impact on the
electro-thermal behavior of large area power devices where the lateral
ohimic voltage drops on the source metal layer are relevant;
• Within the second cycle the temperature and the potential distribution in
the device model are computed by means of transient electro-thermal
simulations. Also in this case several electro-thermal iterations are
needed due to the dependencies of the resistivity values associated to
channel elements upon the local biasing conditions and upon the local
temperature of the elements. Indeed, a change of the local temperature
and of the local biasing voltage within the generic channel element j
implies the redefinition of its equivalent electrical resistivity according
to Equation 2.58.
The stopping criterion for both the electrical and the electro-thermal cycles is
given by:
|Ii − Ii−1| ≤ Itol (2.59)
where Ii and Ii−1 is the value of the total device current at the iteration i and
i − 1 respectively, and I is the summation of all current contributions of the
channel elements, namely:
I =
∑
j
Ij (2.60)
The value of Itol in Equation 2.59 can be set based on the desired accuracy for
the computation of the device current.
The two nested iterations shown in Figure 2.9 are performed for every
time step of the transient simulation. Once all the computations have been
performed for all the time steps, a post-processing phase has to be executed
for retrieving the results of interest in the simulation.
2.3.2 Initial and boundary conditions
In this section, some considerations will be presented concerning the initial and
boundary conditions to be set before performing an electro-thermal simulation.
As already discussed, the initial condition must be defined only for the
thermal problem, which means defining the initial temperature of every node.
Typically, when performing an electro-thermal simulation of a power device,
the thermal initial condition is determined by setting all the nodes in the FE
model at the ambient temperature Tambient:
Tn(t = 0) = Tambient ∀n ∈ N (2.61)
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where n represents the node number and N the total number of nodes in the
FE model.
When performing simulations of short pulses (few microseconds), the usu-
ally large thermal capacity associated to the lead-frame can be taken into ac-
count assuming that no thermal flux exists within the lead-frame geometry.
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the lead frame has constantly the
same temperature during the considered transient. This assumption allows a
big computational benefit because the FE model does not necessarily include
the lead-frame geometry, hence significantly reducing the total number of ele-
ments. In all these cases a Dirichlet boundary condition must be applied to the
bottom surface of the silicon substrate:
Tn = T˜ ∀n ∈ Nsubbottom (2.62)
In the above condition, normally T˜ is the temperature of the lead-frame,
namely the ambient temperature. Alternatively, when the lead frame is also
taken into account in the FE model, the Dirichlet boundary applies to its bot-
tom surface:
Tn = T˜ ∀n ∈ Nlead-framebottom (2.63)
The large thermal resistivity value associated to the package mould com-
pound also implies a relevant computational benefit in case of simulations of
short pulses. In fact, in these cases we can assume that no heat exchange takes
place between the device model boundaries and the mold compound. Hence,
the finite element model can be built neglecting the geometry of the package
and all the remaining model boundary surfaces have to be set as adiabatic, i.e.
thermally isolated. Therefore, a homogeneous Neumann BC must be applied
to those surfaces.
Finally, the electrical boundary conditions are normally defined by the val-
ues of the source and the drain potentials outside the device FE model. Typical
conditions which have been used in the simulations shown in this thesis are the
following:
• Set all the nodes belonging to the top surfaces of the bond wires to the
source potential VS:
φn = VS ∀n ∈ Nwiretop (2.64)
• Set all the nodes belonging to the bottom surface of the silicon substrate
to drain potential VD:
φn = VD ∀n ∈ Nsubbottom (2.65)
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Figure 2.10: Example of electrical BCs (green color): source potential set at
the top of the bond wires (A) and drain potential set at the bottom of the silicon
substrate (B).
or alternatively, set to drain potential all the nodes belonging to the bot-
tom surface of the lead-frame:
φn = VD ∀n ∈ Nlead-framebottom (2.66)
Figure 2.10 shows an example in ANSYS.
As in the thermal case, an electrically homogeneous Neumann BC (elec-
trical isolation) must be applied to all the remaining external surfaces of the
FE model due to the very high electrical resistivity of the package mould com-
pound.
In the electro-thermal simulation algorithm presented in Figure 2.9, the
electrical boundary conditions define the input waveforms. In fact, the wave-
forms can be seen as time varying electrical BCs:
VDS(tk) = VDSk = VD(tk)− VS(tk) (2.67)
VGS(tk) = VGSk = VG(tk)− VS(tk) (2.68)
Where tk represents the time step. Therefore, at the beginning of every simula-
tion, the table [tk, VDSk ] and the table [tk, VGSk ] must be provided. These wave-
forms define the biasing conditions of the power MOSFET in the discretized
time. When performing an electro-thermal simulation with these waveforms,
the simulation outputs consist of the temperature field, the potential and the
current density distributions in the device FE model at every time step: VDSkVGSk ⇒
ID(tk)
φ(x, tk)
T (x, tk)
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In the above scheme ID represents the total device current and this quantity
can always be easily computed since the current density distribution is known.
The algorithm presented here is suitable for predicting the electrical and
thermal behavior of power semiconductor switches and is particularly conve-
nient for simulating voltage-controlled devices, such as power MOSFETs and
IGBTs.
2.3.3 Simulations of Smart Power switches
A SP switch is a chip where one or possibly more power MOSFETs are in-
tegrated together with several kinds of circuits (called logic) within the same
silicon substrate. The logic part comprises the circuitry for protection, diag-
nosis and driving of the power MOSFET (details about the SP device can be
found in Paragraph 1.3.1). Such a kind of switch, besides the drain and source
pins, includes an input pin which is usually driven by means of a logic signal
suitable to control the ON/OFF power switch status through the integrated gate
drivers of the MOSFET. Furthermore, during typical critical operating condi-
tions in automotive applications (such as short circuit, battery disconnection
or reverse current, in-rush current, etc.) the device gate is driven by inter-
nal protection circuits, so that the DMOS can reliably withstand the electrical
stress condition avoiding an eventual failure. Therefore, a SP device cannot be
directly driven through its MOSFET gate because no pin is provided for that
node.
The simulation algorithm presented in Paragraph 2.3.1 and Paragraph 2.3.2
is suitable for simulating power MOSFETs but not SP switches, because it re-
quires the definition of the gate-source waveform VGS as an input simulation
parameter. In this paragraph an extension of the algorithm for allowing simu-
lations of SP switches will be presented. Regarding critical device operation
defined by the external electrical environment, the electro-thermal simulation
inputs are now VDS and ID waveforms, while no VGS waveform is available
anymore.
The algorithm presented in Figure 2.9 must be modified only with regard
to the electrical cycles. At the generic time step tk the electrical boundary con-
ditions are defined by the source VS and the drain potential VD values through
the assigned waveforms, moreover the device current ID is known. In this case
the electro-thermal problem consists of finding the current and the temperature
distributions within the channel elements set that equals the assigned input cur-
rent, i.e. the imposed current Iimp, to the sum of the current contributions of
every channel element, called computed current Icomp. In other words, the
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Figure 2.11: Schematic representing the typical parallel configuration of el-
ementary cells in a power MOSFET. Every cell features its own temperature
and source potential and shares with all other cells the same gate and drain
potential. Finally, the total device current is given by the sum of every single
cell current contribution.
simulator, by means of electrical iterations, must minimize the following goal
function at every time step tk:
|fI | = |Iimp − Icomp| (2.69)
where Icomp is defined in Equation 2.60 and Iimp = IDk .
During the electrical cycles the resistivity of every channel element must
be determined according to Equation 2.58. The element resistivity depends
upon the value of the element current Ij and the current contribution of ev-
ery channel element depends on the local temperature and the local potential
according to the Equation 2.1. Unfortunately, while VSj can be determined
within the electrical iterations starting from the boundary condition Vs, the
gate potential VGj is now an unknown being not a simulation input anymore.
A fundamental aspect of elementary cells composing a power device is that
in parallel connection they share the same gate potential as depicted in the
schematic in Figure 2.11. Since a channel element includes a certain number
of elementary cells, we can also assume that channel elements share the same
gate potential value, namely:
VGj = VG ∀j (2.70)
Therefore, the electrical iterations must solve the Equation 2.69 by prop-
erly tuning the VG parameter. This means finding at every time step the gate
potential which returns the imposed current Iimp according to the current tem-
perature distribution in the channel element layer. As the Equation 2.58 is
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Figure 2.12: Bisection algorithm for the solution of Equation 2.71. The
method is based on consecutive partitions of the VG range. Every iteration
implies at least one steady state electrical simulation for the evaluation of
Icomp(VGi).
not easily invertible, such a problem is solved using a root-finding algorithm.
The algorithm used in the simulator is the bisection method and it has been
implemented by means of APDL in the electro-thermal simulation routine.
Therefore, when simulating SP switch, the electrical iterations are not only
necessary to take into account a possible de-biasing effect, but also to find the
VG value that satisfies the following equation:
|fI(VG)| = |Iimp − Icomp(VG)| ≤ Itol (2.71)
where Itol represents the maximum allowed discrepancy between Iimp and
Icomp. This parameter is set before every simulation according to the required
accuracy and eventually it can be chosen equal to the one defined in Equa-
tion 2.59.
The bisection method is based on consecutive geometrical division of the
VG search range until the VG value which satisfies the Equation 2.71 is found
(see Figure 2.12) [94]. For every VG value one or two electrical simulations
have to be run in order to determine the values of fI at the considered gate volt-
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age values, therefore also in this case several electrical iterations (simulations)
have to be performed. An eventually more effective root-finding algorithm
could be implemented in place of the relatively slow bisection method. Since
the goal function fI is always monotonic, a derivative-based method (such as
the Newton–Raphson algorithm) or a secant method would easily find the solu-
tion of the nonlinear equation within a shorter computational time. The usage
of those methods ensures a significantly faster convergence to the solution,
therefore allowing a lower number of electrical simulations required by the
root-finding procedure and, consequently, resulting in a less time demanding
computational effort.
Once the VG value has been found, the resistivity values associated to the
channel elements can be computed by means of Equation 2.58 and the imple-
mented algorithm continues with the electro-thermal simulation step according
to the scheme reported in Figure 2.9.
With the described algorithm the value of VG can be evaluated for every
time step tk. Eventually the values of VGk at every time step can be stored
during the electro-thermal simulation run so that at the end of the computation
the reconstructed VGS waveform can be returned as a simulation output. Hence,
the electro-thermal simulation scheme used to simulate SP devices requires as
inputs the drain current and the drain-source voltage drop and returns as output
the gate-source voltage, the potential and the temperature distributions, i.e. for
every iteration step:  VDSkIDk ⇒
VGS(tk)
φ(x, tk)
T (x, tk)
2.4 Simulator Validation
2.4.1 Test chips
In this work two main test structures have been used for:
• Having reasonable reference FE models of real power MOSFETs;
• Experimentally verifying the electro-thermal interaction in power MOS-
FETs;
• Validating the simulation results with experimental measurements.
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Figure 2.13: Active area of the DUT1. In this device 9 source wires are bonded
in 3 rows of 3 wires each on an inactive region of the device placed at the top
of the active area.
Both test devices are power MOSFET test chips realized using 6.4 µm cell
pitch Trench technology (Paragraph 1.1.1). Details about the elementary cell
of this technology have been presented by Kadow et al. in [70].
The first device (called Device Under Test (DUT) 1) is a rectangular power
MOSFET featuring about 1 mm2 active area, the area of the elementary cell is
given by:
Acell = pcell
2 = (6.4 µm)2 = 40.96 µm2 (2.72)
Therefore the device includes roughly 24 · 103 elementary cells. In this MOS-
FET nine wires for the source contact have been bonded on an inactive region
of the device located on the top of the active area, as it can be seen in the decap-
sulated sample shown in Figure 2.13. The other wires visible in the picture are
used to contact temperature sensors integrated in the active area of the device,
details on these sensors will be given in Paragraph 2.4.3. The source potential
conducted by the wires reaches the epitaxial layer by means of a relatively thin
copper (Cu) metallization and then, through the Inter-Layer Dielectric (ILD),
by means of the metal-1 contact (which is made of aluminum) and tungsten
(W) plugs according to the Damascene process [95]. SEM cross-section pic-
tures of the described metal stack are shown in the Figure 2.14.
The second device used in this thesis (DUT2) has been realized using the
same Trench technology mentioned above with the same metal stack shown in
Figure 2.14, but it is much bigger than the previous one. Since its active area is
about 9 mm2, this MOSFET includes approximately 220·103 elementary cells.
A picture of a decapsulated sample is reported in Figure 2.15, there the reader
should notice the source wires bonded on the active area and a temperature
sensor placed in the middle region of the device.
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Figure 2.14: SEM picture of the metal stack structure. Figure on the right-hand
side shows a detail of the ILD-interconnection stack where also the trench
geometry within the epitaxial layer is visible. Darkest gray color represents
oxides and BPSG.
Figure 2.15: Active area of DUT2. In this device 24 source wires are soldered
on the active area.
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FE models of both test devices have been realized using APDL. Particu-
lar care has been used concerning the mesh strategy and the definition of the
material properties of the elements:
• The 3-D models have been meshed using only hexahedron elements.
The elements feature a quadratic (second order) basis function in order
to achieve a higher solution accuracy at the node sites;
• Where possible, the active layer of the device has been meshed using a
regular mesh, i.e. every element within the active area has square shape
and it includes an integer number of elementary cells;
• The relatively thick silicon substrate has been meshed using an exponen-
tial strategy, namely the size of the elements along the vertical direction
grows exponentially from the element layer nearby the epitaxial region
to the substrate bottom, according to the following formula:
zn = A[e
Bn − 1] (2.73)
Where zn is the vertical coordinate of the element n, A and B repre-
sent two coefficients which have been chosen according to the substrate
thickness and to the desired size of the first element. Such a meshing
strategy is particularly suitable because it allows a higher element reso-
lution in the region where both the electrical and the thermal field gradi-
ents are larger, i.e. in the epitaxial layer, and a lower element resolution
where the gradients are smaller, i.e. close to the bottom of the substrate.
An example with 10 elements is reported in Figure 2.16;
• The epitaxial layer has been realized using a layer of channel elements
which have been already described in Paragraph 2.3.1. Those elements
are characterized by an anisotropic electrical resistivity so that in sim-
ulations they conduct the current only along the z (vertical) direction
according to the Equation 2.58, while the electrical conductivity along x
and y have been set to 0. This modelling approach represents a simpli-
fied design of the epitaxial layer, a more accurate one takes into account
the thermal impact of the trench structures within the epitaxial layer and
will be presented in the Chapter 3;
• The ILD layer shown in Figure 2.14 has been modeled using a layer
of elements featuring equivalent material properties. This means that
the electrical and the thermal material properties are equivalent to the
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Figure 2.16: Element vertical size along the substrate thickness is defined ac-
cording to an exponential function. In this example 10 elements are used to
mesh the substrate of DUT1 and DUT2. Dots in the graph represent the ele-
ment coordinates, the red curve describes the size-difference among contigu-
ous elements.
ones that could be found if all geometrical details of the complex metal
stack structure would be geometrically modeled in the FE model of the
device [22]. An in-depth analysis of the methodology used for assessing
equivalent material properties of highly anisotropic microstructures in
the device geometry will be treated in Chapter 3;
• Nonlinear material properties have been defined for silicon and for ILD
elements. This means that the substantial temperature dependencies of
the silicon thermal conductivity, specific heat and electrical resistivity
have been taken into account when performing electro-thermal simu-
lations. The reader can find all the material properties defined for the
simulations presented in this work in the Appendix A.
The FE model representing the device reported in Figure 2.13 features
about 19 · 103 elements. It has been created using a regular mesh for the active
area, where every element of the epitaxial layer includes 8×8 elementary cells
of the device (see Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17: FE model of DUT1.
Figure 2.18: FE model of DUT2.
The FE model of the second device (Figure 2.15) does not feature a regular
mesh for the epitaxial layer due to the bonding on active area. The presence
of bond wires welded to the power metal upon the device active area does not
allow the adoption of the regular mesh unless contact elements are used [22].
The whole model includes about 13 ·103 elements, the reader can find a picture
of the meshed model in Figure 2.18.
2.4.2 Algorithm verification
Initially, electro-thermal simulations were performed in order to verify the cor-
rectness of implemented simulation concepts according to what is expected
from the theory.
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Figure 2.19: Temperature map of the DUT1 for the thermally unstable short
circuit condition.
The FE model of the DUT1 has been used to simulate two kinds of short
circuit conditions. A first transient simulation has been performed with the
following settings:
• VGS pulse with amplitude 2.2 V;
• VGS pulse length of 500 µs;
• Constant VDS of 20 V;
• Ambient temperature is 27◦C.
The algorithm used to perform this simulation is the one described in Para-
graph 2.3.1 which uses VGS and VDS waveforms as inputs. The operating con-
dition defines a thermally unstable regime for the device operation, in fact the
biasing VGS amplitude is lower than VGS at the TCP and this implies a negative
α. In Figure 2.19 the surface temperature distribution of the test chip when the
device reaches the highest temperature peak, i.e. at the end of the SC pulse,
is shown. Figure 2.20 shows the temperature and current density distributions
in the active area at the end of the pulse. It can be seen that the simulated
operating condition leads to an inhomogeneous spatial distribution of both the
temperature and the current density as expected from theoretical [12, 24] and
experimental results [13, 96]. Furthermore, the hottest region of the active area
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Figure 2.20: Temperature and current density maps in the active area of the
DUT1 for the thermally unstable short circuit condition.
well matches with the region where the current density is the highest. This is
a direct consequence of a positive α which leads to an increasing local current
in the hotter region of the device. The temperature hot-spot emerges in the
innermost region of the device due to the thermal coupling effect between the
central cells. In fact, peripheral cells are surrounded by more efficient heat
extraction paths, therefore generally they are colder than central ones.
At the end of the 500 µs pulse, the highest temperature in the device,
reached in the innermost area of the epitaxial layer, is about 193◦C. Due to
the positive thermal feedback between temperature and current, a sufficiently
longer pulse may lead the device to a thermal runaway failure (see waveforms
in Figure 2.21). The change of the concavity in the temperature waveform can
be used as a rough estimator for the triggering of the thermal runaway effect,
in fact after the inflection point the hot-spot temperature starts to increase more
rapidly [31]. The THS inflection point occurs after 660 µs at 233◦C, at that time
the current is 5.1 A.
In Figure 2.22 the reader can observe the emerging of the hot-spot associ-
ated with the crowding of the current in the central region of the device. After
1.62 ms the hot-spot within the device reaches roughly 763◦C. At the same
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Figure 2.21: Simulated hot-spot temperature and drain current in DUT1 for
the thermally unstable short circuit condition.
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Figure 2.22: Temperature and current density maps in the active area of DUT1
at different time instants for the thermally unstable short circuit condition.
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Figure 2.23: Simulated hot-spot temperature and drain current in DUT1 for
the thermally stable short circuit condition.
time, the current in the innermost region is about 7 times bigger than the cur-
rent in the peripheral regions, which means that about 11 A (see Figure 2.21)
are flowing mainly within a small location of the whole active area available.
A second transient simulation has been performed with a thermally stable
operating condition defined by:
• VGS pulse with amplitude 2.8 V;
• VGS pulse length of 100 µs;
• Constant VDS of 20 V;
• Ambient temperature is 27◦C.
In this case the VGS value is greater than the one defined at the TCP, hence
the device operates within the thermally stable regime, a proof can be found
by examining the Figure 2.23 where the hot-spot temperature rising leads to
a decreasing drain current. Furthermore, as expected, the negative value of α
implies a more uniform temperature and current distribution in the device ac-
tive area (see Figure 2.24). As seen in previous simulation results, also in this
case the hotter elements are located in the innermost region of the device due to
the thermal coupling among neighbouring elements. Nevertheless, colder ele-
ments conduct a slightly higher current density than hotter ones and this con-
firms the expected negative feedback between drain current and temperature
and finally proves the correctness of the implemented simulation algorithm.
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Figure 2.24: Temperature and current density maps in the active area of the
DUT1 for the thermally stable short circuit condition.
Lastly, a comparison has been done by simulating two biasing conditions
which define the same power dissipation. The first simulation has been per-
formed using a current pulse of 5 A with the VDS drop fixed at 40 V (low-
current/high-voltage operation mode), as a consequence of the defined drain
and voltage values 200 W are dissipated within the device. The second sim-
ulation defines the same power dissipation by means of a high-current/low-
voltage operating condition, namely ID = 20 A and VDS = 10 V. Both
operating conditions have been simulated using the algorithm presented in the
Paragraph 2.3.3, which is suitable for cases where the current waveform is a
known input (e. g. switching of an inductive load).
The low-current/high-voltage operation defines a thermally unstable opera-
tion of the device because in this pulse the drain current is always smaller than
the current value defined at the TCP. On the contrary, the high-current/low-
voltage operation represents a thermally stable condition. The results of a 400
µs pulse are depicted in the graph in Figure 2.25, there the rise of the hot-
spot temperature in the unstable case is faster than the rise of the hot spot
in the stable operation, even if the dissipated power in the considered elec-
tric pulses is equal. In particular, the hot spot temperature deviation increases
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Figure 2.25: Electro-thermally simulated hot-spot temperature of low-
current/high-voltage (green) and high-current/low-voltage (blue) operations
and thermally simulated hot-spot temperature (orange).
in time and reaches already a peak of 36 K at the end of the pulse. In this
graph the behavior of the orange curve represents the hot-spot temperature
rising obtained with a pure transient thermal simulation. Such simulation con-
sists of solving only the heat equation where the generation term QV in the
Equation 2.6 is defined by the dissipated power within the active region of the
device. Unlike electro-thermal simulation of power devices, performing a tran-
sient thermal simulation is an easy task since ANSYS software can solve such
problem by FEM computing the corresponding FE formulation (described in
Equation 2.38) without any further programming effort.
In the performed thermal simulation the temperature distribution in the de-
vice has been computed setting a uniformly distributed power, specifically 200
W, within the FEs composing the channel layer of the device model. The
relevant temperature deviation between the thermally and electro-thermally
simulated hot-spots underlines the importance of taking into account the in-
teraction between thermal and electrical fields when simulating power device
operation, the reader can find a further comparison and proof in [34]. Those
results demonstrate that neglecting the electro-thermal interaction might lead
to substantially wrong temperature estimations.
In Figure 2.26, the temperature distribution in the epitaxial layer at the
end of the power pulse is depicted for both performed electro-thermal simu-
lations. The same comparison at the end of the pulse is represented in Fig-
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Figure 2.26: Temperature maps in the active area of the DUT1 for the low-
current/high-voltage (top) and high-current/low-voltage operations (bottom).
ure 2.27 also for the current density. It is worth to notice that, as expected,
the low-current/high-voltage operation defines quite uneven temperature and
current distributions compared with the ones obtained by simulating the high-
current/low-voltage operating condition.
Finally, further verifications and analyses of the developed simulation al-
gorithm have been conducted by means of a simplified MOSFET structure
featuring a single bond wire, the achieved results have been published in [35].
2.4.3 Integrated temperature sensors
The test devices presented in this thesis are equipped with temperature sensors
integrated within the active area of the power device. In the DUT1, six tem-
perature sensors are integrated in the MOSFET, their relative positions within
the active region are depicted in Figure 2.28.
Every temperature sensor consists of a parasitic bipolar transistor imple-
mented in the epitaxial layer of the device using a self-isolated common drain
technology. The structure is designed by substituting a trench stripe with a n+
implantation and interrupting the source metallization to create the base and
the emitter contacts of the bipolar sensor (see Figure 2.29). Therefore, every
sensor has the base and the emitter terminals available for measurements while
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Figure 2.27: Current density maps in the active area of the DUT1 for the low-
current/high-voltage (top) and high-current/low-voltage operations (bottom).
sharing its collector contact with the drain terminal of the power MOSFET.
Temperature sensors in the DUT1 have been calibrated using the circuit
depicted in Figure 2.30. The calibration procedure consists of measuring the
base-emitter voltage drop across the sensor at different ambient temperatures
while a small calibration current is drawn out of the emitter contact. The
Schottky diode placed across the base and the emitter of the sensor serves
to protect the device from ESD failures.
The reader should notice that the sensor shares its collector terminal with
the drain terminal of the MOSFET, hence during the normal power device
operation the BJT corresponding to the sensor works inside the forward-active
region of its output characteristics. Consequently, this kind of design results in
a sensor which may be sensitive to the drain potential variation, the higher the
VDD, the bigger the leakage current crossing the collector towards the emitter.
Therefore, the sensors have been calibrated for drain-voltage values used to
bias the DUTs in the measurements presented in the Paragraph 2.4.4.
The characterization has been performed employing an airstream in a range
from 10◦C to 150◦C obtaining a calibration curve for every sensor. This curve
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Figure 2.28: Temperature sensors positions within the active area of DUT1.
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Figure 2.29: Bipolar temperature sensor integrated in the epitaxial region of
DUT1.
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Figure 2.30: Schematic of the calibration circuit used for a temperature sensor
integrated in the DUT1.
represents the temperature characteristic of the voltage drop across a p-n (base-
emitter) diode and, generally, it shows a linear behavior up to 300◦C [31, 43].
Hence the obtained experimental data have been fitted using the following lin-
ear model:
VBE(Ts) = γ Ts + δ (2.74)
Where γ typically has a value from -1 to -3 mV ◦C−1, while δ represents a
voltage offset (in mV) .
When calibrating such a sensor, the choice of a suitable value for the cal-
ibration current is extremely important. A higher current is generally recom-
mended to contrast inaccuracies caused by increasing intrinsic carrier concen-
tration at increasing temperatures, but this generally results in a higher self-
heating of the sensor which may screen the real temperature value. The current
value used here was 50 µA and it represents a good compromise between the
two opposing effects within the considered temperature range.
As an example, Figure 2.31 reports the experimental data fitted according
to Equation 2.74 for the sensor n. 4. The computed fitting parameters are:
γ = −1.5 mV ◦C−1 and δ = 838.7 mV. Similar experimental data and fit-
ting parameters have also been obtained for the other sensors integrated in the
DUT1.
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Figure 2.31: Experimental data and linear fitting for the sensor n. 4 integrated
in the DUT1.
The DUT2 is also equipped with a bipolar temperature sensor. This sensor
is placed in the lower part of the device active region, its position is visible
in Figure 2.15. The design used for this sensor is more effective and robust
compared with the one integrated within DUT1. In fact, here the sensor base
terminal is internally connected to the drain of the power device, instead of
being connected to the source of the MOSFET [43]. With such a circuit ar-
rangement the sensor BJT is mounted in a diode configuration which allows
a higher accuracy by reducing the leakage current of the base-collector junc-
tion. A similar design concept for reliably sensing the temperature in a power
MOSFET has been also presented by Köck et al. in [14].
The temperature sensor in DUT2 has been calibrated according to the cir-
cuit depicted in Figure 2.32 in a temperature range from -40◦C to 150◦C using
a Thermo-stream. Subsequently, the measured data have been fitted using the
Equation 2.74 for allowing extrapolation of temperature values out of the used
calibration range, both the experimental data and the linear fitting curve are
reported in Figure 2.33.
2.4.4 Comparison of measurements versus simulations
A comparison between simulation results and experimental measurements is
presented in this paragraph with the goal of validating the electro-thermal sim-
ulator accuracy. Several short-circuit measurements have been conducted us-
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Figure 2.32: Schematic of the calibration circuit used for the temperature sen-
sor integrated in the DUT2.
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Figure 2.33: Experimental data and linear fitting of the sensor integrated in the
DUT2.
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Figure 2.34: Schematic of the DUT1 measurement setup used for the experi-
mental validation of the algorithm for power MOSFET simulations.
ing DUT1 and DUT2 with their integrated temperature sensors. The circuit
scheme depicted in the Figure 2.34 has been used to test the DUT1 power
MOSFET with constant VGS and VDS voltages and at the same time mea-
sure the base-emitter voltage drop across every integrated temperature sen-
sor. During the measurement procedure an oscilloscope has been used to
record and store the signal waveforms, an example is reported in Figure 2.35.
Subsequently, the recorded Vbe waveform samples have been converted to tem-
perature values using the sensor calibration curves previously obtained (see
Paragraph 2.4.3 and Figure 2.31). Being able to measure the Vbe waveform for
only one temperature sensor at a time, six pulses (one pulse for every sensor)
of the same SC condition have been applied to the test device. We carefully
applied the pulses sequence ensuring that after every stress pulse the device
reached the thermal equilibrium with the ambient temperature before apply-
ing the next pulse. The short circuit condition defined for the DUT1 implies a
thermally unstable regime and is specified by the settings below:
• VGS pulse with amplitude 2.2 V;
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Figure 2.35: Example of oscilloscope waveforms detected during a short cir-
cuit pulse applied to the DUT1.
• VGS pulse length of 300 µs;
• Constant VDS of 40 V;
• Ambient temperature is 25◦C.
Thereafter, with these settings an electro-thermal simulation was executed us-
ing the algorithm described in Paragraph 2.3.1 and the output results, namely
the temperature values at the sensor locations and the device drain current,
were compared with measurements. In the Figure 2.36 the simulated current
well matches the measured one, here the biggest deviation is observed soon
after the beginning of the pulse, i.e. at 20 µs, and is roughly 13%. This devi-
ation is mainly due to setup parasitics not considered in the simulated model
of the device. However, this represents a transient effect and does not have
any influence on the thermal and electro-thermal behavior of the device. This
is confirmed by comparing the time evolution of the measured and the sim-
ulated sensors temperatures, these comparisons are reported in the graphs in
Figure 2.37. Moreover, in Figure 2.38 the temperature field in the active area
at the end of the pulse is shown by highlighting the relative percentage of de-
viations between measured and simulated temperatures at the sensor locations.
In order to get relative percentage errors independent from the used tempera-
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Figure 2.36: Comparison between measured (blue line) and simulated (green
circular markers) drain current in the DUT1.
ture scale (kelvin and degrees Celsius), the relative errors have been computed
using the deviation between the temperature value and the ambient tempera-
ture:
∆T% =
|(Tsim − Tamb)− (Tmeas − Tamb)|
Tmeas − Tamb · 100 (2.75)
In Figure 2.38 the reader can notice that the largest deviation is about 17% (in
the sensor n. 2), while the smallest deviations, i.e. less than 1%, are located in
the hottest region of the device (sensor n. 3, n. 4 and n. 5).
In the end, due to the good match achieved between measurements and
simulations for a significant number of temperature sensors covering the whole
active area of the employed test chip, we can conclude that the results accuracy
of the developed algorithm has been successfully verified.
A final verification of the simulator proposed in this thesis has been con-
ducted for validating the simulation algorithm developed for SP devices and
described in Paragraph 2.3.3. Experimental measurements have been per-
formed with two different versions of the DUT2 power MOSFET. The first
version (called DUT2-A) has been fabricated employing a state-of-the-art tech-
nology currently used for commercial SP devices available on the market. The
second version of device under test (DUT2-B) has the same chip size, active
area dimensions, number of bond wires and geometries as DUT2-A, but it has
been fabricated using an improved device technology which is characterized by
a higher current capability, namely a higher gm. FE models of the two DUT2
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Figure 2.37: Comparison between measured (blue line) and simulated (red
circular markers) sensors temperatures in the DUT1.
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Figure 2.38: Simulated temperature distribution in the active region of DUT1
at the end of the short circuit pulse. Numbers indicate simulated temperatures
(in K) and corresponding relative deviations with experimental values at the
sensors locations.
versions have been used for a study that will be presented in the following of
this thesis in the Paragraph 4.1.3. For now, in this paragraph the focus will be
put only on the experimental validation of both designed devices models and
the simulation algorithm.
Both test devices include in the middle of their active regions a bipolar
temperature sensor (already described in Paragraph 2.4.3) visible in the Fig-
ure 2.15. In order to achieve accuracy when assessing temperature values by
simulation at the sensor location, the FE models have been built by geomet-
rically modeling the temperature sensor structure within the active area of the
device.
The temperature sensor is physically realized within a small inactive area
(i.e. the finger corresponding to the sensor) of the device active region. Along
this finger the source power metal vias are missing and the metal-1 stripe is
used only for contacting the sensor signal (i.e. the emitter voltage of the bipolar
transistor) out of the active region. Therefore, in the FE model of the device
both the ILD elements and the channel elements of the sensor finger have been
modeled with an infinite electrical resistivity ρz along the vertical direction,
while the vertical thermal conductivity λz in the sensor ILD has been set to
zero. The FE model of the device including the temperature sensor finger is
depicted in Figure 2.39.
The method employed here to model the temperature sensor within the
FE description of the device is a simplified application of the homoge-
nization technique, i.e. a multi-scale modeling approach suitable for accu-
rately describe microstructures within the substantially bigger device geom-
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Figure 2.39: FE description including the model of the integrated temperature
sensor of DUT2 (A and B).
etry [22, 97]. This method, compared with other available approaches such
as non-matching grids, represents a good compromise between the modeling
effort and resulting accuracy.
Measurements of currents and temperatures have been performed with
both DUT2-A and DUT2-B using the test system proposed in [49, 50]. The ex-
perimental setup consists of a current driver purposely designed for testing SP
switches with arbitrary current shapes. For the measurements presented below
the driver has been used to inject into the drain terminal of the DMOS a trian-
gular current pulse. Such pulse shape emulates the discharge of the magnetic
energy accumulated inside a pure inductive load, such as valves or motors, and
it represents a typical operating condition of SP devices working in the auto-
motive electronic environment. In the schematic depicted in Figure 2.40 the
gate potential is adjusted according to the instantaneous drain current value by
means of a Zener-clamping net which includes a Zener diode and a resistor
RG. The drain potential is defined by the Zener diode while the gate potential
is defined by the voltage drop across the resistance RG. During the test pulse
the base-emitter voltage drop of the integrated bipolar sensor has been mea-
sured by drawing out of the sensor emitter terminal the previously established
calibration current. Finally, the temperature values have been extracted from
the VBE waveforms by means of calibration curves (see Figure 2.33).
Two distinct test pulses have been used to stress the devices at the ambient
temperature of 125◦C:
• IDpeak = 10A, VDS = 45V and Tpulse = 500µs;
• IDpeak = 40A, VDS = 45V and Tpulse = 500µs.
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Figure 2.40: Schematic of the DUT2 (A and B) measurement setup used for
the experimental validation of the algorithm for SP switch simulations.
In Figure 2.41 and Figure 2.42 comparisons between measured and simulated
temperatures are reported for DUT2-A and DUT2-B, respectively. In these
pictures it can be seen how the simulated time evolutions of the temperature
in the sensor match with a reasonably good agreement the experimental ones
for both devices and for the two test pulses, finally proving and validating the
developed simulation algorithm.
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Figure 2.41: Comparison between measured (blue line) and simulated (red
circular markers) sensor temperature in the DUT2-A for current peaks of
10 A (left-hand side) and 40 A (right-hand side). Light green curve describes
the measured drain current while dark green rhombuses represent the simulated
current.
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Figure 2.42: Comparison between measured (blue line) and simulated (red
circular markers) sensor temperature in the DUT2-B for current peaks of
10 A (left-hand side) and 40 A (right-hand side). Light green curve describes
the measured drain current while dark green rhombuses represent the simulated
current.

Chapter 3
Device Modeling
C
ommon power semiconductor devices consist of small entities, called
elementary cells, which implement the physical working principle of
the semiconductor device to which they belong. Elementary cells are con-
nected in parallel within the device so that the total device current is the results
of the summation of all current contributions due to every single elementary
cell. For example, in modern vertical power MOSFETs every elementary cell
shares with all other device cells the drain terminal (because they are realized
on the same silicon substrate), the source terminal (due to the power metalliza-
tion which covers the top of the device structure) and finally the gate terminal
(implemented by polysilicon stripes which cross the device active region).
The technology treated in this thesis is state of the art for modern power
MOSFETs [70]. It is characterized by 6.4 µm cell pitch, hence the active area
associated to a single cell is 40.96 µm2. Typically, the active region of a DMOS
integrated within a modern SP switch is about few square millimeters. For
instance, a DMOS featuring 2 mm2 realized with the mentioned technology
would include a few 50 · 103 elementary cells. Modeling a device using a
geometry which describes all the device cells is normally not recommended
because such a geometrical model would require an extremely large number
of nodes/elements, limiting the device simulation due to hardware and/or soft-
ware impediments related to the excessively long computational effort (and
time) required. Therefore, when simulating the thermal/electro-thermal be-
havior of a power DMOS, the device geometrical model does not include all
the geometrical micro-details present in the power device structure.
However, the core of the electro-thermal interaction, i.e. the dissipation of
the electrical power and the electrical device response to temperature changes,
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is mainly confined inside the epitaxial layer which is a small-pitched and often
highly anisotropic area. Thus, in this case, the inclusion of geometrical details
may be crucial.
In this chapter a method for modeling the detailed geometry of the repet-
itive pattern of elementary cells constituting the power device is presented.
The adopted methodology exploits the homogenization approach, namely a
method developed in computational science for representing a multi-scale FE
model using simplified averaged structures. In this context the word "multi-
scale" refers to a FE model characterized by geometrical structures which
show substantially different feature sizes, e.g. the trench micro-structures
or the metal interconnection stack between the power metal and the epitaxial
layer (micro-scale) inside the geometry representing the whole power device
(macro-scale). The usage of such an approach allows the FE modeling of semi-
conductor devices at a large scale, avoiding the FE description of their incor-
porated microstructures, thus employing a reasonable and acceptable number
of elements/nodes. The FE model at large scale can be built using a con-
forming mesh and includes equivalent thermal and electrical behavior of the
microstructures present within the device. This approach requires the prior
creation of the detailed FE sub-model describing the micro-scale geometries
in order to allow extraction of equivalent material properties by means of ded-
icated FE simulations.
In this chapter a FE model of the epitaxial layer of a trench power MOS-
FET is proposed [41]. The homogenization approach has been applied for
estimating thermally equivalent material properties associated to the trench
structures within the epitaxial layer. Afterwards, a modeling of the electri-
cal material properties of the channel and of the drift region of the device is
proposed. Finally, the impact of the proposed modeling on the device electro-
thermal behavior is evaluated and compared to a commonly used isotropic
model of the epitaxial region by means of electro-thermal simulations.
3.1 3-D Finite element model of a power MOSFET
3.1.1 Modelling the layers stack
In the thermal and electro-thermal simulations presented in this thesis a com-
mon approach has been used to model by FEs the device geometry describing
a power MOSFET. The DMOS model has been built by stacking several el-
ementary layers, where every layer represents a precise region of the device.
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Figure 3.1: Layers stack of a generic power MOSFET for the FE geometrical
description of the device.
Modern power switches are generally vertical devices, i.e. the current conduc-
tion path extends from the bottom to the top of the silicon substrate, therefore
a power device can be modeled using the following basic layers starting from
the bottom of the chip structure (see Figure 3.1):
• A generally thick layer (hundreds of micrometers) representing the heat
sink (also called lead-frame) on which the silicon die is placed;
• A thin layer of few micrometers representing the die attach (glue, solder,
diffusion soldering, etc.) used to fix the substrate to the heat sink;
• A generally thick layer of few hundreds of micrometers representing the
silicon substrate;
• A thin layer representing the epitaxial region of device (tens of microm-
eters or less). This is the layer where the heat generation takes place due
to the joule effect;
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• A typically complex layer representing the interconnections structure
together with the ILD. Such a layer is generally thin (tens of micrometers
or less) and its thickness is proportional to the number of metal levels
defined by the employed technology;
• A layer representing the power metallization of the device which is used
to implement the source (or the emitter) contact of the power MOSFET
(or of the power BJT/IGBT). The thickness of the power metal may vary
from few micrometers up to tenths of micrometers;
• A layer made of tall cylinders representing the bond wires of the de-
vice. Bond wires can be located either directly on the active area of
the device as in the DUT-2 (see Figure 2.13) or on its inactive area (see
Figure 2.15).
Generally, when executing thermal or electro-thermal transient simulations
featuring a small time scale (less than about 1 ms), the power device geometry
can be created by avoiding both the lead-frame and the die attach layer assum-
ing that the heat generated in the epitaxial layer does not spread down to the
bottom of the substrate.
As mentioned already in the Paragraph 2.3.2, an analogous consideration
is valid also for the geometrical modelling of the package. In fact, when per-
forming short transient simulations, the package geometry is not necessary due
to the very low thermal conductivity associated to the mould compound.
3.1.2 Temperature dependent material properties
In Paragraph 2.2.2 the FE formulation of the electro-thermal problem has been
derived for the simplified case of linear material properties, namely the ther-
mal conductivity tensor λ˜, the specific heat c, the density ρ and the electrical
conductivity tensor σ˜ have been considered as temperature independent. When
performing electro-thermal simulations of power MOSFETs in critical operat-
ing conditions (such as short circuit, overload, clamped/un-clamped discharge
of an inductive load, etc.) the temperature rise within the device may easily
cover hundreds of Kelvin even in few microseconds. For such a wide temper-
ature range the involved thermal and electrical material properties may vary
substantially. For example, over a temperature range from 25◦C to 300◦C, the
thermal conductivity of the silicon reduces by about 40%, while its substrate
electrical resistivity icreases by about 30% (for n-doped silicon with a doping
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level of 2 · 1019cm−3). Therefore, temperature dependencies of material prop-
erties used in the device FE description have to be taken into account in order
to achieve an adequate level of accuracy in simulation results.
For all the simulations presented in this work, non-linear material prop-
erties parameters have been used by specifying a table reporting the absolute
value of the temperature with the respective material property value, for the
following parameters:
• Thermal conductivity, specific heat and electrical resistivity of the sili-
con in the substrate and in the epitaxial layer [98];
• Thermal conductivity and specific heat of the gate polysilicon [99];
• Thermal conductivity of the field and gate silicon oxides (used in the
trench);
• Thermal conductivity of the BPSG (used in the ILD region).
Values of employed thermal material properties have been reported in Ap-
pendix A.
3.2 Modeling of the epitaxial layer in the trench tech-
nology
3.2.1 Modeling anisotropic microstructures: homogenization
Homogenization represents one of the sub-modeling approaches developed in
computational science suitable for overcoming computational limitations in-
troduced by multi-scale problems [37]. Originally, this method has been de-
veloped for the analysis of porous and composite materials [38, 39, 40]. The
goal of this approach is to determine equivalent material properties of complex
heterogeneous micro-structures included in the macro-scale model. In partic-
ular, in this thesis the method has been used to assess thermally equivalent
material properties of the epitaxial region in a trench technology.
The micro-scale model is described within the macro-scale geometry using
equivalent layers which are built using a conforming mesh compatible with the
mesh size used for the macro-scale geometry. In a thermal analysis, the aim of
the homogenization method is to consistently describe the thermal properties
relations between the micro and the macro-scale geometry. This means that the
temperature field in the macro-model (i.e. the computational domain) must be
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Figure 3.2: Scheme for the evaluation of the equivalent thermal conductivity
of a generic model along an arbitrary direction (η) of heat propagation.
determined by taking into account thermal effects associated to the the micro-
scale geometry if the latter would be described in detail within the considered
computational domain. Effectively, the used homogenization scheme consist
of:
1. Creating the FE model of the micro-scale structure using a proper (fine
enough) mesh and defining its material properties;
2. Performing FEM simulations aimed at the evaluation of the equivalent
material properties. Generally, those material properties are orthotropic,
this means that if a Cartesian coordinate system is used, the evaluation
should be done along the three axial spatial dimensions. From an oper-
ative point of view, we need to solve by FEM the heat equation in the
steady state regime:
−∇λ˜∇T (x) = QV (3.1)
In this case, the equivalent material properties to be evaluated by ho-
mogenization are the thermal conductivity of the micro-model along x,
y and z directions. Along the generic η direction, the way to proceed
is to apply a Neumann BC (generation term) to one of the two model
surfaces orthogonal to the η direction:
qn|α = q (3.2)
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while on the opposite surface, a Dirichlet BC defining the ambient tem-
perature (sink term) has to be applied:
T |β = Tambient (3.3)
as schematically depicted in Figure 3.2. Subsequently, a thermostatic
FEM simulation can be executed for determining the temperature distri-
bution within the micro-model. If the material properties defining the FE
micro-model are non-linear, several simulations should be performed for
different ambient temperatures in order to take into account the thermal
behavior of the micro-model at different temperatures.
3. Determining the equivalent material properties. In the thermal case,
once all micro-model simulations have been performed for all directions,
and in case of non-linear material properties for all temperatures, the
equivalent thermal conductivity λeqη associated to the generic direction
η can be assessed by means of the following expression:
λeqη =
dmodel
Amodel
· Pthα
Tα − Tβ (3.4)
where Tα and Tβ represent the average temperature on the correspond-
ing surfaces α and β orthogonal to η, i.e. the heat propagation direction.
Amodel and dmodel are the area in m2 and the model thickness along η in
m, respectively. Finally, Pthα is the power in Watt applied on the surface
α. This term can be also expressed as a function of the associated heat
flux qα:
Pthα = qα Amodel (3.5)
The Equation 3.4 descends directly from Fourier’s law, which describes
the one-dimensional heat flux q as a function of the linear temperature
drop along the generic direction of propagation η across an infinite and
homogeneous (i.e. isotropic) rod:
− λη dT
dη
= −λη∆T
∆η
= qη (3.6)
Reworking Equation 3.6 together with Equation 3.5 leads to the defini-
tion of λeqη reported in Equation 3.4. In this way a tensor λ˜eq can be
determined for every ambient temperature with the goal of defining the
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equivalent non-linear orthotropic thermal conductivity associated to the
micro-model:
λ˜eq(T ) =
λeqx(T ) 0 00 λeqy(T ) 0
0 0 λeqz(T )
 (3.7)
4. Defining equivalent material properties in the macro-model. The ob-
tained λ˜eq(T ) must be now employed to define the material property
values of the elements (generated with the macro-model conforming
mesh) representing the layer describing the micro-structures in the FE
macro-model.
The homogenization approach represents one of the methods available for
dealing with multi-scale problems. Its main drawback is given by the fact that
micro-structures are replaced in the macro-model by a roughly meshed region
according to the element mesh size used for the macro-model. In this sense,
micro-model details become hidden inside the macro-model mesh, namely
the approach does not allow to retrieve values of degrees of freedom within
the micro-model when simulating the whole macro-model. In power devices,
temperature peaks and gradients associated with thermal expansion are driving
sources of most degradation mechanisms [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Therefore, the
usage of the homogenization approach must be limited to cases where problem
unknowns have to be determined in the macro-model keeping in mind that un-
knowns values within equivalent layers do not correctly describe the real field
within micro-structures, but they are only useful for correctly determining their
impact on the whole macro-model.
Another effective, but more complex, approach which overcomes this
drawback is represented by the usage of non-matching grids (also called mor-
tar FEM) in the device mesh. This method consists of meshing the macro and
micro-model together by using two substantially different mesh sizes. In this
sense, the connection between the macro-elements and micro-elements is re-
alized using a modified FE formulation in which some elements can share one
border with more element borders belonging to adjacent elements. The main
drawback associated to this method concerns practical aspects connected to
the effective implementation in the simulator, such as the handling of intersec-
tion operations at the non-matching interfaces or the definition of the discrete
coupling operators. Furthermore, the mortar FEM theory is still a widely stud-
ied topic in the numerical computation community and it is not considered
completely stable yet for all engineering problems. The reader may find valid
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references for the analysis of numerical problems (e.g. simulations of wave
propagation, thermal problems and coupled mechanical-acoustic problems) by
means of non-matching grids in [82, 22, 100, 101]. In this work the mortar
FEM approach has not been adopted, preferring to face sub-modeling prob-
lems in multi-scale geometries by means of the homogenization method only.
We will see in the following paragraphs that the homogenization represents
a valid approach when investigating by FEM simulations the electro-thermal
behavior of power semiconductor devices.
3.2.2 Epitaxial layer stack
The homogenization procedure explained above will now be applied to deter-
mine the thermally equivalent material properties associated to trench struc-
tures implemented in the epitaxial layer of a power MOSFET.
When performing thermal or electro-thermal simulations of power devices
the epitaxial region is generally represented with a single layer made of silicon
in the device stack structures presented in Paragraph 3.1.1. Such a kind of
modeling obviously neglects:
• The eventual orthotropic thermal effect of possible trenches structures;
• The electrical effects of the substantially different doping levels and dop-
ing gradients used to realize the device channel and an effective drift re-
gion according to the breakdown capability and to theRON requirement.
Based on the geometrical structure of the trench, the epitaxial layer has
been decomposed in three distinct sub-regions. A picture of the trench ob-
tained with a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) highlighting the sub-
regions is reported in Figure 3.3. In this technology the trench is 4 µm deep,
while the pitch of the elementary cells is 6.4 µm where every elementary cell
includes 2 trenches. In the Figure 3.3 the silicon and the polysilicon appear in
light gray, while the oxide regions, i.e. silicon oxide and BPSG, appear in dark
gray. In the proposed geometrical modeling the thin oxide layer which sepa-
rates the outer polysilicon (which is biased at the gate potential VG) from the
inner polysilicon (also called filler), has been neglected due to its very small
thickness. The three sub-regions proposed can be distinguished as:
• The channel region. In this region the switching operating principle
takes place. An electron channel is formed due to the creation of the in-
version layer by positive gate biasing. This region is made of: 1) highly
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Figure 3.3: SEM picture of the trench within the epitaxial layer and definition
of the sub-regions.
doped polysilicon used for both the trench filler and for the channel gate;
2) silicon dioxide, i.e the so called gate oxide and the field oxide; 3)
BPSG, namely a particular kind of doped silicon oxide employed in the
ILD to separate the metal-1 contact from the polysilicon gate contact.
Such a geometry is clearly strongly anisotropic regarding the thermal
and the electrical propagation.
• The trench region. In this region the channel ends and the well confined
channel current starts to spread towards the drift region because the thin
gate oxide progressively degenerates towards the thicker field oxide so
that the gate biasing effect is substantially attenuated. An example of the
current spreading within the trench region is shown in Figure 3.4, which
has been obtained with a TCAD simulation. The so called trench region
is made of doped silicon, doped polysilicon and silicon oxide and, as
in the channel region, a strong thermal and an electrical anisotropy are
present due to the field plate trench.
• The drift region. This is a relatively low doped silicon region. Here the
current flows towards the silicon substrate. This region is made of silicon
only and it does not show any kind of thermal and electrical anisotropy,
though the current still flows mainly along the vertical direction.
In order to assess the thermally equivalent material properties associated
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Figure 3.4: Current spreading inside the mesa region resulting from a two-
dimensional TCAD simulation (courtesy of Stefan Decker).
to the epitaxial layer, 3-D FE models have been created in ANSYS for the de-
tailed micro-models of the channel (depicted in Figure 3.5-A) and the trench
region (depicted in Figure 3.5-B). The drift layer does not require any FE mod-
eling since no anisotropies are present in this region.
3.2.3 Equivalent thermal material properties: thermal conductiv-
ity
The evaluation of the equivalent thermal conductivity associated to the chan-
nel and trench region has been performed by applying the homogenization
approach. As explained already in the Paragraph 3.2.1, this method requires
several FEM steady state thermal simulations for solving the static heat con-
duction equation along the three spatial directions.
Given the FE model of the structure under investigation, a superficial heat
generation is imposed on one of the two model surfaces orthogonal to the di-
rection of the heat propagation we want to investigate (for example, surface α
in Figure 3.2). On the second surface β, a Dirichlet boundary condition defines
the value of the ambient temperature. Finally, all the remaining surfaces of the
model (all of them parallel to the direction of the heat propagation) are set
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Figure 3.5: FEM models of both channel (A) and trench regions (B). Materials
(colors): silicon (turquoise); polysilicon (violet); silicon dioxide (red); BPSG
(orange).
to be adiabatic. For instance, to investigate the heat propagation along the x-
direction in the channel region a superficial heat generation has been imposed
on the right side yz-surface of the FEM model in the Figure 3.5-A while the
ambient temperature has been fixed on the left side yz-surface.
After performing the thermal simulation, the temperature distribution in
the whole structure is known. Hence, the equivalent thermal conductivity of
the model in a certain direction can be directly determined according to Equa-
tion 3.4.
Since material properties of both detailed models are non-linear, the eval-
uations have been carried out using several Tambient chosen in a wide range of
temperatures relevant for applications of interest, e.g. short circuit pulses in
thermally stable and unstable regimes. When performing thermal simulations
for estimating non-linear equivalent thermal conductivity values, the choice of
a small enough power value for the generation surface is of paramount im-
portance. In fact, a big temperature rise induced in the detailed model may
be affected by intrinsic non-linearities associated to component materials (e.g.
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Figure 3.6: Temperature distributions in the channel model resulting from
steady state thermal simulations along the three axial spatial directions at
300 K.
silicon temperature dependence). Therefore, a small power value Qβ for the
generation surface has been set in order to obtain a ∆T of 1 K for all chosen
ambient temperatures. Indeed, for such a small temperature gradient, thermal
conductivities related to component materials do not vary substantially with
the ambient temperature. For instance, the reader may observe in Appendix A
that the λ temperature dependence of silicon within 1 K is absolutely negligi-
ble.
Finally the homogenization method has been applied for thermal charac-
terization of both the channel and the trench regions. As example, Figure 3.6
shows the temperature distributions within the channel layer at ambient tem-
perature of 600 K along the three spatial directions. Another example is de-
picted in Figure 3.7 for the trench layer at 300 K.
In both examples it is particularly interesting to notice the strong isolation
effect introduced by the oxide trench regarding the heat propagation along the
x direction. On the contrary, the thermal conduction along the y and z direc-
tion is only slightly diminished when compared to the λ of silicon. This effect
can be seen in Figure 3.8, where the thermal characterization results, normal-
ized to the value of the silicon thermal conductivity at 300 K, are graphically
depicted. The reader should also notice that the equivalent estimated thermal
conductivity along the y direction is slightly larger than the one along the z
direction. This means that the most efficient way to extract the heat from the
epitaxial layer does not correspond to the current flowing direction, but it is
actually orthogonal to the latter.
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Figure 3.7: Temperature distributions in the trench model resulting from steady
state thermal simulations along the three spatial directions at 300 K.
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Figure 3.8: Equivalent orthotropic thermal conductivities as a function of the
ambient temperature for the channel and the trench model. λ values are nor-
malized to the value of the silicon thermal conductivity at 300 K.
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3.2.4 Equivalent thermal material properties: thermal capacity
The assessment of thermally equivalent material properties of the channel and
the trench region implies the evaluation of associated equivalent thermal ca-
pacities, since the developed electro-thermal algorithm solves by FEM the
non-stationary heat equation (Equation 2.6).
The thermal capacity, or heat capacity, Cth is defined as the amount of heat
required to change the temperature of a material by one Kelvin, thus Cth is
normally expressed as:
Cth =
∂Q
∂T
(3.8)
where Q is the amount of heat in Joules and T the absolute temperature in
kelvin. Heat capacity is an extensive property, i.e. a physical property that
scales with the size of the system. Commonly, it is more convenient to deal
with the respective intensive property of Cth which is defined as the specific
heat (also called specific heat capacity) c, namely a heat capacity per unit of
mass m:
Cth = cm = cρV (3.9)
where ρ is the density of the material and V its volume in m3.
When solving transient thermal problems by FEM commercial software
suites, in addition to the thermal conductivity the user has to assign values of
ρ and c to every model material. When dealing with nonlinear thermal prob-
lems, these parameters should be eventually specified for different tempera-
tures. Therefore, when considering a generic FE model made of two or more
materials, the problem of the evaluation of an equivalent density ρeq and an
equivalent specific heat ceq arises. For such evaluations no physics-based def-
initions or formulations exist, hence an heuristic approach has been adopted.
The equivalent density has been estimated by applying the definition of
the density to the whole FE composite model (system), namely the equivalent
density is given by the total mass of the system divided by its total volume:
ρeq =
M∑
i=1
ρiVi
M∑
i=1
Vi
(3.10)
where M is the number of materials included in the considered system.
Similarly, the equivalent specific heat has been computed by evaluating the
mass-weighted sum of the all specific heat contributions associated to every
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material of the system:
ceq =
M∑
i=1
ci (ρiVi)
M∑
i=1
ρiVi
(3.11)
According to Equation 3.9, the proposed estimation of the equivalent specific
heat can be interpreted also in another way, namely ceq is given by the summa-
tion of all thermal capacity contributions cimi divided by the total mass of the
system:
ceq =
M∑
i=1
Cthi
M∑
i=1
mi
(3.12)
Estimations given in Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.11 have been used to
compute equivalent densities and equivalent specific heats respectively of the
channel and trench model. It should be noticed that, contrary to the case of pre-
viously estimated equivalent λ˜, the values found for equivalent specific heats
of channel and trench region are similar to the one of pure silicon. For in-
stance, at 300 K ceq evaluated for the channel model is only 5% bigger than
the silicon value, while for the trench model ceq is only 9% bigger than cSi.
In order to verify the validity of the proposed assessments, transient ther-
mal simulations have been performed. The verification consists of running a
transient analysis using two different FE models. The first model, called de-
tailed model, includes real material properties, while the second model, called
equivalent model, features the same FE model of the detailed model, but it
is made of only one single (homogeneous) material which is described by
equivalent material properties computed with Equation 3.4, Equation 3.10 and
Equation 3.11. An example of detailed and equivalent models is depicted in
Figure 3.9 for the trench region. The transient simulation consist of applying a
power pulse to a generation surface of the model and fixing the ambient tem-
perature to the opposite sink surface along a certain direction η, similarly to
the method described in Paragraph 3.2.1. For a given ambient temperature,
the same simulation is performed for both the detailed and the equivalent FE
model. Subsequently, both simulation results have been utilized for plotting
and comparing thermal step responses (i.e. ∆T / time curves) of the two mod-
els. As examples, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show the thermal step responses
for the detailed and the equivalent model of the trench region at 300 K along
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Figure 3.9: Detailed (A) and equivalent (B) FE model of the trench region.
the x and the z directions, respectively. The good agreement shown in the
charts has been obtained also for different ambient temperatures as well as in
the case of the channel region. These charts represent also valid verifications of
orthotropic equivalent thermal conductivity computed by homogenization. In
fact, the correspondence of values in the two thermal step responses indicates
the equivalence of the effective λ (which is associated to the detailed model)
to the one obtained by homogenization (which is associated to the equivalent
model).
The thermal response comparison is particularly interesting along the x
direction (see Figure 3.10), i.e. the direction along which the thermal barrier
effect associated to the trench is relevant. This chart displays also the thermal
step response of a homogeneous trench model (simple model), i.e. a FE model
of the trench region composed of only silicon as in the case of a commonly
adopted modeling of the epitaxial layer. The three displayed curves can be
consistently compared because they have been obtained using the same power
pulse. In Figure 3.10 the reader can notice a substantial difference between
the thermal impedance of the pure silicon (used in the simple FE modeling
of the epitaxial region) and the equivalent thermal impedance of the detailed
trench region. Such discrepancy is visible over multiple time decades and it
is due to the contribution of the substantially larger thermal impedances of
trench oxides to the equivalent thermal impedance. Therefore, the outcome of
modeling trench structures within the epitaxial layer is represented not only
by a lowering of the thermal conductivity, but also by an increased thermal
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Figure 3.10: Simulated thermal step excitation for different trench models at
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represents the temperature deviation between the equivalent and the detailed
model.
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Figure 3.11: Simulated thermal step excitation for detailed and equivalent
trench model at 300 K, along z direction, by same superficial heat pulse.
Dashed grey curve represents the temperature deviation between the equiva-
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capacity. The first effect is obviously permanent because it is related to the
steady state thermal behavior of the system (according to the definition of λ),
while the latter effect vanishes after about 10 µs. Such an observation is very
important because it will be useful for explaining the impact of the proposed
device FE modeling on its electro-thermal behavior in Paragraph 3.2.6.
In this paragraph, an approach for assessing the equivalent thermal
impedance associated to the detailed FE model of an elementary micro-
structure has been presented and validated within the homogenization sce-
nario. The advantage of using this approach is given by its relative simplic-
ity, its effectiveness and its consistency with the physics background. Other
methods have also been proposed in literature for evaluating equivalent ther-
mal impedances of micro-models. In particular, an interesting method has
been presented in [22, 83] where equivalent material parameters are evalu-
ated within an optimization scheme with the goal of accurately matching the
equivalent thermal response with the detailed model response. This method is
actually quite effective because it is characterized by a good accuracy. Never-
theless, it cannot be considered completely consistent with the physical back-
ground and its implementation effort is definitely higher if compared with the
simpler approach described in this thesis. Finally, equivalent material proper-
ties can also be assessed by exploiting a quite complex analytical formulation
which was developed for solving inverse heat transfer problems [102].
3.2.5 Electrical modeling
With the homogenization procedure presented in the previous paragraphs, the
equivalent thermal parameters associated to the trench micro-structure pattern
within the epitaxial layer have been estimated. In order to perform electro-
thermal simulations of a power MOSFET, electrical parameters of its repre-
senting FE model must be defined as well. In this paragraph the electrical
modeling of the epitaxial layer stack presented in Paragraph 3.2.2 will be de-
scribed. The reader should keep in mind that in the epitaxial region of a power
device:
• Resistive contributions to the total device resistance are the largest [54];
• Power contributions to the total power dissipated within the device are
the biggest;
• The switching mechanism of the semiconductor device takes place.
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Therefore, the goal of electrical modeling is to accurately represent the
electrical behavior of the epitaxial layer within the power device, thus such
modeling has been developed based on physical considerations. Electrical ma-
terial properties of the layers included in the epitaxial region have been defined
as follow:
• In the channel layer, according to the fact that the current flows only
vertically, the electrical resistivity associated to its generic finite element
j has been set to an infinite value along the x and y directions, while the
resistivity along the vertical direction, i.e. ρz , has been defined as follow:
ρxj =∞
ρyj =∞
ρzj =
Aj
dj
∆Vchj
Ichj (Tj ,VGj )
(3.13)
The equations above define the orthotropic electrical behavior of the
device channel within the implemented electro-thermal simulation al-
gorithm. The expression for ρz has been already described in Para-
graph 2.3.1 - Equation 2.58, while the temperature dependence of Ich
is due to the combined effect of the temperature dependent mobility in
the channel and the temperature dependent threshold voltage (seen in
Paragraph 2.1.1, Equation 2.1, Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3).
• In the trench layer, only vertical conduction is assumed, hence an or-
thotropic resistivity has been set as in the case of the channel region,
namely ρx and ρy are infinite, while ρz is given by:
ρxj =∞
ρyj =∞
ρzj =
1
qNDµn(ND,T )
(3.14)
where ND represents the average donor doping level in the trench layer,
while µn is the temperature and doping dependent electron mobility for
which the model proposed by Reggiani et al. has been used [93]. There-
fore, according to the electro-thermal interaction, the resistivity of the
trench is also temperature dependent by means of the average mobility
defined in this region.
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• In the drift layer, the resistivity is defined as isotropic, temperature and
doping dependent as in the modeling of the trench region, i.e. :
ρxj = ρyj = ρzj =
1
qNDµn(ND, T )
(3.15)
The electrical modeling proposed above does not consider two important
contributions to the total resistance associated to the epitaxial region of a power
MOSFET, namely the JFET resistance and the accumulation resistance. In
this case, the first contribution was neglected according to the fact that in a
trench technology, contrary to a VD-MOSFET, the JFET region does not exist.
On the other hand, as in the case of a VD-MOSFET, in a trench technology the
formation of an electron accumulation layer takes place due to the spreading
of the electron current at the trench base because of the positive gate bias.
Generally, in a trench MOSFET, the ohmic contribution associated to such an
accumulation layer has an impact on the total epitaxial resistance of at least
one order of magnitude lower than resistive contributions associated to the
channel and the drift regions [54], therefore the accumulation resistance has
been neglected.
3.2.6 Impact on the device electro-thermal behavior
Two different FE models of the DUT1 (presented in Paragraph 2.4.1) have been
used to perform electro-thermal simulations for evaluating the impact of the
proposed epitaxial layer modeling. The first FE model features a commonly
employed description of the epitaxial region, namely the epitaxial layer is geo-
metrically described by means of a single layer of finite elements, where every
element is characterized by silicon thermally isotropic material properties and
by an orthotropic electrical resistivity defined according to Equation 2.58. This
model has been conveniently called SIMPLE model. The second FE descrip-
tion of DUT1 is called COMPLEX model and its epitaxial region has been
defined with four distinct layers of elements: one layer has been used for de-
scribing the drift region, two layers for the trench region and, finally, just one
layer for the channel region. Equivalent material properties for those four lay-
ers have been defined according to the methodology presented above and are
reported in Table 3.1 compared to material properties used for the SIMPLE
model. In Figure 3.12 a cross-section of the FE model highlighting the layer
structure is depicted for both the SIMPLE and the COMPLEX model.
In the following electro-thermal simulations, only one thermal boundary
condition has been applied in order to model the heat sink. Such a condition
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COMPLEX SIMPLE
λ c λ c
Channel
x 29.0
744 74.3 709y 59.1
z 50.8
Trench
x 6.4
783 74.3 709y 52.1
z 48.3
Drift
x
74.3 709 74.3 709y
z
Table 3.1: Thermally equivalent material properties for COMPLEX model
sub-regions compared to isotropic silicon material properties (used for SIM-
PLE model) at 300 K. Measurement units according to SI: λ [W K−1 m−1]
and c [J kg−1 K−1].
SIMPLE COMPLEX 
Figure 3.12: Cross-section of DUT1 FE model highlighting the layer structure
for the SIMPLE and the COMPLEX model.
has been defined by fixing a low convective heat transfer at the chip bottom
surface. All other external surfaces of the device models are set to be adiabatic.
Two different stress pulses have been simulated to evaluate the usefulness
and the necessity of the proposed epitaxial layer modeling. The first stress con-
dition is defined by a pulse with constant VGS and with a duration of 1 ms. For
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Figure 3.13: Drain current for the SIMPLE and the COMPLEX model for a
low power/long pulse.
this pulse VGS and VDS are 2.2 V and 20 V, respectively. The corresponding
power dissipation of this bias condition (i.e. about 90 W) is quite low when
compared with a typical application overload situation. However, such a pulse
defines a dangerous device operation because it implies a positive α which
might cause the MOSFET to fail due to thermal runaway. Electro-thermal
simulations of both the simple and the complex model have been performed
using the algorithm described in Paragraph 2.3.1. Results show that at the end
of the pulse, the relative deviation of the simulated drain current between the
two epitaxial layer models is about 1% (see Figure 3.13). According to the
very low current mismatch the simulated hottest point temperatures (depicted
in Figure 3.14) also show a very low deviation, i.e. 3.5% at the end of the
pulse. Such a small deviation is probably due to the relatively small volumes
occupied by the oxide and BPSG materials within the channel and the trench
geometries (as it can be seen in Figure 3.5), and because of the long timescale
of the simulated stress pulse. The temperature distributions at the end of the
pulse within the epitaxial layer for both epitaxial models (Figure 3.15) also
show a good spatial matching. Furthermore, the reader should notice that the
temperature distribution is not uniform because of the unstable thermal opera-
tion imposed by the simulated biasing point.
The second stress condition implies a substantially higher power dissipa-
tion in the device. Here DUT1 has been biased with a VGS pulse of 5 V with
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Figure 3.14: Hot-spot temperature for the SIMPLE and the COMPLEX model
for a low power/long pulse.
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Figure 3.15: Temperature distribution within the epitaxial layer at the end of
the low power/long pulse for the COMPLEX and the SIMPLE model.
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Figure 3.16: Drain current for the SIMPLE and the COMPLEX model for a
high power/short pulse.
a constant VDS of 40 V for a very short time, i.e. 15 µs. This biasing condi-
tion implies a negative α, therefore a thermally stable operation for the device.
With this operating point the noticed deviations in the drain currents (reported
in Figure 3.16) and in the hot spot temperatures (Figure 3.17) are more rele-
vant, indicating the effect of the presence of the trench structures within the
epitaxial layer. These deviations are mainly due to the contribution of thermal
material properties during fast transients. Thermal simulations performed with
the equivalent and the detailed models of both the trench and the channel layers
show that after about 10 µs the dynamic thermal response is mainly dominated
by λ˜ while the thermal capacity of the equivalent layer has no influence any-
more, similar to what it is shown in Figure 3.10. There, the substantial differ-
ence between the thermal impedance of silicon (used in the simple model) and
the equivalent thermal impedance of the complex model becomes visible in
different time decades where the contribution of thermal capacities to thermal
impedances finally vanishes. Therefore, power pulses acting in the time scale
from 1 µs to 10 µs reveal a clearly visible thermal effect of the trench structures
upon the device behavior. As it can be seen in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.17,
the complex model always returns hotter temperatures than the simple model
because of the thermal considerations discussed above. Concerning drain cur-
rent deviations between the two epitaxial models, in Figure 3.13 the device
described with the complex model conducts slightly higher current than the
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Figure 3.17: Hot-spot temperature for the SIMPLE and the COMPLEX model
for a high power/short pulse.
device described with the simple one because the bias point implies a positive
α. On the contrary, in Figure 3.16 the situation is reversed because the hotter
device (i.e. the complex model) conducts less current than the simple model
due to a negative α.
Finally, a few considerations concerning the computational time required
to run the electro-thermal simulations: in the equivalent layer approach the
FE model of the device consists of about 105 · 103 nodes, while in the simple
approach only 85 · 103 nodes are needed. This difference is due to the fact
that the device with the complex epitaxial model has three layers of finite ele-
ments (in the epitaxial stack) more than the device featuring the simple model.
Those two layers imply an increase of the computational time needed to per-
form a single transient electro-thermal simulation by 40% - 50%. Therefore,
together with the modeling effort required for the assessment of the equivalent
material properties, the higher computational time needed by electro-thermal
simulations using the equivalent model represents the main limitation of the
proposed method.
Chapter 4
Applications
W hen assessing the robustness and/or the reliability of power devices,such as power MOSFETs or IGBTs, a thermal simulator generally
represents a valid tool for qualitatively predicting the device behavior. During
critical operations, like a SC event, the device junction may easily reach very
high peak temperatures. Furthermore, during particular operations, the device
may be exposed to large thermal gradients even within its small (a few square
millimeters) active region, as in the case of a thermally unstable operating
point. Temperature peaks and thermal gradients are main driving causes which
lead to device degradation and failures, due to the fact that those thermal ef-
fects directly interact with the device mechanical and electrical behavior. They
generally imply mechanical stresses due to thermal expansions associated to
device compound materials, e.g. silicon, metal, oxide, etc.. These materials
show a significantly different Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE), there-
fore during a quick temperature rise, for instance associated to a SC, thermal
expansions of metal, silicon, oxide and mold compound may be substantially
different, causing mechanical stresses which progressively degrade the device
integrity. On the other hand, extreme thermal excursions also determine sub-
stantial variations of device parameters which, in turn, determine the stabil-
ity/instability behavior of the power switch. Therefore, when predicting the
power device performance in critical operations, a purely thermal simulator
should be used very carefully. More recommended is rather the usage of an
electro-thermal or a thermo-mechanical simulator depending on the issue that
has to be investigated.
This chapter is devoted to demonstrating that the proposed electro-thermal
simulator is a useful tool that can be consistently employed for several kinds
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of analyses aimed at the estimation of device reliability and, especially, robust-
ness. This tool is very useful for designers particularly when analyzing causes
of degradations (or failures) in an already existing technology or during the
development of new ones.
Two applications of scientific relevance will be shown in this chapter. The
first one concerns the impact on the device robustness of the progressively
increasing current capability trend in latest Smart Power DMOS. The second
one is a qualitative study about the electro-thermal impact of a growing crack
within a copper-based power metallization, which represents a typical effect
observed in power MOSFETs subjected to repetitive SC pulses.
4.1 Technology impact on device thermal stability
4.1.1 DMOS trends in modern Smart Power switches
In last decades, power MOSFETs integrated in SP switches have known two
distinct shrinking trends, the first one is related to their active area size, while
the latter concerns their RON parameter.
The active area downsizing seen in latest power MOSFET devices is
mainly due to the increasing demand for smaller electronic components in
modern (and future) automotive applications. In fact, a smaller active re-
gion allows the usage of smaller chip and package geometries. Furthermore, a
smaller DMOS releases further space which could be used for the "SMART"
analog circuitry integrated within the SP switch.
The ON-resistance RON of a power MOSFET is defined as the total elec-
trical resistance to current flow between the drain and the source terminals at
positive gate biasing potential. This parameter is of fundamental importance
because it limits the power capability of the device. The power dissipated in
the MOSFET in the ON-state operation is given by:
Pdiss = VDSID = RONI
2
D (4.1)
In the expression above, for the same current level, a higher RON leads to a
higher power dissipation within the device. Generally, RON can be described
by the sum of several resistive contributions:
RON = RScont +RSSi +Rch +Racc +RJFET +Rdrift +Rsub +RDSi (4.2)
where:
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• RScont is the source contact resistance between the n+ source region and
its corresponding electrode;
• RSSi is the resistance associated to the n+ silicon defining the source
region;
• Rch is the device channel resistance, which is defined in the linear regime
of operations as follows:
Rch =
VDS
ID
=
Lch
µnCoxWeff(VGS − Vth) =
1
2KMOS(VGS − Vth) (4.3)
whereKMOS is the transconductance coefficient (or conductivity param-
eter) of the MOSFET given by:
KMOS =
1
2
µnCOX
Weff
Lch
=
1
2
µn
OX
tOX
Weff
Lch
(4.4)
• Racc is the accumulation resistance which models the formation of an
electron accumulation layer during the current spreading at the end of
the channel (beginning of the body region) because of the positive gate
bias applied;
• RJFET is the JFET resistance associated to the JFET region which can
be observed between the channel and the drift region in a VD-MOSFET
only;
• Rdrift is the drift resistance resulting from the drift of the current flow
through the low doped n silicon in the epitaxial region. This resistance
contribution is determined by geometrical parameters, such as cell pitch
dimension, trench length and width, mesa region width, junction depth
of the p-base region, etc.;
• Rsub is the resistance associated to the silicon substrate;
• RDSi is the resistance associated to the n+ silicon defining the drain
region;
For a detailed description of those resistive contributions, the reader may refer
to [54]. In a power Trench MOSFET, biggest contributions toRON are given by
the channel resistanceRch and the drift resistanceRdrift, therefore substituting
Equation 4.2 into Equation 4.1 we obtain:
Pdiss = RONI
2
D ≈ (Rch +Rdrift)I2D (4.5)
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A smaller active area implies a smaller MOSFET effective channel width
Weff, which is given by:
Weff =
∑
j
Wj = NWj (4.6)
where Wj is the channel width of a single cell and N is the total number of
cells. Consequently, the lowerWeff, the higherRch. On the other hand, smaller
active areas determine also bigger Rdrift. Therefore, the effect of such a shrink
leads to a remarkable drawback, i.e. the device would dissipate higher power
for the same current level due to an increased Rch and Rdrift. In other words,
active area shrinking causes a reduced current capability in standard applica-
tions. In order to counteract this unfavourable drawback, the device active area
shrinking is often accompanied by an increased device transconductance gm,
which is given by:
gm =
dID
dVG
=

if VGS − Vth ≥ VDS :
µnCOX
Weff
Lch
VDS = 2KMOSVDS
if VGS − Vth < VDS :
µnCOX
Weff
Lch
(VGS − Vth) = 2KMOS (VGS − Vth)
(4.7)
Nowadays, the way to reach higher device transconductance in power MOS-
FETs is generally achieved by the introduction of consistent technology im-
provements which often result in a higherKMOS, for instance by shortening the
channel length Lch or by narrowing the gate oxide thickness tOX. More com-
monly, an effectively increasedKMOS can be obtained by increasing the trench
density introducing an opportune technology scaling [103, 104, 105, 106],
which implies a smaller pitch size and consequently a larger Weff because of
a greater number of cells. For the same active area a smaller pitch determines
indeed an effectively increased device current capability due to a larger num-
ber of source to drain conduction paths. In general, the higher the KMOS, the
lower the RON because of smaller Rch.
4.1.2 Impact of the active area size on the robustness
In the previous paragraph it was shown that the problem of the reduced cur-
rent capability related to the miniaturization trend is actually counteracted by
achieving a technology featuring a higher transconductance. Nevertheless, the
downsizing of the DMOS area still creates a relevant issue related to device
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robustness. In fact, a smaller active area determines a higher temperature
peak within the device due to an increased junction to case thermal impedance
Zthj−c . The Zthj−c parameter defines the temperature rise ∆Tj−c, i.e. the dif-
ference between the junction temperature and the case temperature, for the
power dissipation Pdiss:
∆Tj−c = Tj − Tc = Zthj−cPdiss (4.8)
For example, in a very simplified case (short power pulse on top of a semi-
infinite plate) the temperature peak can be estimated by means of the "square
root law" proposed by Glavanovics and Zitta [107]:
∆Tj−c =
Pdiss
ADMOS
kSi
√
tpulse (4.9)
where kSi represents the "root law factor" which depends on silicon thermal
material properties. For a given power pulse of a given duration, Equation 4.9
well shows the trade-off between junction temperature peak and DMOS active
area. Intuitively, from a physical point of view, it is clear that a smaller active
area determines a larger Zthj−c due to: 1) a smaller are available for thermal
exchange between the epitaxial layer and heat sink; 2) a reduced thermal ca-
pacity because of a smaller silicon mass involved in the heat exchange. On
the other hand, Alatise et al. [24] have shown experimentally that, aside from
the aforementioned purely thermal considerations, the active area shrinking
would generally shift the VTCP towards lower VGS values, with a consequently
improved device thermal stability and robustness behavior.
In conclusion, the active area shrinking leads to two counteracting effects
on the device robustness, namely an unfavorable one given by a larger thermal
impedance and a favorable one represented by a larger thermal stability range.
In order to face the problem of the reduced current capability, higher KMOS
has been achieved in latest power MOSFET technologies, therefore possible
robustness issues related to such evolution should be addressed as well.
4.1.3 Impact of the KMOS coefficient on the robustness
The impact of the KMOS coefficient on the device electro-thermal behavior
has already been analytically and experimentally described in literature [12,
24, 13], though never verified by simulations. In this paragraph, the trade-off
between KMOS and robustness will be demonstrated by performing electro-
thermal simulations of two test chips. Both test devices are based on the DUT2
already presented in Paragraph 2.4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Transfer characteristics at different ambient temperatures for the
two technologies. As expected, the current density level at the TCP is larger in
technology-2.
Two versions of the DUT2 have been used for this investigation, both test
devices have the same chip size, active area dimensions, number of bond wires
and geometries and they both incorporate within their respective active re-
gion (at the same relative position) an integrated bipolar temperature sensor.
The temperature sensor has been employed for validating simulation results
achieved by using the algorithm for simulating SP switches described in Para-
graph 2.3.3. The reader can find details about the temperature sensor and its
calibration in Paragraph 2.4.3, while the experimental validation has been al-
ready treated in Paragraph 2.4.4. The first test chip (DUT1-A) has been fabri-
cated using a trench technology (technology-1) characterized by the transcon-
ductance coefficient value KMOS1 , while the second one (DUTB-2) features
a similar trench technology (technology-2) showing a larger current capability
and, therefore, a bigger value of the transconductance coefficient (i.e. KMOS2).
From the plot of the two transfer characteristics associated to the two tech-
nologies (Figure 4.1) it can be seen that the two DUTs share the same voltage
value at the TCP, i.e. their VTCP is the same, but the current value which defines
the onset of the thermal instability in technology-2 is higher (ITCP2 > ITCP1).
This means that technology-2 is characterized by a larger instability range
compared to technology-1. Such observation can be verified by deducing the
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Figure 4.2: Drain current temperature coefficient α as a function of the current
density for both technologies. As expected, both the temperature coefficient
peak and the current instability range are larger for the technology-2.
drain current temperature coefficient α as a function of the drain current value
[12], i.e.:
α(ID) = −M
T
ID + 2Φ
√
KMOSID (4.10)
In the equation above, T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, Φ is the tem-
perature coefficient of the threshold voltage Vth (see Equation 1.13) and M
the exponential term of the temperature dependent mobility at low-fields in
Equation 1.12.
In the chart depicted in Figure 4.2, Equation 4.10 has been plotted for both
technologies scaled to current density. Here, it can be clearly seen that for the
DUT2-B α is positive for a wider ID range, furthermore also its α peak value
(i.e. αmax) is bigger. Indeed, according to expressions derived by Spirito et al.
[12]:
αmax = KMOS
Φ2T
M
(4.11)
ITCP = KMOS
(
2ΦT
M
)2
(4.12)
the higher KMOS, the larger αmax and ITCP.
Four different electrical stress conditions have been simulated using just
one FE model. From the simulation point of view, the only difference between
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Figure 4.3: Simulated hot-spot temperature THS for Ipeak = 10 A, VDS = 40 V,
Tpulse = 2.5 ms and Tambient = 125◦C. As expected THS2 > THS1 because
α2 > α1 > 0. Maximum temperature deviation between THS2 and THS1 is
17.3◦C (at t = 2 ms).
DUT2-A and DUT2-B lies in the table model applied for the definition of the
channel element electrical resistivity ρchj (Equation 2.58). Indeed, different
gm (or analogously different KMOS) imply different drain current values for
the same VGS biasing level which finally defines different values for ρchj .
The first stress condition is described by a triangular power pulse which
emulates the discharge of the magnetic energy stored into an inductive load.
Analogous pulses have been already employed in Paragraph 2.4.4 for validat-
ing the simulator, where the measured/simulated sensor temperatures in the
two test devices (see Figure 2.41 and Figure 2.42) do not exhibit significant
differences because of the short transient employed (500 µs). The difference in
the electro-thermal behavior rather arises for instance if a longer pulse is used,
as in the case plotted in Figure 4.3 where the simulated hot-spot temperature
THS is slightly higher (about 17◦C) in DUT2-B. Such a temperature deviation
is a direct consequence of the thermally unstable working regime defined for
both devices by the stress pulse, in fact THS in DUT2-B is higher due to its
larger α.
The second simulated stress pulse also implies a temperature unstable
regime for both DUTs by defining a more severe operation. Here, the sim-
ulated transient consists of a constant power pulse of 400 W obtained using a
square current pulse of 10 A at VDS = 40V . In Figure 4.4 the hot-spot tem-
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Figure 4.4: Simulated hot-spot temperature THS for ID = 10 A, VDS = 40 V,
Tpulse = 2.0 ms and Tambient = 25◦C. A longer pulse would lead DUT2-B to
fail earlier than DUT2-A because THS2 > THS1. At the end of the pulse the
temperature deviation between THS2 and THS1 is 77.1◦C.
perature rising in DUTB-2 is substantially faster than in DUTB-1, in fact at
the end of the 2 ms pulse the temperature deviation between THS1 and THS2 is
already 77 K. Furthermore, due to electro-thermal interactions and to applied
thermal boundary conditions, the temperature distribution in DUTB-2 is less
homogeneous if compared with the one simulated in DUTB-1, as depicted in
Figure 4.5. A longer pulse would lead, after a sufficient time, both devices to
thermal runaway due to the focusing of a hot-spot associated with a localized
current crowding [25]. Nevertheless, DUTB-2 will surely fail earlier (namely
in a shorter time) due to its faster temperature rise.
The third simulated stress pulse is quite interesting because it implies dif-
ferent regimes for the two test devices: a thermally stable for DUTB-1 and a
thermally unstable one for DUTB-2. In fact, the selected drain current value,
i.e. ID = 25 A, has been chosen bigger than ITCP1 and smaller than ITCP2,
therefore during the simulated biasing condition α1 is always negative and α2
is always positive. Simulation results reported in Figure 4.6 show substantially
different thermal behavior of the two devices, in particular the very steep in-
crease of THS2 observable after about 1 ms indicates the occurrence of the ther-
mal runaway phenomenon. Such a failure does not take place in the DUTB-1
even at the end of the 1.5 ms pulse, specifically after about 1 ms THS1 is still
well below 400◦C.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated temperature distributions across DUT2-A and DUT2-B
at the end of the current pulse of Figure 4.4. The test device realized with
technology-2 shows a higher and more inhomogeneous temperature distribu-
tion than the one simulated using technology-1.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated hot-spot temperature THS for ID = 25 A, VDS = 40 V,
Tpulse = 1.2 ms and Tambient = 25◦C. The biasing condition simulated here
defines a positive α2 and, at the same time, a negative α1. The thermal runaway
phenomenon can be observed in DUT2-B after about 1 ms due to its thermally
unstable operation.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated hot-spot temperature THS for ID = 150 A, VDS = 40 V,
Tpulse = 60 µs and Tambient = 25◦C. Because of the thermally stable opera-
tions, the rise of THS in the time is the same for both DUTs indicating that
about the TCP the difference between α1 and α2 does not have an influence on
the device thermal response.
Finally, the last simulated pulse is defined by applying a large ID value so
that both devices work within their thermally stable regions. In Figure 4.7, both
simulated temperature hot-spots experience exactly the same temporal evolu-
tion indicating that in this case the technology difference does not influence
the electro-thermal behavior of the MOSFETs. This means that for thermally
stable regimes, α1 < α1 < 0 does not imply a "more stable" operation for
the DUT2-A, in other words the negative value of α does not change the de-
vice’s electro-thermally stable behavior due to the negative feedback between
the temperature and the drain current.
In conclusion, the faster rise of THS2 compared to THS1 observed in all
the simulated thermally unstable conditions well demonstrates that the higher
the KMOS coefficient, the shorter the time required to drive the device to the
thermal runaway. Therefore, such an issue should always be addressed when
evaluating the robustness of new power MOSFET technologies, keeping in
mind that (as already described in the Paragraph 1.2.3) electro-thermal insta-
bility further limits the SOA of the device at high-VDS/low-ID operations. Part
of the results presented in this section will be published in the proceeding of
the IEEE 25th International Symposium on Power Semiconductor Devices and
ICs (ISPSD 2013) [36].
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4.2 Cracks within the source metallization
4.2.1 A reliability issue in actively cycled devices
The electro-thermal simulator presented in this thesis is particularly suitable
for predicting device electrical and thermal behavior under a single stress con-
dition (single pulse). Just one electro-thermal simulation may typically re-
quire several hours for computing fields solutions, depending on the FE model
complexity (i.e. number of nodes/elements), on the number of time steps for
describing the input waveforms, and on the employed solution algorithm (dis-
crete device versus SP switch). Obviously, simulating a repetitive stress con-
dition (cycling pulse) is also possible, but it would normally imply an un-
acceptable computational time for calculating the electrical and thermal field
distributions. Based on the robustness and reliability concepts described in
Paragraph 1.1.3, it may be stated that this electro-thermal simulator is particu-
larly suitable for evaluating the device’s robustness characteristic, rather than
its reliability. Nevertheless, in this paragraph it will be shown how such a tool
can be also used for assessing a typical reliability issue of modern SP switches.
During their life time, SP devices have to reliably withstand up to millions
of stress power pulses, such as SC. In this case, fatigue mechanisms have to be
considered, in fact due to the repeated thermo-mechanical strain induced, the
power metallization and the interconnection stack may rapidly degrade and
lose their initial integrity properties [108, 6, 109, 110]. Such degradation
mechanisms may drive the generation of a local hot-spot within the device,
which may lead the device to failure due to thermal runaway after a sufficient
number of stress pulses.
Nowadays, the DMOS integrated in modern SP switches is capable of
handling millions of SC pulses without failure even if the peak temperature
induced in the silicon by a single pulse can easily reach temperatures higher
than 300◦C. This is possible thanks to the temperature margin ∆Tj existing
between initial temperature peak T peakj of the virgin device and the destruction
temperature limit T SOAj , where the latter limit is directly related to the device
robustness. During repetitive SC test, every power pulse induces a thermo-
mechanical stress, i.e. plastic deformation, on the device metallization and
interconnections which results in a higher and higher temperature peak T peakj
within the silicon. As depicted in Figure 4.8, after every cycle, due to this
degradation mechanism, the headroom between T peakj and T
SOA
j progressively
diminishes. Improving the device reliability means also realizing a DMOS in
which ∆Tj degrades slowly, achieving a higher number of cycles to failure.
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Figure 4.8: Scheme describing device degradation in active cycle stress: the
novel copper-based technology, as opposed to a conventional aluminum-based
technology, leads to a slowly growing peak temperature in the silicon T peakj
due to a less severe degradation of the power metal and interconnections, al-
lowing a higher destruction limit, i.e. cfail,2 > cfail,1 [10].
Nelhiebel at al. [10] have developed and presented a very reliable technology
concept characterized by a copper-based power metallization, instead of the
commonly used aluminum, which allows substantially higher cycles to failure,
hence a higher MOSFET reliability.
Experimental results and failure analyses have demonstrated that in this
technology the failure mechanism is related to the formation of cracks and
voids within the copper metallization in the proximity of the ILD (see FIB
micrograph in Figure 4.9) due to the plastic deformation fatigue induced by
every pulse. Tests conducted on a big population of specimens have shown
that after a sufficient number of pulses (about 10 millions) cracks and voids
start to emerge and grow within the metallization, while first runaway-fails are
observed around 20 million pulses due to some severe localized cracks/voids
in the copper.
4.2.2 Electro-thermal effects of cracks
In this paragraph the impact of a crack in the power metallization will be ana-
lyzed by means of electro-thermal simulations.
The electro-thermal effect of such a crack is not obvious because, from the
thermal point of view, it entails a less effective heat extraction from the sili-
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Figure 4.9: FIB micrograph of voids and cracks observed in the copper power
metallization [10].
con due to the reduced heat capacity and thermal conductivity associated to the
void, while from the electrical point of view, it implies a smaller (local) current
due to a "de-biased" source potential. In fact, it is reasonable to suppose that
the source potential just below a crack is slightly higher than in the undisturbed
case. Therefore, the local VS seen by a cell placed just under a crack is higher,
hence its local current is lower because of a diminished VGS. Finally, a crack
in the power metallization defines two opposite thermal effects: a local in-
crease of temperature related to an increased thermal impedance associated to
the cracked-metal and a local decrease of temperature associated to the lower
dissipated power thanks to the reduced cell current and effective VDS.
The FE model of DUT1 introduced in Paragraph 2.4.1 and depicted in
Figure 2.13 has been slightly modified towards a finer mesh. The adopted
mesh has the following characteristics:
• Every square element of the epitaxial layer includes 4 (2 x 2) elementary
cells in the xy plane, i.e. the element size along x and y directions is 12.8
µm;
• For the power metallization two element layers have been used, i.e. two
elements have been employed along the z direction.
With such a meshing strategy, a crack has been modeled by defining four or
more void elements in the lower power metal layer. Four different void lengths
have been simulated:
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Figure 4.10: Example of a 38.4 µm crack (3 x 2 orange elements) placed on the
top of the the innermost area of the active region. In the adopted mesh, every
element of the device active area (blue elements) features 2 x 2 elementary
cells (12.8 µm x 12.8 µm).
• 25.6 µm, by using 2 x 2 void-elements, i.e. the whole void is a square:
2 · 12.8 µm along x and 2 · 12.8 µm along y;
• 38.4 µm, by using 3 x 2 void-elements, i.e. the whole void is a rectangle:
3 · 12.8 µm along x and 2 · 12.8 µm along y;
• 51.2 µm, by using 4 x 2 void-elements, i.e. the whole void is a rectangle:
4 · 12.8 µm along x and 2 · 12.8 µm along y;
• 64.0 µm, by using 5 x 2 void-elements, i.e. the whole void is a rectangle:
5 · 12.8 µm along x and 2 · 12.8 µm along y.
From the thermal and electrical point of view a crack behaves as a thermal
and electrical isolator, hence a void-element features a very high electrical
resistivity, very small thermal conductivity and thermal capacity values.
Just one single void has been placed at the hottest site of the active region,
i.e. the central innermost area in the xy plane. For example, the position of a
3 x 2 crack, together with the mesh adopted for the epitaxial layer is visible in
Figure 4.10.
The electro-thermal effect of a crack has been estimated by simulating a
typical SP application pulse emulating the fast discharge of the magnetic en-
ergy stored within an inductive load, namely a triangular current shape with
Ipeak = 65A, constant VDS to 41.5 V and pulse duration of 25 µs. The same
pulse has been used for simulating the device behavior for all crack sizes de-
scribed above. Simulation results show that the device temperature hot-spot
THS emerges in a location of the epitaxial region situated just below the metal
void. Furthermore, the plot in Figure 4.11 shows that THS increases for in-
creasing crack sizes, indicating that the higher thermal impedance associated
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Figure 4.11: Simulated drain current (green curve) and hot-spot temperature
for the free-crack model (blue dash-point curve) and for different crack lengths
(orange-shades dashed curve).
to the crack acts like a thermal barrier for the evacuation of the heat generated
within the epitaxial silicon.
For a better understanding, in Figure 4.12 the hot-spot temperature THS
and the temperature overhead (with respect to the free-crack model) ∆THS
have been plotted as a function of the crack length. For cracks longer than 25
µm the hot-spot temperature overhead ∆THS is larger than 40 K. For larger
crack sizes both THS and ∆THS grow slower and slower, resembling a sort
of saturation effect, which could be explained considering the electro-thermal
coupling that takes place within a device cell. In the insert of Figure 4.11,
it can be seen that the hot-spot temperature peak is reached in the cracked-
models after about 16 µs, i.e. when the drain current is about 25 A. This
current level is actually well about the ITCP level, indicating a temperature
stable regime for the device, hence a negative α. This means that, starting
from a certain crack size, the temperature increase in the silicon caused by the
thermal barrier is counterbalanced by a local current decrease which, in turn,
defines a smaller power. Such supposition is partly confirmed in Figure 4.13,
where both the temperature and the current density fields in the active region
have been depicted for the 51.2 µm crack. There, the reader should notice that:
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Figure 4.12: Temperature hot-spot THS (blue curve) and temperature hot-spot
overhead (respect to a free-crack device) ∆THS (red curve) for different crack
lengths.
1) the temperature hot-spot in the epitaxial layer emerges exactly under the
power metal void; 2) the current density in the active area is lower just at the
location where the temperature is higher, i.e. again in the silicon under the
crack.
In conclusion, the simplified analysis presented in this paragraph describes
only one possible reason for the device failure shown in [10]. In particular,
contrary to what has been experimentally observed, here just one single crack
within the device metallization has been modeled and simulated by FEM. Sim-
ulation results have shown that a large crack in the power metallization leads
to a higher temperature hot-spot, which is located within the device epitax-
ial layer just under the crack site. Nevertheless, these conclusions have not yet
been experimentally verified and they have been achieved by using a simplified
model of the crack.
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Figure 4.13: Temperature (top) and current density (bottom) distribution at the
temperature peak within the device active region of the FE model featuring a
51.2 µm crack (4 x 2 void elements).
Conclusions and outlook
In the research activity reported in this dissertation an FEM-based Power
MOSFETs electro-thermal simulator has been developed by customizing
ANSYS R© software. Two algorithms have been conceived for suitably sim-
ulating electro-thermal behavior of discrete power MOSFETs and of their in-
tegrated version within Smart Power switches. With those methods the device
electro-thermal response to a single stress pulse during transient operation can
be predicted. The computational effort required to perform an electro-thermal
simulation may vary substantially depending on:
• the number of nodes/elements of the finite element model (representing
the device geometry) and its complexity;
• the number of elements employed to mesh the active area of the device
(i.e. the so defined channel elements);
• the type of modeling adopted for the epitaxial region: COMPLEX mod-
eling is computationally more demanding than SIMPLE modeling due to
highly anisotropic equivalent material properties and to the larger num-
ber of elements required;
• the simulation algorithm: simulations using ID as an input waveform are
slower because their algorithm requires more iterations;
• the number of time steps used to sample the input waveforms.
Electro-thermal simulations presented in this work required a computational
time varying from about 4 to 9 hours on an 8-core workstation with hyper-
threading. Computational time represents the bottleneck of the developed al-
gorithms, although computational improvements can be eventually achieved
by adopting more effective and element-saving meshing strategies, such as
non-matching grids.
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Simulation results of thermally stable and unstable biasing conditions
agree with physical considerations. Furthermore, experimental measurements
have been performed and used to validate simulation results. For this purpose,
bipolar temperature sensors integrated in two different test chips have been cal-
ibrated in a limited temperature range due to intrinsic setup limitations. The
measurement accuracy of extrapolated temperature values (i.e. out of the cal-
ibration range) relies on the accuracy of the analytical model (linear) adopted
to fit the calibration data. The good matching obtained between measured and
simulated temperatures proves the accuracy of simulation results. Neverthe-
less, more robust temperature sensor concepts together with the use of a wider
temperature calibration range may help to better validate simulation results at
higher temperatures. Furthermore, by using a test device integrating six tem-
perature sensors within the whole DMOS area, a very good spatial match has
been obtained between the simulated temperature map and measured sensor
temperatures. For this kind of verification, the use of an optical method, such
as infrared thermography, would be more appropriate to verify the simulated
temperature distribution over the device active area.
The electro-thermal modeling of the elementary cell has been performed
by adopting simple analytical descriptions already documented in literature.
Those models have been calibrated by fitting temperature dependent trans-
fer characteristics obtained by calibrated two-dimensional device simulations.
Several electro-thermal simulations performed in a limited VGS-range (i.e. few
volts above the Vth) have proven that using a simple SPICE level-1 model (in-
cluding temperature dependencies of the mobility and the threshold voltage)
for the cell behavioral description returns simulation results that well agree
with the ones obtained using the table model. Therefore, the choice of the
analytical model should be taken considering the trade-off between model ac-
curacy and model simplicity. Consequently, electro-thermal simulations are
sufficiently accurate when the fitting error is small enough. Moreover, the def-
inition of temperature dependent (nonlinear) material properties, especially for
silicon, is extremely important for achieving an adequate level of simulation
accuracy.
With the developed approach arbitrary device geometries can be simulated.
An obvious trade-off is established between complexity of the model and com-
putational effort. The homogenization strategy reported in the third chapter is
a well-known technique within the numerical computation community. Since
a power device represents a typical case of multi-scale geometry, the homog-
enization concept represents a very suitable solution to be applied to power
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MOSFET geometries in order to overcome the mentioned trade-off. Whit this
technique, it has been demonstrated that an adequate modeling of the epitaxial
layer of a power trench MOSFET may become necessary to achieve accuracy
when simulating high power biasing conditions in very fast transient events
(below 10 µs), while a simple, and commonly adopted, isotropic modeling of
the epitaxial layer can be employed for simulations of low power pulses. Nev-
ertheless, the achieved results would need to be experimentally verified.
Simulation results reported in the fourth chapter well demonstrate the use-
fulness of such a simulator. The impact of the transconductance coefficient
KMOS on the robustness characteristic of power MOSFETs integrated in latest
Smart Power switches has been assessed. Simulation results have proven, in
accordance to recently published studies, that higher KMOS values determine
smaller current and voltage thermal stability ranges and hence a reduced ro-
bustness of the power device. The achieved results have already been predicted
in literature by means of analytical considerations and experimental measure-
ments, while here they have been demonstrated for the first time using electro-
thermal simulations. In the same chapter, further analyses have been conducted
to estimate the impact of a crack within the copper metallization of a power
MOSFET. It has been demonstrated by means of a simplified finite element
modeling that such a crack causes a severe temperature hot-spot in the silicon,
localized at the crack site. The larger the crack size, the higher the tempera-
ture hot spot. The accuracy of the obtained results should be validated with
opportune measurements aiming at the assessment of thermal runaway occur-
rence. Nevertheless, first simulation analyses can be explained by means of
considerations consistent with the physics background.
The proposed simulation methods are suitable for assessing the robustness
of power MOSFETs in thermally stable and unstable operating conditions. It is
important to underline that their employment is limited to the study of device
operations within the Forward-Biased Safe Operating Area (FBSOA), i.e. for
biasing conditions where the VDS voltage is smaller than the avalanche break-
down voltage. Therefore, over-voltage protected devices (like most modern
Smart Power switches) can be suitably simulated with the developed tool. Nev-
ertheless, the simulation algorithm could be extended towards thermal analyses
of power MOSFETs in their Reverse-Biased Safe Operating Area (RBSOA).
In this case, the cell analytical model must include the relevant contribution to
the overall drain current determined by the generation of electron-hole pairs in
the body-drain depletion region due to the impact ionization.
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A further (and possibly feasible) extension of both simulation algorithms
may be implemented for assessing mechanical displacements caused by the
device electro-thermal behavior, which represents an approach for electro-
thermo-mechanical simulation. Thermo-mechanical simulation of power de-
vices is based on the one-directional coupling between thermal and mechanical
field, i.e. the thermal field drives mechanical displacements within the device
geometry. By exploiting the ANSYS capability for FEM-based mechanical
analyses, the electro-thermal simulation algorithm should be modified in a way
that a mechanical simulation must be performed soon after the electro-thermal
iteration loop (reported in Figure 2.9). Such an electro-thermo-mechanical
simulator would represent a very useful tool for assessing and analyzing me-
chanical fatigue phenomena driven by temperature changes. In fact, these ef-
fects are known to be the main cause of degradation mechanisms observed in
modern power MOSFETs.
In conclusion, in this dissertation it has been shown that the electro-thermal
interaction in power MOSFETs is responsible for thermally unstable operation
which substantially limits the device SOA and hence its robustness. Its un-
derstanding and its correct prediction by means of a reliable simulation tool
become crucial during the development of new technologies, the improvement
of already existing ones and/or during the design phase of the device geometry.
Appendix A
Material Properties
A.1 Thermal material properties of silicon
As already mentioned in this dissertation, the silicon thermal material proper-
ties, i.e. thermal conductivity λSi and thermal capacity CthSi , are nonlinear,
namely their values strongly depend on the temperature. Furthermore, λSi
shows a substantial dependence on the doping concentration. The definition
of correct thermal material properties for silicon is of utmost importance for
achieving accuracy in FEM thermal and electro-thermal simulations because
the device substrate represents the main heat extraction path for the power
generated in the epitaxial layer.
The thermal capacity of a materialCth is given by the product of its specific
heat c with its density ρ (see Equation 3.9 in Paragraph 3.2.4). The value of
silicon density used in FEM simulations is:
ρSi = 2329 kg m−3
and does not significantly depend on temperature.
Values of λSi and cSi used in FEM simulations of this thesis have been
experimentally determined by means of a dedicated material characterization
method, i.e. the so called differential scanning calorimetry. Both the thermal
conductivity and the specific heat of silicon have been measured over a wide
range of ambient temperatures, since FEM simulations must reliably compute
the thermal field according to the typically large thermal gradients and high
temperature peaks observed in power MOSFETs during critical stress condi-
tions. Experimental values of λSi and cSi have been reported in Table A.1 and
plotted in Figure A.1 [98].
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T [◦C] λSi [W m−1 K−1] cSi [J kg−1 K−1]
25 74.8 706
76 67.5 750
126 61.1 782
176 55.7 806
226 50.9 824
275 47.1 837
326 43.7 849
376 40.5 858
426 37.9 867
476 35.7 876
Table A.1: Nonlinear thermal properties of silicon [98].
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Figure A.1: Nonlinear thermal conductivity (green curve) and nonlinear spe-
cific heat (blue curve) of the highly doped silicon used in FEM simulations
[98].
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T [◦C] λpoly [W m−1 K−1]
25 54.3
75 48.8
125 43.7
175 39.1
225 34.9
275 31.3
325 28.2
375 25.4
425 23.0
475 21.0
Table A.2: Nonlinear thermal conductivity of polysilicon used in FEM simu-
lations [99].
It should be noticed that the measured silicon thermal conductivity is sig-
nificantly smaller than the typical literature value of 150 W m−1 K−1 at 25◦C
[111, 23]. The reason for that lies in the high doping level of the bulk silicon
needed to achieve very low ON-state resistance in power MOSFETs.
A.2 Thermal material properties of polysilicon
The temperature dependence of the polysilicon thermal conductivity λpoly has
been assessed by means of the polynomial model proposed by Lott et al. [99].
Polysilicon thermal conductivity values have been reported for different ambi-
ent temperatures in Table A.2 and plotted in Figure A.2.
The density of polysilicon used in FEM simulations is given by [99]:
ρpoly = 2330 kg m−3
The specific heat of polysilicon has been assumed to be equal to the silicon
nonlinear specific heat (reported in Table A.1).
A.3 Thermal material properties of oxides
Two kind of oxides have been used in the FEM simulations presented in this
thesis, namely silicon dioxides SiO2 and BPSG. For both oxides, equal thermal
material properties have been assumed. Their temperature dependent thermal
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Figure A.2: Nonlinear thermal conductivity of polysilicon used in FEM simu-
lations [99]
conductivity has been reported in Table A.3 and plotted in Figure A.3. Those
values well agree with literature data [112, 113, 114, 115].
Density and specific heat of both silicon dioxides and BPSG have been
assigned according to [95]:
ρSiO2 = ρBPSG = 2200 kg m
−3
cSiO2 = cBPSG = 1000 J K
−1
T [◦C] λSiO2 [W m−1 K−1]
27 1.38
127 1.51
227 1.62
327 1.75
427 1.92
527 2.17
Table A.3: Nonlinear thermal conductivity of silicon dioxide (used also for the
BPSG).
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Figure A.3: Nonlinear thermal conductivity of both silicon dioxide and BPSG.
A.4 Thermal material properties of copper
Test devices (DUT1 and DUT2) employed in this thesis feature a copper-based
power metallization. Generally, thermal material properties of metals do not
significantly change for a wide range of temperatures, therefore only one value
has been assigned for the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat of
copper [115]:
λCu = 385 W m−1 K−1
ρCu = 8930 kg m−3
cCu = 385 J K−1
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Acronyms
APDL ANSYS R© Parametric Design Language
BC Boundary Condition
BJT Bipolar Junction Transistor
BPSG Borophosphosilicate Glass
CAE Computer-Aided Engineering
CTE Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
DMOS Diffused MOSFET
DUT Device Under Test
ESD Electrostatic Discharge
FBSOA Forward-Biased Safe Operating Area
FE Finite Element
FEM Finite Element Method
FIB Focused Ion Beam
IC Integrated Circuit
IGBT Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor
ILD Inter-Layer Dielectric
JFET Junction Field Effect Transistor
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MOSFET Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
PDE Partial Differential Equation
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
RBSOA Reverse-Biased Safe Operating Area
SC Short Circuit
SEM Scanning Electron Microscope
SOA Safe Operating Area
SP Smart Power
TCP Temperature Compensation Point
VD-MOSFET Vertical-Diffused MOSFET
Symbols
Symbol Description Unit
A Area m2
Cth Thermal capacity J K−1
Dn Electron diffusivity cm2 s−1
Dp Hole diffusivity cm2 s−1
Eg Band gap energy eV
ID Drain current A
ITCP Drain current level for α = 0 A
J Current density A m−2
KMOS Transconductance coefficient, or conductivity pa-
rameter, of a power MOSFET
A V−2
Lch Channel length of a power MOSFET m
M Exponent of the temperature dependent mobility -
N Basis function, or shape function, for the FE for-
mulation
-
NA Acceptor concentration cm−3
ND Donor concentration cm−3
Q Heat generation term J
QV Volumetric heat generation term W m−3
Qel Joule heat dissipation term W m−3
RB Base resistance of a generic BJT Ω
RON ON-state resistance of a power device Ω
Rch Equivalent resistance associated to the channel of
a power MOSFET
Ω
Rdrift Equivalent resistance associated to the drift re-
gion of a power MOSFET
Ω
Rs Source resistance of a power MOSFET Ω
T Absolute temperature K
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Symbol Description Unit
T (x, t) Temperature field K
T0 Reference temperature K
THS Temperature hot-spot K
Tc Case temperature K
Tj Junction temperature K
V Volume m3
VBE Base-emitter voltage of a generic BJT V
VDS Drain-source voltage V
VD Drain potential V
VGS Gate-source voltage V
VG Gate potential V
VS Source potential V
VTCP Gate-source voltage for α = 0 V
VT Thermal voltage V
Vth Threshold voltage V
Vth0 Threshold voltage at the reference temperature T0 V
Wcell Channel width of the elementary cell in a power
MOSFET
m
Weff Effective channel width of a power MOSFET m
Zthj-c Junction to case thermal impedance K W
−1
Γ Domain boundary m2
Ω Space domain m3
Φ Threshold voltage temperature coefficient V K−1
α Drain current temperature coefficient A s−1
β Common-emitter current gain of a generic BJT -
B Magnetic flux density T
E Electric field V m−1
J Current density vector A m−2
fT Right-hand side, or load vector, of the thermal FE
formulation
-
fφ Right-hand side, or load vector, of the electrical
FE formulation
-
q Heat flux W m−2
OX Absolute permittivity of the gate oxide in a power
MOSFET
F m−1
s Absolute permittivity of silicon F m−1
Symbols 169
Symbol Description Unit
η Generic direction in a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem
m
nˆ Outward versor normal to the domain boundary Γ m
λ Thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1
CT Capacity matrix, or thermal damping matrix, of
the FE formulation
-
KT Conductivity matrix, or thermal stiffness matrix,
of the FE formulation
-
Kφ Electric stiffness matrix of the FE formulation -
µ0 Electron mobility at the reference temperature T0 cm2 V−1 s−1
µn Electron mobility cm2 V−1 s−1
ω Test function for the FE formulation -
φ Electric scalar potential V
ρ Electrical resistivity Ω m−1
ρ Mass density (per unit volume) kg m−3
ρe Density of charge per unit volume C m−3
σ Electrical conductivity S
τg Carrier generation lifetime µs
τn Electron lifetime µs
τp Hole lifetime µs
k Boltzmann constant k = 1.380 65× 10−23 J K−1
q Elementary charge q = 1.620 21× 10−19 C
λ˜ Thermal conductivity tensor W m−1 K−1
σ˜ Electrical conductivity tensor S
c Specific heat J kg−1 K−1
d Thickness m
gm Differential transconductance parameter S
h Heat transfer coefficient W m−2 K−1
m Mass kg
ni Intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon cm−3
qn Outward normal heat flux W m−2
t Time s
tOX Thickness of the gate oxide in a power MOSFET m
